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Abstract
Digital platforms are technology architectures that facilitate evolving usage in multiple ways
by diverse actors with different goals. Platforms are increasingly a foundation for a wide range
of information systems, including enterprise resource planning systems, computer operating
systems, online communication channels, web browsers, ecommerce sites and social media
sites. Organisations invest considerable resources in designing, developing and managing
platform-based solutions. Despite the wide applications of and heavy investment in platforms,
descriptions of platforms are many and varied. The lack of conceptual clarity regarding
platform structures hinders interpretation of research results and cumulative theory building.
Motivated by the insufficient understanding of the nature of platforms, this thesis provides a
unifying view of different perspectives on platforms by conceptualising platforms as
technology architectures with generativity as a key attribute. Drawing from an interpretive
literature review, this thesis develops a generative platform model (GPM), which embraces
five essential components: governance, standards, add-ons, interoperability and a technology
core. The GPM demonstrates how generativity is inherent in the tension between stability and
flexibility for each component, which leads to the formulation of five broad propositions.
This thesis investigated the applicability of the GPM in a case study of Oracle’s cloud
transformation. Drawing on an analysis of three different data sources, including focus groups
with Oracle practitioners, Oracle documentation and third-party blogs, this thesis demonstrates
support for the applicability of the GPM. Further, building from the case study, this thesis
develops design patterns for each GPM component. In this light, this thesis works towards
developing a mid-range theory for platform design in the case of cloud transformations.

This thesis makes a theoretical contribution by providing a foundation for theorising platforms
from a technology management perspective. It also makes a contribution to practice in that
practitioners can use the GPM as a tool for strategic decision-making regarding the design,
development and management of platforms. Importantly, the GPM highlights the tension
between stability and flexibility as a salient phenomenon in platform generativity.
Further, this thesis develops patterns for cloud transformations to address the design challenge
of tackling the interdependency between the stability of an efficient cloud and the flexibility of
an innovative cloud. The new design patterns can assist technology vendors to create and
maintain a productive cloud transformation in response to the current complex and dynamic
landscapes of on-demand requirements as well as the continuing requirements of system
efficiency and economy.
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Digital industry platforms are fuelling the next wave of breakthrough innovation and disruptive
growth. Increasingly, platform-based companies are capturing more of the digital economy’s
opportunities for strong growth and profitability … Platform-based ecosystems are the new plane
of competition (Accenture 2015, p. 50).
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1 Introduction

This thesis investigates the structural nature of digital platforms as emerging technology
architectures and contextualises the concept of platforms in a case study of cloud computing to
examine how actors 1 can apply the platform concept in system design, development and
management. Specifically, this thesis develops a model to demonstrate the essential
components of a platform and how they evolve in the rapidly changing business and technology
environment. The model is then applied to a case study of Oracle’s cloud transformation to
produce design patterns for cloud transformation decision-making.
This thesis explores this topic for two primary reasons. First, information systems (IS)
researchers have used the concept of platforms to represent technology architectures upon
which complementary products and services can be developed (e.g., De Reuver et al. 2018;
Gawer 2009; Tiwana et al. 2010). Platforms include a wide range of systems, such as enterprise
resourcing planning (ERP) systems (e.g., SAP Oracle), computer operating systems (e.g.,
Linux, Windows), game consoles (e.g., PlayStation and Xbox) and ecommerce sites (e.g., eBay
and Alibaba). However, there is mixed understanding about the common components of
platforms as an emerging technology architecture. Further study is required to examine
common structures of platforms and the key characteristics in platform performance (e.g., De
Reuver et al. 2018; Tilson et al. 2010; Tiwana et al. 2010). Second, although the pervasiveness
of cloud drives many technology vendors to transform from being traditional on-premise driven
to on-demand driven, cloud transformation is not an easy task for many technology vendors
(Cusumano 2010). Platforms play a role in cloud transformation by underpinning the cloud’s
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In this thesis, actors represent a broad group of human stakeholders, who may have relationships with a
platform. For example, an actor could be an owner, designer, developer or end user.
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capability to adapt to workload changes by provisioning and de-provisioning resources in a
flexible manner without losing control (e.g., Battleson et al. 2016; Marston et al. 2011; Venters
& Whitley 2012). However, there remains limited understanding about how technology
vendors design and manage such platforms to support cloud transformation.
Section 1.1 of this chapter explains the motivation for this thesis. Section 1.2 presents an
overview of relevant literature and describes the research questions. Section 1.3 describes the
primary theoretical and practical contributions of this thesis. Section 1.4 defines key terms used
and Section 1.5 introduces the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
Platforms are increasingly a foundation for a wide range of systems (Tilson et al. 2010). The
literature has investigated platforms in a variety of contexts, including ERP systems (Taudes
et al. 2000), online communication channels (Spagnoletti et al. 2015), web browsers (Tiwana
2015a), ecommerce sites (Tan et al. 2015), operating systems (Eaton et al. 2015) and social
media (Kane et al. 2014). Broadly, a platform allows actors to systematically reuse computing
resources for designing and developing complex products based on compatible hardware and
software components (Gawer 2009). However, what the common structure is and how
platforms evolve to remain at peak performance remains under-researched. It is important to
gain a sound understanding of the common structure of platforms and their key characteristics.
As an indicator of the importance of the topic, consider the two most successful mobile
operating platforms: iOS and Android. iOS shifted from only allowing native written
applications to encouraging heterogeneous functionality from third parties (Eaton et al. 2015).
However, the Android mobile platform was more open from its commencement, with the aim
to attract diverse development possibilities. Being plagued by unstable applications and
decreasing net profits, it gradually moved to stability (e.g., releasing quality assurance toolkit)
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(Parker et al. 2017). These differing experiences demonstrate a need to further explore how
actors design platforms and manage their evolution.

1.2 Theoretical Background and Research Questions
Rapidly changing business and technology environments drive modern IS to connect various
actors with divergent needs (Yoo 2013). Thus, managing evolving usage in multiple ways by
diverse actors with different goals is vital to the long-term success of IS (Tilson et al. 2010).
Generativity is a technology’s capability to facilitate unprompted changes from heterogeneous
actors (Zittrain 2006) and can enable a technology to yield new services that fulfil varying
demands and trigger opportunities. For example, Android has created numerous benefits by
promoting heterogeneous application development activities to ensure the continual
satisfaction of changing demands from diverse Android users.
Taking full advantage of generativity requires understanding new characteristics of IS, which
requires new technology architectures. Platforms are defined as a type of technology
architecture that underlies a broader business ecosystem (Gawer & Cusumano 2008). To be
useful, a platform needs generativity to complement it. For example, as mobile operating
platforms, iOS and Android do not have direct use value until heterogeneous applications are
developed for them. As such, platforms can serve as an effective vehicle to embody
generativity (Avital & Te’eni 2009). However, generativity can drive a platform in directions
that a platform’s designer may not have originally anticipated (Yoo 2013). For example,
Facebook as a social networking platform has many more functionalities today than when it
was initially launched in 2004. Although generativity can lead to a variety of platform-based
services, it also can result in uncertainties and risks, such as malware and low-quality services.
Therefore, understanding the role of generativity in platform design and management is urgent.
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The term generativity is rooted in psychology to describe a concern in establishing and guiding
the productivity and creativity of the next generation (Erikson 1963). In strategic management,
generativity broadly denotes a company’s capability to produce or reproduce something
(Weick 2007). In technology management, Zittrain (2006) adopted the term to refer to a
technology’s capability to create, generate or produce new outputs, structures or behaviours
without input from the originator of the technology. He proposed four important features of
generative technology: the capability for leverage—the extent to which it enables valuable
accomplishments; adaptability—the breadth of usage and the readiness with which it can be
modified; ease of mastery—how easily a broad audience can adopt it; and accessibility—how
readily individuals can come to use and control the technology.
When systems adapt to rapidly changing technology and business environments, generativity
is vital in platform design (Bygstad 2017; Yoo 2013). A natural extension to research is to
examine the optimal generativity design that is flexible enough to embrace varying needs and
stable enough to ensure functional integrity. Therefore, a central research topic is how design
can address the tension between stability and flexibility that reflects a platform’s generativity
(Tilson et al. 2010). Such tension has been studied across a range of platform-related
phenomena, including open strategies and different impacts on innovation (Boudreau 2010),
input control and application evolution (Tiwana 2015a) and boundary resources as a
coordinator for third-party development (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2013). These studies
highlighted a growing awareness that a flexible platform typically increases the incentive of
third-party actors to innovate. However, a lack of stability may lead to a loss of quality and
profit. There is limited understanding of the tension between stability and flexibility in
platforms and additional research is imperative to understand this tension in the design and
management of platforms (De Reuver et al. 2018; Tilson et al. 2010; Tiwana et al. 2010).
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Given the importance but lack of clarity of platforms, the central research problem of this thesis
is to understand how to conceptualise platforms to help design and manage modern IS.
Specifically, this thesis contextualises platforms in the cloud because it is a platform-based
technology that offers many synergies to create and consume computing resources (Accenture
2016). Therefore, this thesis proposes the following two research questions to study the
applicability of platform conceptualisation in technology vendors’ cloud transformation:
•

RQ1 (RQ1): What are the common components of platforms and what are the key
attributes of these components?

•

RQ2 (RQ2): How can technology vendors design platform components to support
cloud transformation?

1.3 Significance of This Thesis
This thesis contributes to knowledge in two ways. First, it develops a comprehensive
conceptual model to understand platforms as an emerging technology architecture. Tiwana et
al. (2010) indicated that the interdependent interactions among multiple components shape a
platform’s evolution. This thesis advances their understanding by identifying essential platform
components and demonstrating their key attributes through a generativity lens. The model
shows that design decisions at the component level influence a platform’s evolution.
Second, this thesis provides insights into generativity as an important emerging concept in
platform design and management. In particular, generativity can be understood in relation to a
tension between stability and flexibility. This thesis advocates that generativity concerns not
only how to open a platform’s computing resources to produce possibilities but also how to
control such openness to avoid disorder and low quality. The tension between stability and
flexibility within each platform component shapes platform evolution. Likewise, the tension
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between stability and flexibility determines the degree of generativity of a platform and
influences platform evolution.
Third, this study contributes to the literature on cloud transformation. Cloud has broken through
an established trajectory of information technology (IT) performance by allowing business
agility and facilitating innovation (Kaltenecker et al. 2015). Technology vendors need to
redesign their business and technology structures to retain competitive advantage in the cloud
transformation. This thesis produce a mid-range theory to help technology vendors move to
cloud. Platforms provides a promising arena for cloud transformation and design patterns for
each platform component are proposed to guide actionable cloud transformation activities.
Further, this thesis also contributes to practice by demonstrating a platform as a technology
architecture with a multi-component structure. When designing and managing platforms, actors
should consider how to structure the components to make them faithfully reflect the platform’s
overall vision. In particular, a platform designer should provide a clear model to help
developers and other practitioners to understand a platform’s tension between stability and
flexibility at the component level. The newly developed model can serve as a tool to visualise
a platform’s overall structure and relevant generativity tensions, so that actors can better
position their services. Although a fully functional platform should consider the characteristics
of each component, this thesis also suggests that practitioners could capture value by focusing
on one or more specific components.

1.4 Terminology
This section broadly illustrates working definitions of key terms used in this thesis (see Table
1.1). Some of these terms will be explained in detail in following sections.
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Table 1.1. Terminology used in this thesis
Term

Working definition

Technology architecture

An abstract description of the entities of a system and how they are related
(Baldwin & Woodard 2009). In this thesis, a technology architecture refers to
a technology’s overall constructive components and the mechanisms that
manage these components.

Digital platform (platforms)

A type of technology architecture that underlies a broader business ecosystem
by allowing reuse of resources to achieve economies of scale, while reducing
the cost of creating a wide variety of complementary components (Baldwin &
Woodard 2009).

Generativity

A technology’s capacity to create, generate or produce new outputs,
structures or behaviours without input from the originator of the technology
(Zittrain 2006).

Stability

The state of being resistant to change, as with system control and
standardisation.

Flexibility

The state of being responsive to change, as with modularity and open source.

Tension

The contradictory, yet interrelated relationship between stability and
flexibility.

Cloud computing (cloud)

A platform-based model that can dynamically provision, configure,
reconfigure and de-provision IT services as required (Venters & Whitley
2012).

1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis proceeds as follows:

Chapter 1

Introduction. This chapter introduces the research motivations, provides
a brief theoretical background, presents the research questions and
describes the significance of this research and key terminology.

Chapter 2

Background and contextual literature. This chapter surveys relevant
studies on IS impacts, platforms and generativity. Chapter 2 also
presents the theoretical foundation for this thesis.

Chapter 3

Research method. This chapter provides a methodological discussion of
the research design, including details regarding the theory and practice
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of theory development through an interpretative literature review and a
check on theory credibility through an in-depth single case study.

Chapter 4

Understanding the nature of platforms. This chapter analyses relevant
studies of platforms in the IS field and identifies essential components
of a platform. Further, Chapter 4 discusses generativity as the key
attribute in platform evolution. In sum, this chapter presents a generative
platform model (GPM) with broad theoretical propositions as a
foundation for future research.

Chapter 5

Contextualising platforms in cloud transformation. This chapter presents
the results from an in-depth case study of Oracle’s transformation from
an on-premise based to an on-demand based technology vendor. This
chapter applies the GPM and presents design patterns that provide useful
insights to support technology vendors’ cloud transformation.

Chapter 6

Conclusion. This chapter summarises the findings of this thesis and
considers their theoretical and practical implications. It also discusses
research limitations and opportunities for future research.
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2 Background and Contextual Literature

2.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter provides the conceptual background for this thesis. It describes the importance of
a sound understanding of the concept of platforms in today’s rapid-changing business and
technology environment, presents a review of literature relating to IS impacts and platforms to
identify research gaps and establish a research framework using generativity as a lens.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 discusses IS impacts and their evolving trends,
which provides fertile soil for the emergence of platforms. Section 2.3 provides an overview
of the platform literature and reveals that a sound understanding of a common structure of
platforms is required. Section 2.4 introduces the concept of generativity as a theoretical lens to
understand platforms, as well as distinguishing the concepts of generativity and modularity,
which are often used to explain platform-related phenomena. Section 2.5 presents a research
framework that uses generativity to elaborate on platform components and Section 2.6
concludes the chapter.

2.2 IS Impacts
The evolutionary development of the IS success model has made a valuable contribution in
capturing the multidimensional and complex nature of IS impacts (e.g., DeLone & McLean
1992; 2003; Gable et al. 2008). One broad dimension of success is quality, which describes
desirable characteristics of the system and its outputs, such as completeness, reliability,
accuracy and ease of use. The other broad dimensions are effectiveness and efficiency, which
describe the extent to which a system has promoted improvement in productivity at individual
and organisational levels.
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Because the contemporary IS environment is dynamic and unpredictable, researchers have paid
growing attention to explaining how IS impacts evolve over time (e.g., Tilson et al. 2010;
Tiwana et al. 2010; Yoo 2013). Thus, productive change has been examined as another
dimension of IS impacts that focuses on meeting the substantial evolution of user requirements,
which can be in the form of innovativeness, creativity and agility. For example, Google’s
geolocation system, known as Google Maps, can be applied for a variety of purposes, including
gaming, navigating and ridesharing. Many of the outcomes and impacts may not be related to
the original intent of Google Maps. Adapted from and building on Gable et al.’s (2008, p. 390)
model of IS impacts, Table 2.1 summarises three broad dimensions of IS impacts, with
exemplar measures of information system impacts:
Table 2.1. A broad view of information system impacts
Quality
System quality:
•
•
•

ease of use
reliability
integration.

Information quality:
•
•
•

data accuracy
availability
format.

Effectiveness and efficiency
Individual impact:
•
•

individual productivity
decision effectiveness.

Organisational impact:
•
•

Productive change
•
•
•
•

innovativeness
creativity
agility
customisation.

organisation productivity
increased capacity.

Drawing from the evolutionary understanding of IS impacts, a central challenge is that IS
requires stability to ensure quality and sufficient effectiveness while relinquishing a certain
extent of stability to allow for effectiveness and productive growth. This raises the argument
that IS contain capabilities to meet various needs, ranging from quality-focused to changefocused needs (Hanseth & Lyytinen 2010). Increasingly, IS design is confronted with the
challenge of retaining stability to ensure integrity and, at the same time, allowing flexibility to
facilitate innovation (Tyre and Orlikowski 1994). However, technology architecture that can
fulfil such dual goals remains under-researched.
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2.3 Perspectives on Platforms
The term platform denotes ‘a raised surface on which people or things can stand’ (Oxford
Dictionary n.d.). Researchers from different disciplines have extended the concept of platforms.
For example, management researchers have referred to a platform as a ‘collection of assets that
are shared by a set of products’ (Robertson & Ulrich 1998, p. 20). In computer science, a
platform could be a hardware configuration, an operating system or a software framework on
which a number of associated components run (Donders et al. 2014). This sections describes
the current understanding of platforms in the field of technology management.
The literature on platforms is rapidly growing. Although the knowledge of platforms has
benefited from diverse views, it can be confusing given its conceptual ambiguity. This thesis
uses McIntyre and Srinivasan’s (2017) review on platforms to compare against the literature
and demonstrate the primary contributions of this study. McIntyre and Srinivasan (2017)
distinguished three dominant streams in the extant literature: industrial organisation (IO)
economics, strategic management and technology management.
The IO economics view focuses on studying how network effects accrue in platform
ecosystems through interactions among different actors. A platform plays the role of a multisided market that mediates different groups of actors, such as sellers and buyers (Rochet &
Tirole 2006). The value for one group increases as the number of participants from the other
group increases (Evans 2003). A platform’s number of active users influences the choice of
developers of complementary goods, which positively influences the adoption decisions of
users (Eisenmann et al. 2008). Therefore, the basic premise of economic models is that
competition among multi-sided platforms is driven by the adoption of platforms by both users
and developers.
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The strategic management view focuses more on how platform owners gain competitive
advantage through strategic decision-making. Given that expectations of a platform’s growth
potential can influence the product adoption choices of users, firms have strong incentives to
signal and condition user expectations regarding their potential for future dominance
(Chintakananda & McIntyre 2014). At a fundamental level, strategy researchers have attempted
to move from market structural explanations of competitive outcomes in multi-sided markets
to firm-driven factors. These factors include entry timing of firms (Schilling 2000) and
incumbent advantages, such as firm size (Sheremata 2004) and alternative quality (Zhu &
Iansiti 2011).
This thesis adopts the technology management view, which emphasises the platform itself,
including platform design and subsequent effects on platform evolution. The technology
management view broadly treats platforms as technology architectures, which can facilitate
innovation (Gawer 2014). A platform can represent systems that could be modified through the
addition and removal of features. Such systems can be described as having modularity, which
can facilitate innovation by breaking-up a complex system into discrete, manageable
components (Baldwin & Clark 2000; Baldwin & Woodard 2009). When viewed from an
ecosystem perceptive, a platform serves as the essential building block on which other actors
develop complementary products or services (Gawer 2009). The fundamental architecture of
any platform includes a set of stable components with low variety (e.g., protocols) and a set of
peripheral components with high variety (e.g., applications) (Baldwin & Woodard 2009).
Figure 2.1 presents a high-level summary of platforms in the context of a wider ecosystem and
highlights the relationships between the three streams of research that McIntyre and Srinivasan
(2017) identified. This thesis aims to contribute to the technology management stream because
the IS literature demonstrates a splintered understanding of the structure of platforms. In doing
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so, this chapter contributes by opening the ‘black box’ of platforms (e.g., Kallinikos 2002;
Orlikowski & Iacono 2001; Yoo 2013) to explore the common structure and key attributes
platforms.

Platform providers
and/or sponsors
(Owner)

Platforms

Demand side users
(End users)

Supply side users
(Third-party developers)

IO economic
Strategic management
Technology management

Figure 2.1. A platform ecosystem
From a technology management perspective, different understandings of platforms exist. For
example, a platform can be defined as an extensible codebase, in which modules can be added
by third parties (Tiwana et al. 2010). A platform can also refer to the assemblage of technical
elements (e.g., hardware and software) and associated organisational processes and standards
(Tilson et al. 2010). Despite the difference in descriptions, a platform incorporates many
modular components that can extend the functionality of the platform (Baldwin & Clark 2000).
However, extant research does not examine these components in detail. For example, Yoo
(2013, p. 231) argued that ‘what is lacking in [IS] research is a more precise and nuanced
understanding of the nature of digital technology that enables and constrains activities that
produce generative innovations’. Similarly, De Reuver et al. (2018) asked scholars to provide
clear definitions of platforms. However, existing definitions demonstrate a lack of consensus
on a comprehensive and precise understanding of platforms. For example, Yang et al. (2012)
viewed a platform as a hybrid decision support system that builds on different service
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components. Ceccagnoli et al. (2012) described a platform as a set of components used in
common across a product family whose functionality can be extended. However, they did not
identify any work that explained what these components were or how they related to each other
in an overarching understanding of a platform. To advance the theorising of platforms, this
thesis proposes that the first step is to more rigorously conceptualise these components. The
next section discusses the concept of generativity as a theoretical lens to understand platform
components.

2.4 Generativity
The term ‘generativity’ is rooted in psychology and is used to describe concerns with
establishing and guiding the productivity and creativity of people (Erikson 1963). In
management, generativity broadly expresses a company’s capability to produce and reproduce
something (Weick 2007). In technology management, Zittrain (2006) adopted the term to refer
to a technology’s capability to create, generate or produce new outputs, structures or behaviours
without input from the originator of the technology. Generativity can be a source for the
functional extension of a technology.
In the IS literature, generativity has been related to the established concept of modularity
because both can describe the construction of a complex information system (Yoo 2013).
However, the distinction between generativity and modularity is fluid. To demonstrate how
generativity can make a unique contribution to the IS literature, it is important to understand
how generativity relates to, and differs from, the concept of modularity.
Modularity concerns interdependencies between components of a system from a product design
perspective (Baldwin & Clark 2000; Schilling 2000) and includes design patterns that define
how a complex system can be divided into modules, which are interconnected to deliver
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functional efficiency (Tiwana et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2012). For example, a personal computer
(i.e., a complex system) achieves its predefined goals (e.g., search, transfer, calculate, store and
display data) through joint effect of different input, process and output devices (i.e., modules).
However, generativity is a technology’s overall capability to produce unprompted change
driven by uncoordinated contributors (Zittrain 2006), enabled by the ongoing interactions
between a technology and its users and driven by changing needs (Bygstad 2017). A generative
system is designed incompletely to facilitate on-demand functionalities (Yoo 2013). For
example, a computer operating system remains incomplete when installed until a user adds
software to trigger its direct use value. Such incompleteness lasts throughout the lifetime of the
system because the user can continue to add new software.
The relationship between generativity and modularity can be broadly understood from two
perspectives. First, generativity can be built on a modular architecture because a system must
exist in a context in which tasks are performed by system components (Alexander 1964). A
generative system must exist with at least some initial components to embody the system’s
generative characteristics. Modularity can specify interdependencies between system
components (Baldwin & Clark 2000). Second, generativity is influenced by a system’s
capability to configure and reconfigure key resources (Johannessen et al. 2012). Modularity
can tune the number of flexible configurations in a system (Schilling 2000). A typical example
that describes the relationship between generativity and modularity is the Internet, which as a
generative system, builds on a modular architecture with three key modules: physical carriers
(e.g., servers and telecommunication networks), software protocols (e.g., TCP/IP) and
applications. Relatively stable software protocols coordinate the configuration and
reconfiguration of Internet resources and influence the evolution of physical carriers and
applications (Zittrain 2006).
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Despite their interrelationships, generativity is distinct from modularity. Modularity describes
an IS’s constructive structure as a capability that it can exhibit. Unlike a modular system, in
which the system’s goals and boundaries are explicitly defined, a generative system is often
designed without clear boundaries or patterns (Yoo 2013). Therefore, a generative system is
designed, developed and managed on the basis that it is never fully complete and that public
stakeholders can be trusted to share usage (Tilson et al. 2010). Zittrain (2006) analysed
generativity in further detail, as a function of a technology’s capability for leverage,
adaptability across a range of tasks, ease of mastery and accessibility. This depiction makes it
clear that generativity includes and extends issues of modularity. Table 2.2 summarises the
main differences and relationships between generativity and modularity in the IS literature:
Table 2.2. Differences and relationships between generativity and modularity
Description

Condition
Boundary
Design
Outcome
Relationships

Generativity
Modularity
The capability allows for
The property of a complex system
unprompted change created by that intentionally minimises
diverse groups of users.
interdependency between its parts.
The goal of a system is largely The goal of a system is largely
unknown.
known.
The system boundary is
The system boundary is clearly
blurred before design.
articulated before design.
Design patterns can be varied
Design patterns are predefined
and unpredictable.
and relatively fixed.
Unprompted change,
Functional efficiency and
innovation and possibilities.
flexibility.
Generativity can be built upon a modular architecture.
Generativity is partly determined by a system’s capability to
configure and reconfigure key resources, which modularity can
support.

References
Baldwin & Woodard
(2009); Gawer
(2014); Tiwana et al.
(2010); Yoo et al.
(2012); Yoo (2013);
Zittrain (2006);
Zittrain (2008).

Note: There could be overlap between generativity and modularity. For example, a generative system could
also achieve functional efficiency similarly to a modular system. However, this thesis focuses on the unique
characteristics of generativity.

The new phenomenon of generativity has drawn attention from IS scholars. Table 2.3
summarises a range of definitions of generativity and demonstrates that there is agreement in
the literature in the definition of generativity as being sociotechnical. Socially, generativity
involves people’s ability to produce new configurations and possibilities to reframe their
understanding of the world in a task-driven context (Avital & Te’eni 2009). Technically,
generativity involves a technology’s capability to manage distributed computing resources to
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create heterogeneous functionalities that can respond to a task-driven context (Yoo 2013).
When explicitly integrated as a concept, generativity can be recognised as a capability that
empowers an information system to continue to allow for unprompted change from multiple
contributors, with the aim of continually meeting rapidly evolving needs of various
functionalities. This conceptualisation suggests that generativity grows in complexity because
it requires an information system to account for dynamic user needs in the forms of
heterogeneous technological functionalities (Hanseth & Lyytinen 2010).
Table 2.3. Generativity conceptualisations in the IS literature
Source

Definition

Avital & Te’eni
(2009)

‘The ability [of people] to rejuvenate, to produce new configurations and possibilities,
to reframe the way we see and understand the world and to challenge the normative
status quo in a particular task-driven context’ (p. 349).

Tilson et al.
(2010)

‘The ability of any self-contained system to create, generate or produce a new output,
structure or behavior without any input from the originator of the system’ (adapted from
Wikipedia, 2010, p. 750).

Johannessen et al.
(2012)

‘The ability or power to create something … depending on both technical design and
social behavior’ (p. 74).

Yoo (2013)

‘A technology’s overall capacity to produce unprompted change driven by large, varied
and uncoordinated audiences’ (adapted from Zittrain 2006, p. 228).

Bygstad (2017)

‘The outcome of the interaction between knowledgeable people and flexible
information technologies’ (p. 183).

To explore insights into generativity, it is necessary to understand the key outcome of
generativity; that is, unprompted change (Zittrain 2006). Unprompted change refers to results
that are beyond the system originator’s intention (Yoo 2013) and can take the form of diverse
and evolutionary functional capabilities (Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2010). Generative
systems are used to create functional capabilities to fulfil various needs. However, these needs
may conflict with a system’s original design. For example, third-party developers may require
more flexible patterns for faster application development, yet this flexibility may lower
application quality and sacrifice system integrity, which may harm the interests of other
developers and system owners. Therefore, restrictions should be added to regulate generativity.
To coordinate various interests, the unprompted change brought about by generativity should
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be restricted to some degree. For example, although iOS is open to third-party developers, all
developers must follow certain control nodes and pass review processes prior to publishing
their applications. Figure 2.2 presents an overview of a generative system:

Generativity
Evolving technology and
business needs

Trigger

Information system
architectures that enable and
constrain activities to fulfil
evolving requirements

Deliver

Unprompted change

Figure 2.2. Overview of a generative system
Note: The arrows depict basic causal links (i.e., evolving requirements trigger new information system
architectures empowered by generativity). New information system architectures with generativity lead to
the delivery of unprompted change (e.g., innovation and possibilities). Unprompted change may cause new
requirements. This thesis explores the generative information system architecture (i.e., the grey box).

As generativity is a capability, it requires an object to process it as an attribute to accomplish
tasks. This thesis focuses on information system architectures as the object. Yoo (2013, p. 231)
argued that ‘what is lacking in [IS] research is a more precise and nuanced understanding of
the nature of digital technology that enables and constrains activities that produce generative
innovation’. The next section explains platforms as being a particular information system
architecture that can have generativity as an important attribute.

2.5 Contextualising Generativity in Platforms: The Tension Between
Stability and Flexibility
Prior literature indicates that theory relating to generativity is important for understanding the
nature of a platform (e.g., Avital & Te’eni 2009; Yoo et al. 2010). Zittrain (2006) described
generativity as ‘a technology’s overall capacity to produce unprompted change driven by large,
varied and uncoordinated audiences’ (p. 1980). Zittrain (2006) used the Internet and personal
computers (PC) to exemplify generative technology (see Table 2.4) and described how the
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Internet was designed ‘with a simple set of narrow and slow-changing protocols in the middle,
resting on an open stable of physical carriers at the bottom and any number of applications
written by third parties on the top’ (p. 1988). His seminal study made two key points: first, the
value of a generative technology is in its flexibility to growth through creative usage; and second,
a generative technology such as the Internet can be under threat from regulators and consumers,
who insist on stability because of the fear that too much flexibility can lead to abuse by malware.
Further, Zittrain (2006) proposed four important capabilities of a generative technology:
•

Capacity for leverage: the extent to which objects enable valuable
accomplishments that otherwise would be either impossible or would not be
worth the effort to achieve.

•

Adaptability: the breadth of use of technology without change and the
readiness with which it can be modified to broaden its range of uses.

•

Ease of mastery: how easily can a broad audience both adopt and adapt to a
technology.

•

Accessibility: the more readily individuals can come to use and control a
technology along with the information required to master it (p. 1982).

The generativity perspective offers a base for identifying the fundamental attribute of
platforms; that is, platforms serve as a vehicle for generativity in which a relatively stable
core stimulates the development of various applications for a broad range of users.
Table 2.4. A layered architecture of a generative technology
Component
Applications

Software
protocols

Degree of stability
(versus flexibility)
Flexible

Stable

Illustrations
Internet
Any number of
applications written by
third parties.

PC
Application layer at which most
innovation occurs.

Simple set of narrow and
slow-changing protocols.

PC operating systems. Most evolved
slowly because proprietary operating
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systems were closed to significant
outside innovation.
Physical carriers

Flexible

Open stable of
physical carriers.

PC operating system runs on a
variety of physical hardware. Cheap
commoditised hardware.

Adapted from Zittrain (2006).

IS researchers who fall into the technology management stream have built on Zittrain’s (2006)
generativity view (e.g., Bergvall-Kareborn & Howcroft 2014; Spagnoletti et al. 2015; Tiwana
et al. 2010). These researchers held that the common structure that platforms share includes a
set of stable components with lower variety and a set of complementary components with
higher variety (Baldwin & Woodard 2009; Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo 2013).
One can view the outcomes of a platform in several ways, which depend in part on the
viewpoint of the stakeholders involved, including sponsors, owners and users. De Reuver et al.
(2018) noted the methodological issues in evaluating the design of platforms. However, at a
general level, one can evaluate the primary outcome of a platform design in terms of its
evolution and survival. For example, Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) contended that a
successful digital infrastructure,2 including platforms, should be able to continuously evolve in
complex business environments. They specified two conditions for platform design: a
technology architecture that allows one to add, replace or change components, and a culture
that supports evolution and is not entirely dependent on the platform owner’s directives. In this
thesis, the researcher broadly define platform evolution as the peak usability at present, which
enables improvement in the future. A common thread that runs through the discussions of
platform evolution is the tension between stability (e.g., the breadth of use of the technology

2

Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) referred broadly to a digital infrastructure as a collection of information
technologies and systems that jointly produce a desired outcome. Thus, digital platforms are a form of digital
infrastructure.
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without change and a set of stable components with lower variety) and flexibility (e.g.,
modifiable to broaden reach and an open technology architecture).
When digital technology evolves to meet varying needs from rapidly changing business and
technology environments, generativity prevails over the concept of modularity in platform
design (Bygstad 2017; Yoo 2013). A natural extension to this research is the examination of
platform designs that are flexible to these varying needs, while remaining stable enough to
ensure functional integrity.
To understand stability and flexibility in platform design, clear definitions are required.
However, the IS field appears to have no generally accepted definition of stability or flexibility.
This thesis broadly refers to stability as the state of being resistant to change, whereas flexibility
is the state of being responsive to change. These definitions have two implications. First, the
definitions clarify the content of platform stability and flexibility. Because the resistant and
responsive states involve a variety of system design phenomena, they have a broad ‘universe
of content’ (Cronbach & Meehl 1955). For example, platform stability can be accomplished by
control, standardisation or restrained technical capacity. Platform flexibility can be
accomplished by modularity, open source or the variety of skills of the system users, including
designers and developers. The first implication of these definitions is the breadth of the
concepts of stability and flexibility in the IS field.
The second implication of these definitions is that they shed light on the reason for platform
stability and flexibility. Platforms are stable or flexible as a result of responding to change.
Because change can be characterised by the rate of occurrence to be discontinuous (Todnem
2005), stability and flexibility represent the situation in which the rate of discontinuous
occurrence is either low or high. Since change can be triggered by multiple events (e.g., new
user requirements, evolving business models or advanced technology solutions) in all forms
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and scopes (e.g., application updating, data structure reengineering and system architecture
redeveloping), this affects IS design at all levels and aspects. The second implication implies
the depth of stability and flexibility in IS design.
IS have historically been designed to exhibit stability. I surveyed two phenomena to exemplify
stability in design. The first example is system control. Control is a concept that reflects one’s
perception of the availability of system features required to perform the specific task
(Venkatesh 2000). In a system usage context, IS control is conceptualised as self-efficacy,
which distinguishes between the system features (e.g., adding, editing and deleting data) and
the behaviours to use the features to accomplish tasks, such as recording and analysing data
(Compeau & Higgins 1995). To effectively accomplish a specific task, systems should be
designed with features that comply with the task requirements so that users have clear
perceptions of how to use the system and what to achieve by using the system. The second
example is system standardisation. Standardisation is a process of designing system
specifications to promote coordination among different groups of users (Markus et al. 2006).
Standardisation formalises and limits user behaviours (e.g., design, development and usage)
because participating parties must accept the predefined system specifications (Damsgaard &
Lyytinen 2001). Since standardisation offers a shared ‘language’ for multiple parties,
interactions between users and the system become cost-effective, thereby leading to
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness of system usage (Hanseth et al. 1996). These
examples demonstrate how IS can be designed in ‘stable ways’ (e.g. control and standardisation)
to prevent negative change (e.g., use of the system for harmful purposes or connections to the
system with incompatible hardware or software).
Some IS, such as cloud architectures and smartphone operating systems, are better
characterised by flexibility than stability. Flexibility in design offers the possibility of reduction
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of control, broadening of standards, and a less constrained technical capacity. There are two
phenomena to illustrate flexibility design: modularity and open source. Modularity represents
a type of complex system architectures that is composed of pieces of subsystems (Wiederhold
1992). After investigating the case of IBM, Baldwin and Clark (2000) found that a modular
architecture can increase variety in product and service offerings because it encourages external
suppliers to provide both hardware and software pieces to enrich the main system. In this sense,
modularity facilitates innovation because it allows the design and use of common units to create
product and service variants (Huang & Kusiak 1998). Open source describes the case in which
systems, especially their source code, are developed and made freely available to the public
(von Hippel & von Krogh 2003). Open source allows the basic right to use the system’s source
code, to modify the system and to distribute modified or unmodified versions of the system to
others at no cost (von Hippel & von Krogh 2003). Open source facilitates innovation and
creativity because it transforms systems from a private good to a collective good, which
embraces more possibilities through collective intelligence (Bonaccorsi & Rossi 2003). These
examples demonstrate that IS can be designed in flexible ways (e.g., modularity and open
source to allow change as a result of adding on modules or modifying existing modules) to
stimulate productive change, including to foster novel products and services and to allow
diversity and variants in value delivery.

2.6 Initial Research Framework
Building on the concepts of generativity and platforms, this thesis contends that platforms can
allow for unprompted change through delicately adjusting and readjusting the degree of system
stability and flexibility. Figure 2.3 demonstrates an initial framework for generative platforms,
which consists of three essential components: a technology core, interfaces and applications.
Importantly, the framework highlights the tension between stability and flexibility at the
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component level as the driving force for delivering platform effects. For example, the Internet,
which is a large-scale generative platform, was designed ‘with a simple set of narrow and slowchanging protocols in the middle, resting on an open stable of physical carriers at the bottom
and any number of applications written by third parties on the top’ (Zittrain 2006, p. 1988).
The technology core and applications of the Internet are relatively flexible and the interfaces
are relatively stable. Although the tension between stability and flexibility empowers platform
evolution, further insights into such tension should be explored and a more detailed theoretical
lens developed to guide information system architecture (i.e., platform) design, development
and management (Tilson et al. 2010).

Platforms
Rapidly evolving
technology and business
needs

Stability
Trigger

Deliver

Impact of
generative platform:
Unprompted changes

Flexibility

Figure 2.3. An initial research framework
Note: Curved arrows represent the relationship between stability and flexibility within the platform.
Normal arrows represent the primary relationships between a generative platform and its context.

This section has provided detailed definitions of generativity and platforms, including their
relationships to provide a clear foundation for how they are used in this thesis. There could be
foci for understanding platforms, such as modularity (Tiwana 2015a) and information system
capabilities (Tan et al. 2015). This thesis contributes to knowledge by developing a generative
platform model to extend the research literature towards a theory of generativity in the IS
discipline.
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2.7 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the varying impacts of IS and the requirements for new
technological architecture to tackle such variants. The concept of a platform was reviewed as
the IS architectural object that can facilitate productive change, while retaining system integrity.
Generativity and the related concepts of stability and flexibility were discussed as the
theoretical foundation to understand platforms. In the following chapter, this thesis investigates
platforms’ common components and how such tension performs within each of the components.
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3 Research Method

3.1 Chapter Introduction
This chapter outlines and discusses the research method adopted for this thesis. This chapter
demonstrates the steps that were taken for theory development to explore the common
components of platforms and its applicability to the IS industry. Table 3.1 provides an overview
of the research design:
Table 3.1. Research design
Step

Activity

Rationale

1. Problem
identification

Define research objective

Focus efforts

Define research questions

Detail research direction

2. Research
philosophy

Justify the adopted paradigm

Align between selected research method and
the purpose of this thesis

3. Model
development

Select literature

Constrain extraneous variation

Theoretical sampling

Focuses efforts on theory development

4. Model
applicability and
credibility
checking

Specify case boundary

Strengthen focus of efforts

Craft protocols and coding schema

Develop comprehensive coding to synergise
views of evidence

Collect data: focus groups and
archival analysis

Gain familiarity with data and preliminary
model credibility check; look beyond initial
impression and gain insights from multiple
sources

Analyse data

Search evidence for ‘why’

Enfold model

Build credibility, raises theoretical level and
sharpen construct definitions

Theoretical saturation when possible

End process when marginal improvement
becomes small

5. Closure

The initial step of problem identification is vital in research approach design because it will
lead to theory development and case selection that can guide data collection and analysis (Yin
2009). This chapter evaluates different research designs to select the most appropriate one that
can best serve the purpose of this study. A qualitative, exploratory approach is suitable given
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the theory building nature of this thesis. An interpretive literature review was conducted to
develop a model that revealed the common components of platforms with the tension between
stability and flexibility as the key attribute towards generativity. Further, an in-depth case study
was conducted to examine the applicability of the proposed model. Focus groups, archival
documents and third-party blogs were the main sources of data, which were analysed using
coding techniques based on design science coding schema. Each of these steps is discussed in
this chapter, commencing with a recap of the research objectives and questions.

3.2 Research Objective and Questions
In most instances, the research method depends on the research objective and questions (Yin
2009). A clear definition of research objectives and questions is essential for an appropriately
designed research approach because such definitions can permit the researcher to specify the
unit of analysis (Eisenhardt 1989) and linking the research objective and questions to research
design can enable relevant and comprehensive information to be collected (Ritchie et al. 2013).
Therefore, the research objectives and questions of this thesis are further discussed to select an
appropriate research approach.
This thesis aims to address the gap in the IS literature concerning the structural nature of
platforms at the component level, so that researchers and practitioners can better study and
design platforms:
The objective of this thesis is to develop a theoretical model of platforms and to
examine the applicability of this model.
This objective seeks to improve the understanding in the research literature of the essential
building blocks of platforms and the key attributes that drive platform evolution. The findings
will help to establish a comprehensive understanding of platforms as an emerging type of
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technology architecture and to contribute to the work of platform design and management. This
overall objective can be divided into subsidiary goals as follows:
•

To understand the common sociotechnical components of a platform.

•

To understand the key attributes that distinguish a platform from other architecture.

•

To understand how each platform component embraces attributes.

•

To understand whether and how the new platform model can be applied to industry.

To achieve the research objective, two research questions were formulated as follows.
RQ1 (RQ1): What are the common components of platforms and what are the key
attributes of these components?
In Chapter 2, current understanding of platforms was presented from three perspectives:
economics, strategic management and technology management. This thesis focuses on the
technology management aspect and broadly treats platforms as technology architecture that
facilitates innovation (Gawer 2014). Although the core concepts of platform-related strategies
and practices have been studied, most of the studies have focused on the effects of platforms
and treated the platform as a black box. Therefore, a key limitation of research in this area is a
lack of in-depth understanding of the common components and attributes of platforms that
drives platform evolution over time (McIntyre & Srinivasan 2017).
To improve the understanding of platforms, RQ1 seeks to explore and categorise the common
components of platforms. These components are derived from the existing understanding of
platforms. The enhanced categorisation of platform components ensures that essential platform
components are understood across a broad range of functional domains and influence platform
design. These components are characterised by sociotechnical aspects studied in the literature.
Further, the attributes that drive platform evolution at the component level is another key issue
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that RQ1 addresses. Learning about the key capabilities that each component embraces leads
to a better perception of effective platform design. Therefore, clearly understanding the key
attributes that drive a platform is vital for a comprehensive conceptual model of platforms.
RQ2: How can technology vendors design platform components to support cloud
transformation?
The turbulent business environment forces technology vendors to transform their business
models of value creation. Platforms are reshaping the requirements and aspirations of
technology vendors’ transformation regarding service delivery towards greater flexibility and
integrity. However, there is a need to undertake research into the classification of the role of
platforms in enabling technology vendors’ business transformation.
RQ2 supports the research objective by attempting to examine understanding of the common
components and key attributes of a platform that have been identified in answering RQ1.
Further, RQ2 facilitates abstraction and applicability of platform conceptualisation. The
association of platform design at each component level offers initiatives for technology vendors’
business and technology revolution. Therefore, RQ2 provides an understanding of platform
design from a technology vendor’s perspective, related to the tension between ensuring stability
and encouraging flexibility.
There are various methods and approaches for choosing research methods in IS studies. The
selection of an appropriate approach is an important step towards the success of a research
study. The next section discusses the research philosophy with the aim of aligning the selected
research design with the research objective and questions.
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3.3 Research Philosophy
This section defines and presents the research paradigms of this thesis. When selecting a
method, researchers confront philosophical questions regarding the nature and purpose of
knowledge and their position in eliciting the knowledge and also to address the practical
demands the method imposes, from design to communication of findings. This section
discusses the selected pragmatic approach for the exploration of platform components, their
key attributes and applicability.
3.3.1 Research Paradigms in the IS Field
Paradigms is a term that defines the ‘basic belief system or worldview that guides the
investigator, not only in choices of method but in ontologically and epistemologically
fundamental ways’ (Guba & Lincoln 1994, p. 105). Based on Lincoln et al. (2011), a paradigm
can present three categories of basic beliefs:
•

The ontological belief—What is the form and nature of reality and, therefore, what is
there that can be known about it?

•

The epistemological belief—What is the nature of the relationship between the knower
or would-be knower and what can be known?

•

The methodological belief—How can the inquirer go about finding out whatever he or
she believes can be known.

While there are several ways to define guiding ontological beliefs, Orlikowski and Baroudi
(1991) as well as Bhattacherjee (2012) provide three inquiry paradigms for IS research:
•

Positivism depends exclusively on theories that can be directly tested on observed data
to lead to empiricism. Positivist studies are premised on the existence of a priori fixed
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relationships with phenomena, which are typically investigated with structured
instrumentation.
•

Interpretivism holds that a social action must be studied through interpretive means
based on understanding the meaning and purpose. Interpretive studies assume that
people create and associate their own subjective and intersubjective meanings as they
interact with the world around them.

•

Post-positivism argues that combining empirical observations with logical reasoning
can enable reasonable inferences about a phenomenon of interest. Post-positivist
studies aim to critique the status quo through the exposure of what are believed to be
deep-seated assumptions within social systems and thereby transform social conditions.

Basic beliefs regarding these alternative paradigms are human constructions and as such they
cannot be indisputably correct or incorrect. Therefore, ‘advocates of any particular construction
must rely on persuasiveness and utility rather that proof in arguing their position’ (Guba &
Lincoln 1994, p. 108). Further, others have argued against simplistic approaches to depicting
paradigms in IS research (e.g., Treiblmaier 2019). The next section provides a justification for
the choice of a research approach.
3.3.2 Research Paradigms Utilised for this Thesis
This thesis largely follows the interpretivist paradigm because it explores the structural nature
of platforms from a sociotechnical viewpoint. I recognise the ontological form is locally
constituted by the platform components and specific to the meaning the platform architecture,
which strongly suggests the appropriateness of an interpretive study.
According to Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) and Bhattacherjee (2012), interpretivism is a
framework of research based on the assumption that social reality is not a single or objective
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reality, but is shaped through human experiences and social contexts. The best way to study
such social reality is via its historical contexts through conciliation between subjective
interpretations for a variety of participants. Therefore, the interpretation of reality is achieved
through a sense-making process, not through a hypothesis-testing process. By doing so, this
thesis recognises the importance of existing knowledge from literature and the importance of
human actions and interactions to platform research and practice (Walsham 1995).
The adoption of a qualitative, interpretive approach indicates acceptance that the researcher is
not independent from what is being studied (Creswell 1994). Instead, the researcher plays an
active role in data collection and analysis, including deciding what to investigate, what
questions to ask and how to make sense of data. Therefore, the researcher is an integral part of
the social context and interprets the observations from the perspective of the archival data and
participants in the natural setting of platform design. The following section discusses the
operationalisation of these choices in a detailed research strategy.

3.4 Research Strategy
A research strategy defines the theoretical scope and boundaries of the proposed study. This
section discusses the research strategy utilised for this thesis. Within a paradigm, researchers
have multiple options; therefore, in selecting operational research methods, researchers need
to assess influential factors, including experience and psychological attributes (Mumford 2001),
the nature of the problem and the audience of the study (Trauth 2001). Further, an interpretivist
study can apply a number of qualitative methods (Miles & Huberman 1994) and each of these
methods presents advantages and disadvantages. This thesis adopts interpretive literature
review and in-depth case study to seek for the answers to the research questions.
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3.4.1 Interpretive Literature Review
An effective way to develop theoretical insights is through reflection on the review of literature.
Rowe (2014) noted:
A good literature review could, for example, identify systematic theoretical and
methodological biases in a field and suggest fundamental reorientation for
understanding the problem or central construct. Such problematization should
help identifying alternative theoretical underpinnings in the existing literature (p.
243, emphasis added).
Schwarz et al. (2007) classified literature review goals in four categories: 1) to summarise prior
research; 2) to critically examine contributions of past research; 3) to explain the results of prior
research found within research streams; and 4) to clarify alternative views of past research (not
necessarily integrated together). Webster and Watson (2002), among early discussion in the IS
field, highlighted the importance of literature reviews and suggested that ‘an effective review
creates a firm foundation for advancing knowledge’ (p. xiii). Such a foundation is built on
critically consolidating the existing literature on a given topic and aligning with the research
objective of the study (Rowe 2014).
Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014) introduced systematic literature review (SLR) as a
powerful tool to deal with a potentially large number of identified sources. SLRs are criticised
for reducing literature reviews to formalistic literature searches, which stifle academic curiosity
and threaten ‘quality and critique in scholarship and research’ (MacLure 2005, p. 393).
However, SLR is often used as a standardised method for literature reviews that is replicable,
transparent, objective, unbiased and rigorous (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014).
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Alvesson and Sandberg (2011) indicated that, unlike studies that claim to spot a gap in the
literature—which implies the need to review all relevant prior research—researchers should
focus on in-depth readings of key texts. Selecting key texts entails identifying exemplars or
path-defining studies, a few authoritative summaries of the literature or a handful of recent,
influential and well-respected articles. Based on this view, Schultze (2015) introduced the
interpretive literature review as:
A more interpretive stance to reviewing the literature resemble agile systems
developers in that they [Is] believe that the best outcomes are achieved by
completing small pieces of work in an iterative fashion. They are generally more
driven by producing (intermediate) results than by methodological rigour. In
addition, they acknowledge the importance of learning throughout the process.
Thus, instead of making an all-encompassing, long-term plan for the entire
research project, they make a series of short-term plans that become part of the
iterative learning cycles that characterise their work (p. 183, emphasis added).
As shown in Table 3.2, although a SLR approach often displays clearer sample selection
criteria, this thesis has adopted an interpretive literature review design. The research objective
was to conceptualise platforms in terms of essential components and key attributes by
developing a high-level theoretical model. An interpretive literature review design allowed me
to be more critical of the assertions of the completeness of concepts, thereby offering a better
opportunity for developing a more coherent identity of platforms.
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Table 3.2. Comparison between systematic and interpretive literature reviews
Objective
Assumptions about
research process

Presentation of the
research plan, research
questions
Sources searched

Search terms

Search strategy

Inclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria

Assumptions about
literature

Inclusion/exclusion
decision

Key assumptions about
research texts

Analysis process

Systematic literature review
Research plan/protocol
• Plan should be detailed and guide
execution of entire research process
• Linear research process with some
iterations (i.e., pilots, reviews) in
planning phase
Articulate in fine detail in published
review
Online databases—irrespective of
whether they are easy to access

Keywords that define phenomenon of
interest; ideally same keywords used for
all sources
Two or more researchers to limit
individual bias
Empirical research (i.e., primary
research) only
Research with questionable reliability
and validity
Search literature
Research on a given topic can be
bounded; a good literature review is able
to extract the complete body of relevant
research
Select texts
• Read publication title and abstract
• Read and code select (full) papers for
relevance and quality
• Assess inter-coder reliability
Analyse texts
Facts can be stripped of the ambiguity of
language

•
•
•
•

Coding by multiple researchers
Inter-coder reliability assessment
Mapping
No or limited acknowledgment of
subjective interpretation
Synthesis of findings
Additive/summative or meta-analysis
Adapted from Schultze (2015).
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Interpretive literature review
• Research process is iterative; new
insights influence the search for and
analysis of prior research
• Plan is not elaborate and may not be
developed at all
Largely unarticulated in published
review
Key texts (i.e., exemplars or pathdefining studies, a few authoritative
summaries of the literature or a handful
of recent, influential and well-respected
articles)
Not as relevant as citation analysis to
identify texts that are highly influential
in an area of inquiry
Individual research or team; individual
researcher’s knowledge is key to
identifying relevant texts
All paper genres and research methods;
methodological diversity is valued
N/A

Key texts regarded as representative of
state-of-the-art knowledge in a given
area
• Read publication title and abstract
• Read and maybe code select (full)
papers for relevance and quality
• Maybe assess inter-coder reliability
Research is textual, replete with
rhetorical strategies, including
persuasion, argumentation and
justification, as well as the ambiguity
of language
Reading, interpretation, classification,
critical assessment and judgement

Problematised underlying assumptions

3.4.2 Single Case Study
After the new theoretical model was developed, this thesis needed to ensure that the model
made sense, was credible and presented an accurate account of the phenomenon being studied.
Therefore, the credibility—defined as the extent to which the data and data analysis are
believable and trustworthy (Bhattacherjee 2012)—needed to be examined.
Qualitative case studies can be used to accomplish the aim of credibility checking (Miles &
Huberman 1994). ‘The term “case study” is strongly associated with qualitative research
although it is used in a variety of ways’ (Ritchie et al. 2013, p. 51). Case studies value depth
over coverage, wishing to understand a specific group rather than generalising to a larger
population (Stark & Torrance 2005). Case studies are typified by multiple data collection
methods (Benbasat et al. 1987). This approach enables researchers to create rich descriptions
(Stark & Torrance 2005) so that multiple facets of the phenomenon can be uncovered and
understood (Baxter & Jack 2008). Benbasat et al. (1987) suggested three main reasons for using
a case study strategy in IS research:
1. The research can study IS in a natural setting, learn the state-of-the-art and generate
theories from practice.
2. I can answer the questions that lead to understanding the nature and complexity of the
processes taking place.
3. Case study is an appropriate way to study a previously under-researched area.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the essential components of a platform and their key capabilities
suffer from a lack of conceptual clarity and a lack of empirical investigation. Further, a case
study is useful to answer ‘how’ questions because it deals with operational links to be traced
over time, rather than with frequency or incidence (Benbasat et al. 1987). As a result, a case
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study approach was deemed to be most appropriate for investigating the phenomena of how
technology vendors design platform components for cloud transformation.
The case study approach can utilise a single- or multiple-case design, with each being suitable
for specific circumstances (Eisenhardt 1989; Miles & Huberman 1994; Yin 1994). The decision
to adopt a single- or multiple-case design depends on the research context (Yin 1994). A
multiple-case design involves a comparison process to explore differences or similarities within
and between cases, whereas a single case study is favoured for a better understanding of the
research objective because it can offer holistic insights into an under-researched area to
accomplish theory development (Yin 2009; Eisenhardt 1989). A single case study can provide
detailed examination of an aspect of historical episode to develop explanations that could be
generalised to other events and enlighten more sophisticated theories (Eisenhardt & Graebner
2007; George & Bennett 2005; Yin 1994). Table 3.3 summarises key characteristics of singlecase and multiple-case designs:
Table 3.3. Comparison between single- and multiple-case design
•
•
•
•

Single-case design
Presents a critical, extreme or unique case
May typically provide an opportunity to observe
and analyse a phenomenon that few have
considered before
Involves in-depth investigation and scrutiny of
the contexts
Provides insight into an issue or helps to refine
theory

•
•
•
•

Multiple-case design
Involves a comparison process to explore
differences or similarities within and between
cases
Evidence from multiple sources is often
considered more complete and overall study
regarded as more robust
Enhanced validity and stability
Tests replication, avoids extraneous variation and
provides a large picture of complex phenomena

Following Yin’s (1994) suggestions, a single case study was deemed appropriate because of a
combination of: 1) the exploratory theory building nature of the investigation; 2) the richness
of the case; and 3) the difficulty to have open access to similar cases. Given that the selected
case platform is experiencing a long-term transformation with a substantial number of incidents
for comparison and theory construction, the strongest argument was based on the theory
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building nature of this thesis and the richness of the case, which allowed the study to reach
conceptual saturation.
Qualitative data analysis is a process of interpreting, cleaning, converting and modelling data
into useful information to develop empirical knowledge (Corbin & Strauss 2008). Walsham
(2006) referred to qualitative data analysis as a learning approach from field data in generating
a more organised set of data. Transforming data into an organised set requires a particular
technique. Coding is a fundamental skill in the extraction of meaning from the field data
collected and involves converting a piece of data into numerical or character form to
characterise the data (Lincoln et al. 2011).
In this thesis, collected data were analysed and categorised through the newly developed
platform model and a newly developed coding schema (see Chapter 5). The coding schema
was used to identify the main themes within the data that were likely to be related to the
phenomenon under study. At the same time, searching for new concepts and improving old
ones was an ongoing task during the coding process. Further, for the purpose of contextualising
the observed phenomenon, an axial coding process was conducted, in which ‘the purpose of
axial coding is to begin the process of reassembling data that were fractured during open coding’
(Strauss & Corbin 1998, p. 124). Axial coding depends on the classification of the major
categories and subcategories to complete explorations about phenomena in a form of concept
mapping, which is the graphical representation of each of the categories and the relationships
that exist between those categories. The categories are connected with each other through the
use of boxes and arrows.
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3.5 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter presented the methods adopted for this study. This chapter focused on the research
design and discussed rationales for using an interpretive literature review to develop a new
theoretical model and adopt a single case study to examine the new model’s credibility. The
focus on the study’s method is considered again in Sections 4.2 and 5.3, which describe the
data obtained during the research process and provide an insight into the coding and analysis
process. The next chapter conceptualises platforms by developing a new theoretical model.
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4 Platform Components and Key Attributes: A Generativity
Platform Model

4.1 Chapter Introduction
Platforms now enable significant value-generating interactions among processes, people and
technology in interconnected ecosystems. Platforms have begun to gain ground through
digitising products, services and business processes and, as such, have begun to reshape
existing business models (Evans & Gawer 2016). A platform can quickly increase the demand
for new services and create value for heterogeneous users in addition to the platform’s owner
(Accenture 2016). For example, Apple’s success in building an ecosystem around its iOS
platform provides critical lessons for companies across various industries. Companies that fail
to create platforms or do not learn the new rules of platform architectures will be unable to
compete (van Alstyne et al. 2016).
Researchers have defined platforms as a foundation technology or service that is essential for
a broader and independent business ecosystem (Gawer & Cusumano 2008). To be useful,
platforms require innovations. As such, even though platforms may contain proprietary
elements, their original owners must necessarily cede partial control to other parties. This idea
encompasses the important concept of generativity, in that the complementary innovations
extend the platform’s core in a way that the platform’s original creators did not anticipate (e.g.,
Avital & Te’eni 2009; Yoo 2013; Zittrain 2006). Further, as with complex technology
architectures in general, a platform encompasses a range of artefacts that range from those that
are more technical (e.g., technology connectivity) in nature to those that are more social in
nature, such as standards and governance policies (Gregor et al. 2007). The platform is situated
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in an ecosystem that includes the human actors who sponsor the platform, design its
components and use and gain value from it (Yoo et al. 2012).
Despite the importance of platforms, researchers have identified that there is a lack of
consistent terminology and sufficient theorising regarding platforms (e.g., De Reuver et al.
2018; Tilson et al. 2010). Extant research provides divergent understandings of the
contingencies that drive optimal decisions for platform design and evolution. Recent reviews
and commentaries have called for further studies on theorising the nature of platforms e.g., (De
Reuver et al. 2018; McIntyre & Srinivasan 2017; Tiwana et al. 2010). Therefore, this chapter
contributes to theory development by developing a new comprehensive GPM soundly based
on the literature and showing how one can use the GPM as a base to understand platform design
and evolution.
This chapter contributes to nascent platform theory by developing a new model with a multicomponent conceptualisation of platforms. Through the new model, this thesis demonstrates
how the degree of stability (flexibility) at the component level contributes to platform evolution.
The chapter also contributes by providing clear terminology for a platform’s essential
components. Importantly, practitioners can use the model to make design decisions for a
platform’s components and understand that a platform’s success can be a result of decisions of
the degree of generativity made for each component.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 describes the theoretical background to the
current understanding of platforms and argues for further theorisation regarding platforms.
Section 4.3 explains the methodological approach used in this thesis to conceptualise platforms.
Section 4.4 develops a GPM from a SLR. Section 4.5 uses the model as a base to elaborate on
each component and develop broad propositions relating the degree of stability versus
flexibility of each component to a successful platform design. Section 4.6 explains why this
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new conceptualisation offers benefits to platform researchers and practitioners and points to
opportunities for future studies, and finally Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Interpretive Review Design
This chapter conceptualises platforms because the literature lacks clear constructive definitions
and integrative theorising. The methodological approach involved two phases: 1) deriving an
overarching definition of a platform and its essential components through a SLR; and 2)
reviewing key studies for each component to display how the tension between stability and
flexibility relate to platform evolution. I describe each phase in further detail below.
4.2.1 Phase 1: Identifying Platform Components
For conceptualisation, I focused on platforms as defined in the IS literature, which was
appropriate because IS is aligned to the technology management stream that characterises this
research. I used journals from Rainer, Jr. and Miller’s (2005) journal ranking study that listed
IS as a topic to ensure the quality of sources. Further, since platform theorising is relatively
new in IS, I also included three major practice-oriented journals3 and the proceedings of five
major IS conferences4. I identified an initial set of studies that used the keyword ‘platform’ and
excluded studies that used non-relevant meanings of platform (e.g., Capability Maturity
Model), discipline specific usage (e.g., Capability Platform) and methods-related usages (e.g.,
Regional Development Platform Method). As a result, I identified a sample of 132 studies.

3

California Management Review, Harvard Business Review and MIT Sloan Management Review.

4

America Conference on Information Systems, Australasian Conference on Information Systems, European
Conference on Information System, International Conference on Information Systems and Pacific Asian
Conference on Information Systems.
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Figure 4.1 shows that, although research has investigated platforms since 1997, there was
initially relatively limited attention in the IS outlets, followed by a steep increase from 2011.
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Figure 4.1. IS studies that focused on platforms (1997–2015)
Next, I extracted 40 attempts in the literature to define or describe platforms in the 132 studies
from the sample. I began by identifying candidate components by carefully reading definitions
and descriptions in an open coding process (Berg 1989) and then grouped these candidate
components based on whether they described (or, in the case of different terminology, seemed
to describe) the same thing. The process continued until all candidate components were
grouped and then I discussed areas of potential disagreement with supervisors until reaching
consensus regarding the grouping of the components. As a result, I identified five essential
components that distinguished a new model.
4.2.2 Phase 2: Elaborating on Platform Components
I employed an interpretive literature review approach to theorise platform components because
a reasonable coverage of literature rather than a systematic one better served the purpose of a
theory-oriented review (Rowe 2014) and literature reviews fit on a continuum between
systematic and interpretive (Schultze 2015), with this thesis being more towards the
interpretive end of the continuum because it attempts to develop nascent theory.
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I identified studies that engaged in theorising for each of the essential platform components. I
began with the sample papers identified for the conceptualisation phase that theorised around
specific components. Second, to strengthen our understanding of each component, I searched
backwards and forwards to identify additional papers as providing important theoretical
grounding (Webster & Watson 2002). Table 4.1 summarises these papers:
Table 4.1. Interpretative literature review sample
Publications

Types of Study
Empirical
(Quant.)

Empirical
(Qual.)

Focuses
Conceptual

T-C

Taudes et al. (2000)





Boudreau (2010)





Spagnoletti et al.
(2015)





Nielsen & Aanestad
(2006)





Jain & Ramesh
(2015)





Int.

A-O

Sta.

Gov.



Benlian et al. (2015)





Karimi & Walter
(2015)





Goldbach et al.
(2018)





Rai et al. (2006)





Kazan et al. (2018)





Ondrus et al. (2015)





Ghazawneh &
Henfridsson (2013)







Tiwana (2015a)





Tiwana (2015b)





Wessel et al. (2017)





Markus & Loebbecke
(2013)*





Dhar and
Sundararajan (2007)*





Tiwana et al. (2010)







Tan et al. (2015)





Goldbach et al.
(2014)





*These papers are identified through cross-referencing (Webster & Watson 2002), which provides extra
theoretical grounding for platform studies, especially at the standard level.
*Key: Quant. = Quantitative, Qual.=Qualitative, T-C=Technology Core, Int.=Interoperability, A-O=Addons, Sta.=Standards and Gov.=Governance.
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4.3 Phase 1: Identifying Platform Components
This section defines the components that characterise a platform and then develop a GPM to
present these components. Appendix A presents the 40 definitions and descriptions examined.
Apart from a paucity of attempts towards a comprehensive model, the identified definitions
revealed a mixed understanding of platforms. First, some definitions used ambiguous
constructs to illustrate a platform’s important properties. For example, five definitions
described ‘components’ as being an essential property of a platform without clearly stating
what the ‘components’ were. Second, many studies simply referred to a platform as an IT
infrastructure, which does not sufficiently distinguish it from other IT infrastructures. For
example, a data silo can provide some functionality of a platform, but not necessarily be
equivalent to a platform because it may not allow for broad heterogeneous innovations. Third,
there were six definitions that implied that a platform is a multi-sided market that connects
various types of participants. However, such statements omit a platform’s technical
constitution (e.g., technical connectivity). Fourth, some definitions used elements of the term
being defined in the definition (e.g., defining software platforms as software packages), which
indicates circular reasoning. Overall, my examination found that the IS literature characterised
the platform concept in diverse ways and lacked a systematic conceptualisation to capture the
concept’s essential properties.
Table 4.2 depicts the components of the GPM and demonstrates how these components relate
to prior research. This thesis uses the term ‘model’ to distinguish my conceptualisation because
it shows the essential components of the platform and the structural relationships among them.
This thesis presents a unifying model for conceptualising platforms, as an advance on less
precise and incomplete definitions. Note that, although each of the five essential components
have counterparts in several other definitions, no other definition identifies all five components.
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Thus, the model presented in this thesis is complete and avoids redundancy because each
component identifiably differs from all the other components:
Table 4.2. Essential platform components
Component
Governance

Definition, examples and alternative terminologies
Definition: the strategies, policies, structures, processes and mechanisms involved in
managing a platform
Example: Alibaba.com’s policy that allows companies that trade on the ecommerce
platform to engage in near-frictionless cross-border trading
Alternative terminologies: coordination (Tiwana et al. 2010; Saarikko et al. 2014),
platform governance (Tiwana 2015a) and transparency-governance processes (Hilkert et
al. 2011)

Standards

Definition: the rules that provide different actors with a common understanding of the
parts of the platform
Examples: system view controller (iOS), Internet protocols, Application Performance
Standard (SAP)
Alternative terminologies: standards (Rai et al. 2006), a set of rules (Kraemer et al.
2010) and standardised interfaces (Meyer & Seliger 1998, Tiwana et al. 2010; Lahiri et
al. 2010)

Add-ons

Definition: the applications that connect to the platform’s technology core to add
functionality
Examples: apps in Apple’s AppStore, Games for PlayStation. Software packages for
SAP HANA
Alternative terminologies: applications (Taudes et al. 2000; Ceccagnoli et al. 2012; Rai
et al. 2006), extensions, add-ins, modules and apps (Tiwana et al. 2010), complementary
components (Bergvall-Kareborn & Howcroft 2014), complementary products
(Spagnoletti et al. 2015), complementary models (Hilkert et al. 2011), complementary
innovation (Gawer & Cusumano 2008), complementors (Suarez & Kirtley 2012),
complements (Saarikko et al. 2014; Eurich et al. 2011), subsystems (Meyer & Seliger
1998) and plug-ins (Jain et al. 2006)

Interoperability

Definition: the software capabilities and tools that support connectivity between a
platform’s technology core and its add-ons
Examples: Mozilla provides a Firefox ontology, including schemas and application
programming interfaces (APIs) for developers to connect add-ons with other parts of the
Firefox platform
Alternative terminologies: interoperate (Tiwana et al. 2010), interoperability (Tiwana
2015), accessibility (Hilkert et al. 2011), extend (Anderson Jr. et al. 2014), connect
(Koh & Fichman 2014; Suarez & Kirtley 2012), real-time connectivity (Rai et al. 2006),
ways of connecting (Riemer & Richter 2010) and meticulous platform interface (Tiwana
2015)

Technology core

Definition: the hardware and/or software that acts as the foundation of a digital platform
Examples: iOS core, Internet backbone, Linux kernel, accelerated processing unit
(PlayStation)
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Component

Definition, examples and alternative terminologies
Alternative terminology: a basis (of certain apps) (Taudes et al. 2000), a general-purpose
technology (Fichman 2004; Song et al. 2013), an extensible codebase (Tiwana et al.
2010; Tiwana 2015), a core fixed set of attributes (Saarikko et al. 2014), core
infrastructure (Maurer & Tiwana 2012), core products or services (Anderson et al.
2014), common architecture (Bergvall-Karebron & Howcroft 2014), a common resource
(Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2010), a common structure (Giessmann & Stanoevska
2012) and a common entity (Eurich et al. 2011)

Governance includes strategies, policies, structures, processes and mechanisms that influence
a platform’s overall functionality. Standards refer to the conventions that enable connections
between different platform components. Various add-ons provide services for the
heterogeneous uses of a platform. Interoperability refers to the capabilities that allow technical
connections between distributed add-ons and the technology core. The technology core serves
as the foundation of the platform. Appendix B presents the applicability of the model to sample
real-life platforms. This model fits a typology-based conceptualisation that integrates different
layers and components to flesh out a sound concept of platforms (Cornelissen 2016). It is not
unusual in IS to depict complex concepts in terms of layered components as in the open system
interconnection model that defines a networking framework (Zimmermann 1980). The
conceptualisation led to the following definition:
A platform comprises a technology core on which add-ons can interoperate by following
specified standards and governance arrangements to facilitate productive changes
without losing integrity.
This thesis argues that the five essential components of a platform have general applicability,
although researchers may focus at times on one component of the total ensemble. These
common components provide a first step towards a more systematic platform theory.
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4.4 Phase 2: Elaborating on Platform Components
Using the new model as a base, I analysed studies relevant to each component separately to
provide an overview of the key findings for each component. This thesis specifically highlights
findings related to generativity in relation to the tension between stability and flexibility at the
component level.
4.4.1 Governance
Platform governance refers to the strategies, policies, structures, processes and mechanisms
involved in managing a platform. Researchers believe that sound governance is the key for
maintaining a robust platform (e.g., Schwarz & Hirschheim 2003). Platform governance flows
from identifying critical IT capabilities to facilitate innovative forms of value exchange. A
central challenge that a platform owner has in governing a platform involves assembling
capabilities in the stable platform core while encouraging innovation (Nielsen & Aanestad
2006; Tiwana et al. 2010).
Designing a generative architecture is the key to governing a platform’s full ensemble of the
other components through identity and coordination (Sambamurthy & Zmud 2000). Identity
denotes patterns of control, authority, incentives and risks to assemble and stabilise distributed
components. Coordination allows a platform’s desirable growth to be fostered by allowing
other complementary components to evolve flexibly. To balance identity and coordination, a
platform owner needs to encourage the development of innovative add-ons. By partitioning
decision rights, controlling input, process and output, as well as balancing proprietary and
shared ownership, platform owners, developers and users share responsibilities and authority,
align incentives, share risks and co-create value to configure the platform’s balance between
stability and flexibility (Benlian et al. 2015; Qiu et al. 2013; Tan et al. 2015). For one to see
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the fundamental perspective of platform governance, consider who can interact with or modify
which part of the platform in what ways.
As Table 4.3 shows, based on a synthesis of the literature, no matter what kind of governance
mechanisms platforms employ, they always include aspects of identification and coordination.
Smart platform governance mechanisms should be flexible enough to respond to both. These
governance mechanisms include laws and policies (Wessel et al. 2015), change management
(Qiu et al. 2013), formal and informal controls (Goldbach et al. 2014) and partnerships built
on behavioural norms (Avgerou & Li 2013). Stakeholders, including platform owners,
developers and end users, can expect a better performance from deeply understanding a
platform’s identity and coordination balance. Therefore, this thesis argues that a platform’s
governance should ensure that all components work together to cohere with its purpose and to
help it grow.
Generativity at the governance layer represents the strategic logic that a technology architecture
should be able to allow productive change contributed by heterogeneous actors with sufficient
control to remain sufficient integration. However, it is unclear to what extent platform
practitioners should balance identity and coordination for different platforms. Tan et al. (2015)
argued that coordination is more important when the platform is in a mature stage, and that
integrity is more important when a platform is in a nascent stage. However, further empirical
work is required to make firm conclusions.
Table 4.3. Studies related to governance
Paper

Lessons learned
Stability

Tan et al.
(2015)

•
•

Platform control is more important at the nascent stage, so that the owner can entrench
itself at the centre of the network.
Control over the foundational technological infrastructure helps the owner to obtain a
compelling value proposition.
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Flexibility
Goldbach et
al. (2014)

•
•

Tan et al.
(2015)

•
•

Because platforms attract a huge number of third-party developers, a platform
developer can find it costly to exercise tight control over their platform development
activities. As such, platform owners need to grant these developers autonomy.
Developers can predominantly make their own decisions on joining a platform in
terms of their activities, project requirements and products and therefore are more
independent and enjoy a higher autonomy.
Platform openness is more important in developing a platform from the formative
stage onwards.
Platform openness stimulates innovation to increase cross-side network effects and the
platform’s scalability.
Hybrid

Nielsen &
Aanestad
(2006)

•

Tiwana et al.
(2010)

•

•

•

Platform strategy should be based on the existing control and control devolution
(autonomy) balance.
Retaining control over parts of a platform while allowing developers to openly use
other parts is an acceptable control/autonomy balance.
A central governance challenge is that a platform owner must retain enough control to
ensure integrity, while relinquishing enough control to encourage innovation.
As a platform’s architecture changes over time, so does its governance, which can
influence evolutionary outcomes that the ecosystem’s constituent desire.

4.4.2 Standards
Standards can be defined as rules that provide different actors with a common understanding
regarding a platform’s parts. A platform requires standards to allow various components to
work together smoothly (Rai et al. 2006). Standards control the degree to which add-ons can
interact with the technology core (Tiwana et al. 2010). For example, in the iOS platform,
different components do not directly connect to the underlying iOS core. Instead, they
communicate with the technology core using a set of well-defined system rules (e.g., system
view controller). These rules make it easy to develop components that work consistently on
devices with different capabilities. Thus, platform standards decrease dependencies between
other components and the technology core and thereby, reduce transaction costs and decrease
asset specificity (Keen & Williams 2013; Zhu et al. 2006).
Many studies argued that platform standards should enable a modular architecture (e.g., Yoo
et al. 2010; Zhao & Xia 2014). A modular architecture means the design and construction of a
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complex interconnected technology decomposes into sub-components and that corresponding
standards describe each sub-component (Rai et al. 2006; Tiwana et al. 2010). Therefore, a set
of standards guarantee the integrating of complex interconnections between a platform’s
technology core and other components (Spagnoletti et al. 2015). Further, platforms differ in
their compatibility with standardised protocols (Kuebel & Zarnekow 2014). For example, iOS
is known for being stricter with its standards, whereas Android has a lower barrier for
developers to enter.
To design successful platform standards, one needs to understand the trade-off between the
rapid growth that an open standard facilitates and the future value-capture that a closed standard
yields (Dhar & Sundararajan 2007). Open standards represent a relatively loose extension
between the technology core and other components. For example, iOS provides several optional
standardised frameworks (e.g., Core Animation) for developers to create custom views of
emergent add-ons. These open standards increase the flexibility and connectivity among other
platform components, which enables a greater level of customised services (Markus &
Loebbecke 2013). Conversely, closed standards represent a relatively tight extension between
the technology core and other components. For example, iOS requires developers to use the
Standardised System View Controllers to develop add-ons rather than create their own portals,
so that Apple can continuously offer a consistent user experience. Despite the need for the
platform design to promote open standards and flexibility, a platform owner needs some control
over their standards to integrate add-ons in ways that meet the platform’s overall interests (Rai
et al. 2006).
Generativity at the standard layer determines the actualisation of the rapid growth that a
platform promotes and the integrity a platform holds. As Table 4.4 shows, a key message that
prior studies have expressed is the need to adopt balanced platform standards. This thesis argues
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that platform standards should stimulate connections among platform components without
jeopardising the platform’s overall quality. However, making the appropriate choice is more
complex and nuanced than simply recognising the balance. To help practitioners develop
reliable standards, need further research is required to examine alignment between platform
standards and business strategy. Further, more empirical work is needed that examines the
relative advantages of open and closed platform standards.
Table 4.4. Studies related to standards
Paper

Lessons learned
Stability

Rai et al.
(2006)

•
•

Tiwana et al.
(2010)

•
•

A well-integrated IT platform requires common standards for the integration of data,
applications and processes.
Common standards enable flows of information and coordination of activities among
distributed applications.
Standardisation represents the degree to which a module interacts with the platform
using stable, well-documented and predefined standards.
Standardisation and stable design rules ensure that developers can make the same
assumptions about other parts of the platform without needing to verify assumptions.
Flexibility

Tiwana
(2015b)

•
•

Markus &
Loebbecke
(2013)

•
•

The ability to facilitate and leverage the various supply of complementary assets is a
key feature of platform standards.
Adopting an open standard enables developers to benefit from a sustained stream of
investment in the platform and gives access to a large supply of complementary
assets.
Open standards can be tailored by selection and extension to a platform user’s unique
preferences.
Open standards increase flexibility and connectivity among other platform
components, which enables a greater level of customised business processes.
Hybrid

•
Dhar &
Sundararaja
(2007)

•

Open standards are adopted more rapidly and value is created by a greater degree of
network effects, but control allows the platform owner to retain more of the value
generated by its success.
The trade-off between the rapid growth that an open standard facilitates and the
future value that a controlled standard yields determine the success the platform will
enjoy.
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4.4.3 Add-ons
Add-ons are applications that add direct usage value to a platform by providing functionality
for end users. Platform-based applications are often in forms of content, software programs and
hardware devices that are designed and developed to perform specific functions to fulfil enduser requirements. Flexibility at the application layer can be interpreted using the concept of
decoupling (Tilson et al. 2010), which describes the state in which internal changes in an
application do not affect the operation of other parts of the platform (Tiwana et al. 2010).
Similarly, Yoo et al. (2010) proposed the concept of product agnostic design, which allows
developers to have little knowledge about the platform when designing applications. Platform
owners often focus their efforts towards application management on informal control, which
can be defined as the platform allowing for distribution of application design and development
by third parties based on shared norms and values (Kirsch et al. 2002). Flexibility at the addon layer may generate more direct usage value by promoting application development and
stimulating application evolution to meet diverse requirements.
A challenge of being flexible to diverse applications is how to ensure that these applications
have consistent quality (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2015). More applications are developed
based on Android than iOS, yet Android suffers more application crashes and nets less revenue
(Parker et al. 2017). One way to address this challenge is by conducting input control at the
application layer, which concerns applications that may threaten the direct use value and
architectural consistency of a platform. Not all applications seeking admission will be allowed
onto the platform (Tiwana et al. 2010). Platform-based applications that exhibit high
fluctuations in functionality development may require compliance with rules prescribed by the
platform interface (Tiwana et al. 2010).
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There are few studies that focus on a single aspect of flexibility or stability at the add-on layer,
although some studies examine mechanisms that combine openness and control to deliver a
platform’s direct usage value. For example, Wessel et al. (2017) conducted a natural
experiment to examine the degree to which third-party creators flexibly created campaigns on
a platform for crowdfunding. They found that allowing flexible creation of platform-based
campaigns was a double-edged sword. Although the number of campaigns increased, creators
felt unsatisfied with the platform because they had to cope with lower success rates and
intensified competition due to a growing disproportion of backers to campaigns. They
suggested that decreasing input control on third-party offerings can destabilise the entire
platform (Wessel et al. 2017). Tiwana (2015a; 2015b) investigated the joint effect between
application decoupling, input control and an application’s degree of compliance with interfaces
and found that developers were more willing to continue to develop applications for a platform
when application decoupling functions jointly with rule compliance and revisions. Table 4.5
summarises key findings of the investigated empirical studies at the add-on layer:
Table 4.5. Studies related to add-ons
Paper

Lessons learned
Hybrid

Tiwana
(2015a)

•
•

Tiwana
(2015b)

•
•

Wessel et al.
(2017)

•
•

Ensured changes in an app do not significantly disrupt its connectivity with the rest of a
platform (i.e., decoupling) by adjudicating revisions of an application to be added to the
platform (i.e., input control).
The browser platform experienced a faster rate of app upgrading, which led to better
market performance of the app.
Ensured that changes in an app did not significantly disrupt its connectivity with the rest
of a platform (i.e., decoupling) by complying with interfaces (e.g., APIs, data formats
and protocols).
Degree to which the authority for making app-specific design decisions resided with the
app’s developer, which led to developers’ greater willingness to continue to contribute
to the platform.
Switched from strict input control with rules and guidelines to a more informal control
that allowed for distribution of campaign creation authority to users.
The platform’s direct usage value was destabilised; project creators coped with lower
success rates, whereas backers experienced higher uncertainties because creators
invested less in reducing information asymmetries.
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Generativity at the add-on level determines a platform’s direct usage value because a platform’s
value is in the applications built on it (Taudes et al. 2000). Potentially, the broader application
ranges, the more value the platform can create. In principle, a generative platform should be
flexible to the creation of any applications making use of its lower-level capabilities (i.e.,
interoperability and the technology core). Such generativity is made possible by restricting the
application implementing the stability embedded with social norms (e.g., application review
processes) and architectural rules (e.g., standardised APIs). Too much flexibility may lead to
malware and low-quality applications (Tilson et al. 2010). For example, Sony’s PlayStation
platform enables more than 2,000 games in its PlayStation store, while simultaneously
exercising strict control over quality management, payment terms and architectural rules.
Therefore, appropriate generativity at the add-on level is defined as the capability that
simultaneously allows for application decoupling and ensures that applications are consistent
with the platform’s architectural rules.
4.4.4 Interoperability
Interoperability refers to the capability that coordinates technical connectivity (e.g., exchange
of data) between a platform’s technology core and applications (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson
2013; Tiwana et al. 2010). Flexibility at the interface layer means that a platform supports a
variety of applications to connect to its technology core through open regulation, which is
broadly defined as the regulation used to coordinate a platform’s technical connectivity so that
it is publicly available and gives various usage rights. The increasing uptake of on-demand
services drives a platform to accommodate more applications. Interfaces may ‘empower the
community of third-party developers and their possibility to extend the platform with
applications’ (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2013, p. 5). For example, Google provides interfaces
(e.g., APIs) to seamlessly integrate its Google Maps core artefact with applications for
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heterogeneous services, such as gaming, tracking and transportation, which are bundled with a
host of devices, including game consoles, mobile phones and cars (Yoo et al. 2010). Although
the originator cannot fully anticipate all the possible ways that on-demand services may use
the core artefact, interfaces provide opportunities for various services to connect to the core
programming resources of Google Maps.
Stability at the interoperability layer refers to how a platform constrains technical connectivity
between applications and its technology core using controlled regulation. A platform does not
rely only on unbounded growth of applications to be successful (Tilson et al. 2010). The extent
to which a platform can accommodate application quantity and diversity should be in
accordance with application quality and platform integrity (Baldwin & Woodard 2009;
Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2013). Interoperability can prevent and defend malware from
lowering overall application quality and threatening a platform’s core artefact. For example,
Oracle designed a powerful interface layer (i.e., Fusion Middleware) in its cloud platform to
control resource distribution when third-party applications attempt to connect to the platform’s
core computing resources.
IS scholars have examined the role of interoperability as the main junction point that can
simultaneously extend platform diversity and maintain platform integrity. Many papers
demonstrated that flexibility increases the diversity of a platform. This effect may be direct or
mediated by developers’ perceived openness of the platform. Some research has discovered
that establishing open interfaces attracts more developers (e.g., Ondrus et al. 2015) and
increases the number of platform-based applications (e.g., Karimi & Walter 2015). Benlian et
al. (2015) and Goldbach et al. (2018) found that interfaces designed with easy-to-learn
standards, available development tools and a wide scope of functionalities using APIs, increase
developers’ perceived platform openness, which leads to the developers’ intention to continue
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to contribute to the platform and increase application quantity. Although few papers focus on
the control aspect, Rai et al. (2006) discussed the concepts of reach and range of a platform.
Reach refers to a core artefact’s ability to connect to other applications. Range refers to the
variety of data resources that can be exchanged based on the core artefact. The authors found
that interfaces to coordinate reach and range can facilitate business process integration based
on the platform and, thereby improve the platform owner’s business performance (Rai et al.
2006).
Other literature has conducted in-depth analyses of hybrid relationships between stability and
flexibility at the interoperability layer. For example, Ghazawneh and Henfridsson (2013)
introduced and examined the concepts of securing and resourcing. Securing refers to the
processes by which control of a platform is increased by limiting the reach and range of the
platform using restrained standards and supportive tools, such as APIs and software
development kits (SDKs). Resourcing refers to the processes by which the scope of a platform
is enhanced by facilitating the reach and range of the platform using flexible standards and
supportive tools. They found that the joint effect between securing and resourcing can generate
a balance between the quantity and quality of platform-based applications (Ghazawneh &
Henfridsson 2013). Similarly, Kazan et al. (2018) proposed two approaches to interoperability
design: integrative (i.e., assimilate resources and arrange access points in ways that culminate
vertically integrated systems) and integratable (i.e., designed intentionally to co-innovate with
third parties). Based on six illustrative cases, they argued that integrative and integratable
approaches should be applied interchangeably to respond to dynamic market demands,
focusing on either the quality or quantity of applications (Kazan et al. 2018).
Several papers highlighted the importance of standards and supportive tools (e.g., APIs and
SDKs) in shaping the degree of openness or control, at the interface layer (e.g., Ghazawneh &
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Henfridsson 2013; Karimi & Walter 2015; Rai et al. 2006). A platform requires standards and
supportive tools ‘for the integration of data, applications and processes to be negotiated and
implemented in order for real-time connectivity between distributed applications to be achieved’
(Rai et al. 2006, p. 227). Table 4.6 summarises key findings of the investigated empirical
studies:
Table 4.6. Studies related to interoperability
Paper

Lessons learned
Stability

Rai et al.
(2006)

•
•

Integrated the connectivity (i.e., reach) of a variety of data resources and crossfunctional apps (i.e., range) using standards.
High data quality and cross-functional integration facilitated supply chain process
integration, which led to improved firm performance in terms of operational
efficiency and revenue growth.
Flexibility

Benlian et al.
(2015)

•
•

Karimi &
Walter (2015)

•
•

Ondrus et al.
(2015)

•
•

Goldbach et
al. (2014)

•

•

Provided clear standards and helpful tools that supported technical interoperability
with other systems or platforms to expand the scope of app functioning.
Third-party developers’ perceived platform openness became stronger, which led to
their intentions to continually contribute to the platform.
Increased platform capabilities in terms of providing standards, connectivity, rules
and IT capabilities for mediating the development of digital content.
The number of noncore digital content and information goods (e.g., ads, video and
audio) was increased. Newspaper companies’ revenue from online services increased.
Created gateways and related technical standards that made technological connections
compatible across different platforms.
The market potential (i.e., maximum number of developers who could potentially
contribute to the platform) increased.
Exercised informal control to grant developers the required freedom for app
development by providing tools (e.g., SDKs) and standards (e.g., best practice
references).
Developers’ perceived autonomy of the platform increased, which led to greater app
diversity and willingness to continue to develop apps for the platform.
Hybrid

Ghazawneh &
Henfridsson
(2013)

•

•

Applied boundary resources in a way that simultaneously exercised control using
regulative measures and technical restrictions (i.e., securing) and enabled openness by
frequently updating SDKs and APIs (i.e., resourcing).
The quantity of apps developed on the platforms increased from 25,000 to 185,000
between early 2009 and March 2010. Apple could simultaneously counteract potential
threats to the platform.
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Kazan et al.
(2018)

•

•

Either integrative to control value-creation activities or integratable to mobilise
stakeholders. These two approaches should be adjusted according to the dynamic
market environment.
An integrative approach ensured the consistency and quality of services by shielding
unauthorised development, yet was critical to attain critical mass. An integratable
approach attracted more third parties, but risked misalignment between service and
architecture due to less control.

Generativity at the interoperability layer reflects a platform’s capability to coordinate the
connectivity between a platform’s technology core and applications. Developers can engage
independent requirement domains with localised platform functionality using interfaces to
design, develop and distribute applications (De Reuver et al. 2018). Although interfaces can
expand a platform’s service boundary by granting technical accessibility to the technology core
for a broad development context, they can reflect social norms that regulate developers’
behaviours to prevent malware. For example, as a large-scale platform, the Internet offers a
powerful interoperability layer with well-designed standards (e.g., HTTP and TCP/IP) that
connect numerous new applications (e.g., software suites and hardware devices) with its
technology core, such as servers (Zittrain 2006). The interoperability layer expands the breadth
of the Internet without changing its fundamental settings, which makes it open to a range of
requirement domains. Generativity at the interoperability layer serves as a coordinator that
configures the degree of stability or flexibility, of a platform. Hence, generativity is defined at
the interoperability layer as the capability that makes a platform’s technology core available to
various applications without losing platform integrity. Here, generativity arises from flexibility
to growth through creative usage and simultaneously requires stability to avoid harmful
connections to the technology core.
4.4.5 Technology Core
A technology core consists of the fundamental hardware and software that acts as the
foundation on which other platform components, such as interoperability and add-ons can be
added (Spagnoletti et al. 2015; Tiwana et al. 2010). A technology core can be flexible, with
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fewer restrictions on the use of its core artefact to enable heterogeneous functionalities through
a decentralised and customisable infrastructure (Aerts et al. 2004). To open a technology core,
the core artefact should be designed ‘incompletely’ to allow for changes based on multiple
requirements (Lusch & Nambisan 2015). For example, The Open Handset Alliance, led by
Google, opens the source code of its Android platform for developers to create custom
variations.
Conversely, a technology core requires some stability to confer the benefits that the originator
aims to gain from the platform (Nielsen & Aanestad 2006). Stability at the technology core
layer is the capability to place restrictions on using the core artefact through a prescribed
standardised process, which determines whether change can be implemented in the future
(Taudes et al. 2000). The capability for stability is embodied in a bundle of inalterable common
features in the core artefact that do not directly generate value but regulate value-generating
options for multiple users. For example, Oracle’s multitenant cloud platform contains basic
control nodes at its infrastructure layer that define data protection rules for clients with a variety
of requirement domains to ensure consistency in Oracle’s cloud services.
The IS literature has examined the effects of stability and flexibility at the technology core. By
studying the flexibility of a technology core, the primary focus is to grant usability to allow a
broad range of users to contribute to the design, development and management of a platform’s
core artefact. For example, Taudes et al. (2000) argued that, by shifting from an enterprise
resource planning mainframe with few connections to one that is customisable by users across
domains, an organisation can increase the number of new applications. Similarly, Boudreau
(2010) suggested that devolving control over the core artefact can increase the rate of new
device introduction for a handheld computer operating platform. In addition, Boudreau (2010)
examined the advantages of granting access to independent developers by selectively licensing
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the architectural IP of core features to facilitate the diversity of new devices. From the control
perspective, Spagnoletti et al. (2015) found that stabilising core features of the technology core
by controlling a platform’s evolution, can ensure the security of content sharing on online
communication platforms.
The IS literature has also indicated that a technology core may be hybrid, combining stability
and flexibility. For example, Nielsen and Aanestad (2006) proposed that an owner should
relinquish control over parts of a platform’s core artefact to contextualise key features into local
practices, while simultaneously retaining a degree of control to reduce unfavourable
applications and content. Jain and Ramesh (2015) found that a customisable technology core
regulated by prescribed design standards can lead to an increase in the variety of applications
comparable to standardised applications. Table 4.7 summarises the insights from the
investigated empirical studies relating to the technology core:
Table 4.7. Illustrative studies related to the technology core
Paper

Lessons learned
Stability

Spagnoletti
et al. (2015)

•
•

Held stable services that were based in the inner platform infrastructure and controlled
their evolution.
The validity and quality of content published on the platform was assured.
Flexibility

Taudes et al.
(2000)

•
•

Boudreau
(2010)

•
•
•
•

Shifted from a traditional mainframe (i.e., SAP R/2) with mostly terminals and few
connections to a general-purpose, customisable mainframe (i.e., SAP R/3).
Although the initial set of apps ran under SAP, R/3 was the same as the set used under
SAP R/2. The additional opportunities to introduce new apps increased, which increased
net present value.
Granted greater access to independent hardware developers (e.g., licensed
complementary hardware developers).
The diversity of handheld devices released each month increased, which was an
indicator of innovation.
Opened the platform, which allowed outsiders to contribute to the platform (e.g.,
devolving control over the operating system kernel).
The rate of new device introductions increased. The increase was smaller compared to
the grant access mechanism.
Hybrid
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Paper
Nielsen &
Aanestad
(2006)

Lessons learned
•
•

Jain &
Ramesh
(2015)

•
•

Relinquished control (i.e., control devolution) over most of the infrastructure to harness
the power of the periphery, simultaneously retained control over parts of the
infrastructure to maintain exogenous control.
The platform provided its owner with the ability to reduce unfavourable and illegal
content, but spurred innovation (i.e., expedient and unpredictable content).
Standardised process modelling for developing parts of a common platform base,
simultaneously contextualising business rules to justify unique practices for different
business divisions.
After merging, the organisation provided more variety and individual customisation at
the process level compared to standardised products and services.

Generativity at the technology core layer reflects a platform’s capability to coordinate the
usability of a platform’s common features in its core artefact. Tilson et al. (2010) described
generativity at the technology core layer, arguing that a technology core must have the
capability to transfer ‘a singular universal material that assumes the most diverse meanings’ (p.
752). The singular universal material represents the stable side—the core artefact containing
prescribed common features for designing, developing and managing other components. A
platform must be controlled to protect its core artefact from misuse in its technology core.
Conversely, diverse meanings represent the flexible side and illustrate possibilities that build
on the core artefact. These possibilities reflect the heterogeneous interpretations that multiple
stakeholders hold about how to use a platform’s technology core. Here, generativity is
empowered by the mutual understanding of a technology core, on top of which its common
features can be properly utilised to meet diverse needs. Therefore, generativity is broadly
defined at the technology core layer as the capability that allows users to correctly employ a
common set of features in the core artefact for various purposes.

4.5 An Illustrative Vignette of a Generative Platform
The evolution of Apple Inc.’s iOS mobile operating system exemplifies a generative platform.
The vignette is based on in-depth analysis by Eaton et al. (2015), Ghazawneh and Henfridsson
(2013) and Tilson et al. (2012) regarding how iOS evolved to meet rapidly changing needs
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from heterogeneous users. Considering the exploratory nature of this thesis, this vignette only
highlights key points related to the components of a generative platform to make a concrete
illustration of the tension between openness and control that enables generativity in a platform.
In January 2007, six months prior to the launch of the iPhone, Steve Jobs declared Apple’s
intention that the iOS mobile operating system would not be open to applications developed
by third parties. Apple designed a direct rendering management (DRM) module in its iOS
kernel so that it resisted attempts by third parties to install native code written by sources other
than Apple. As a result, the iOS system was only open to third-party web applications written
in HTML5 and operated within the confines of the Safari browser. Apple retained full control
over the creation, installation and distribution of native iOS applications. To protect the quality
of its ecosystem, Apple put strict control over its iOS system by placing a DRM module in the
kernel space. Third parties criticised these restrictions and argued that too much control would
damage the mobile phone business.
In July 2007, following the launch of the iPhone, hackers attempted to discover a method to
re-engineer the DRM so that it would not resist attempts to install third-party native
applications. One month later, a hack community found an alternative and simple means to
hack iOS, which enabled third parties to install applications onto iOS. In response, in
September 2007, Apple released an update to its DRM, which could deactivate installed thirdparty applications. A few days later, the hacker community found a new way to overcome the
resistance of the updated DRM, which was called ‘jailbreaking’. Steve Jobs described this
situation as a ‘cat and mouse’ game of response and counter-response between Apple and
hackers.
In February 2008, Apple released details of an SDK that would be available to third parties to
allow distribution of third-party applications through the Apple App Store. The new SDK
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would allow third-party developers to write native applications, building on many APIs and
expanding potential iOS diversity. The App Store could control the admission of selected thirdparty code following an approval process. Thus, iOS gradually evolved from only enabling
native applications to facilitating additional functionality from third parties and access to digital
media. However, the SDK ruled against many features from third parties, such as multi-tasking,
flash support and push notifications. The SDK signalled that the DRM would continue to resist
independent code that was not approved by Apple. Apple retained strong control over iOS by
determining what features would be made open to third parties using APIs and SDKs.
In July 2008, hackers created a new means for third parties to execute unapproved code. In
March 2009, a hacker community developed an alternative App Store and positioned it as a
channel for developers to distribute and users to purchase, applications intended for jailbroken
iOS devices. To retain control over the iOS system, Apple wrote to the USA Copyright Office,
stating that jailbreaking was an illegal activity. Unsurprisingly, users, developers and other
interested parties were against Apple’s appeal and sought to limit Apple’s control over third
parties from jailbreaking or opening its DRM in the iOS kernel. In July 2009, the USA
Copyright Office announced that the practice of jailbreaking was legal.
In late 2009, Apple released a new version of SDK with over 100 new features and 1000 new
APIs. This new version of SDK meant that Apple began to relinquish centralised control over
its iOS kernel and supported the expansion of iOS’s flexibility. Meanwhile, Apple embedded
control nodes into the SDK to restrain competitors from gaining strategic advantage from an
open iOS system. For example, the SDK was incompatible with non-Apple supported
development tools, such as languages other than Object-C or Swift. The new SDK brought
85,000 applications, 125,000 developers and two billion downloads on the iOS system by
September. Since 2009, Apple has made many updates to its SDK and has incrementally
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allowed further data exchange between third-party native code and the iOS kernel. As a result,
in 2017, iOS hosted 2.2 million applications with more than 25 billion downloads.
In summary, a critical ongoing issue concerning the iOS system was the conflict between
multiple users and Apple regarding the installation, execution and distribution of applications
using iOS’s native programming resources (Eaton et al. 2015). Apple sought to dominate
control over its iOS kernel (i.e., technology core) so that it could resist all unapproved
applications and ensure iOS integrity (i.e., application quality). However, third parties resisted
and sought to break the control (i.e., developers’ willingness towards contributing to the
platform) to allow the development of a wider range of applications (i.e., application quantity
and diversity). When different technological resources from third parties competed and
attempted to connect with the iOS kernel, constant jailbreaking compelled iOS to become more
open, by releasing and updating SDKs and APIs (i.e., interoperability) to support more
technological connections between the iOS kernel and third parties. Apple developed a
comprehensive application review process (i.e., standards) to entail an assessment of every
application attempting to be published on the App Store (i.e., add-ons). Thus, the iOS system
evolved from a singular technological artefact designed to meet specific needs predefined by
Apple to a generative platform that could be leveraged by a wide range of users to innovate a
multiplicity of services (i.e., governance). This generativity evolution, configuring and
reconfiguring the tension between openness and control at different platform components, is
ongoing. Appendix 1 provides a brief timeline of the iOS platform’s generativity evolution.

4.6 Summary
This section synthesises insights on platforms and their essential components through a
generativity lens in relation to the tension between stability and flexibility. This
conceptualisation recognises that a platform has a multi-component structure and that its power
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depends on the degree of generativity among different components. In this regard, this chapter
demonstrates that a single component cannot explain a successful platform. Although there is
accumulating evidence on the construction of platforms (e.g., Spagnoletti et al. 2015; Tiwana
et al. 2010), the conceptualisation I have introduced in this chapter offers the analytical
distinctiveness that one needs to not only zoom out to understand the overarching structure but
also to zoom in on specific components. Table 4.8 indicates the broad propositions that this
thesis advances for each component as a basis for further research and theorisation:
Table 4.8. Broad propositions concerning platform components
Component

Broad proposition

Governance

At the governance layer, generativity arises from a tension between stability,
through retaining control over other platform components to ensure integrity, and
flexibility, through relinquishing control over other platform components to allow
for productive change.

Standards

At the standards layer, generativity arises from a tension between stability, through
closed standards that restrict means of using the platform resources, and flexibility,
through open standards that allow a wide range of means to manipulate platform
resources.

Add-ons

At the add-on layer, generativity arises from a tension between stability, through
application quality control (e.g., application review process), and flexibility,
through independent app development.

Interoperability

At the interoperability layer, generativity arises from a tension between stability,
through regulation that prevents unwanted connections to the technology core, and
flexibility, through provision of interfaces that assist with connections to the
technology core.

Technology core

At the technology core layer, generativity arises from a tension between stability,
through functionality that cannot be changed, and flexibility, through functionality
that allows possibilities for uses with multiple purposes.

As Figure 4.2 demonstrates, this thesis argues that a generativity view can help to understand
how the design of each component forms a basis for platform evolution. Platforms accelerate
evolution by opening themselves to changes (e.g., extensibility at the technology core) and by
allowing others to undertake ongoing value-creation activities (e.g., agnostic add-on design)
on them. Conversely, platforms retain some stability in terms of core functionality, controlled
standards, tightly coupled interoperability and identity governance mechanisms to maintain a
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necessary integrative capability. The tension between stability and flexibility and a new
generativity lens allows one to understand the conceptual construct of a platform as an
important concept and its evolution. In sum, every platform needs to balance flexibility with
stability. Flexibility allows a platform to grow in heterogeneous ways, whereas stability ensures
that the platform evolves in a desirable direction. A platform needs to continually adjust and
readjust its tension between stability and flexibility in each component to stimulate its evolution.

Governance

Add-ons

Standards
Conduct input control to
ensure app quality

Relinquish control over parts
of each component to
encourage productive change

Restrict the range and reach of
connections to ensure security
Expand the range and reach of
connections to stimulate variety

Release and update control
standards to restrict the use of
platform resources

Interoperability

Release and update open
standard to allow multiple
access to platform resources

Retain control over each
component to ensure integrity

Perform application decoupling
to facilitate app variety

Technology core
Retain certain functionality
that cannot be changed
Offer functionality that allows
possibilities for uses with
multiple purposes

Figure 4.2. Unpacking platforms: GPM
Generativity in IT architectures has emerged as an important perspective for understanding IS
design (Yoo 2013; Zittrain 2008). IS studies have increasingly regarded platforms as effective
IT architectures to transform generativity into value (Tilson et al. 2010; Tiwana et al., 2010).
However, most literature treats platform generativity as either a black box or an exogenous
variable. Yoo (2013, p. 231) suggested that ‘scholars who study generativity need to explicitly
incorporate the unique materiality of digital technology in order to gain a deeper understanding
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of the phenomenon’. This thesis developed a GPM to demonstrate platform generativity as
tension between openness and control at the component level.

The GPM avoids the bias found in the literature and instead draws a boundary between
openness and control—for example, the distinction between stable design rules to constrain
development and flexible design rules to encourage development (Tiwana et al. 2010). The
GTM provides an alternative perspective to understand generativity. That is, we see the
stability-flexibility boundary as enacted, performed and always in evolution by focusing on
tensions. By adopting this perspective, future studies can, therefore, develop a more
contextualised and nuanced understanding of what it means to be ‘generative’ in a platform or
general IT architecture.

4.7 Discussion and Implications
By studying platforms as a multi-component technology architecture and illustrating what it
takes to design a robust platform, this thesis provides a deeper conceptualisation of the nature
of platforms and explores how this conceptualisation can be used to understand platform design
and evolution. This section discusses these contributions and opportunities for future research
before concluding the chapter.
4.7.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions
This thesis develops the first complete conceptual model with essential components to open
the black box of platforms. One benefit of a comprehensive platform model is that researchers
can easily identify their theoretical insights into various platform-based phenomena from an IS
and technology management perspective, such as understanding how standards and
interoperability drive developers’ decision to join or leave a platform (Benlian et al. 2015), to
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investigate how to design add-ons to shape a platform’s market performance (Tiwana 2015)
and to examine what the optimal option is for a technology core to maximise a platform owner’s
value-creation objectives (Taudes et al. 2000).
Second, through synthesising illustrative studies related to each component, this thesis
demonstrates that design decisions at the level of each component influence a platform’s
evolution. In essence, platforms consist of components and the emergent properties that arise
from the interactions among them. Tiwana et al. (2010) indicated that the interdependent
interactions among a platform’s components shape its evolution. This thesis advances their
understanding by identifying the five essential platform components and investigating
generativity as an important attribute of these components through a tension between stability
and flexibility.
Additionally, this thesis shows that one can interpret platform design and evolution through a
generativity lens in relation to the tension between stability and flexibility. Although prior
studies have noticed the importance of generativity in designing new technology architecture
(e.g., Avital & Te’eni 2009; Henfridsson & Bygastad 2013; Yoo et al. 2012), none provided
an integrative view to explain how generativity plays a role at the component level of a complex
technology architecture such as a platform. This thesis contributes to knowledge by clarifying
that generativity concerns not only opening a platform to produce new possibilities but also
how to restrict such openness to avoid chaos. Thus, as I have shown in this chapter, each
component in a platform needs to balance stability with flexibility to regulate the
interdependencies among them and help the platform evolve.
A platform has a complex architecture with a multi-component nature. When designing and
developing platforms, their owners and providers should consider how to structure the
components to make them more faithfully reflect the platform’s vision as a whole. In particular,
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platform designers should provide clear terminology to help developers and other practitioners
understand the platform’s tension between stability and flexibility. The GPM can serve as a
tool that explicitly details the platform’s overall structure so that developers can easily position
their services and unlock the platform’s power, while respecting the rights of the platform’s
owner and its end users. Although a fully functional platform should consider features for each
component, practitioners could capture value by focusing on one or more specific components.
For example, a third-party developer may only need to focus on designing add-ons based on
market demand using existing APIs without considering the underpinning structure of the
technology core. Therefore, a multi-component understanding of platforms allows for a wider
choice of value-creation interventions.
4.7.2 Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research
Despite the relevance of platforms as an important concept in the IS field, theorising platforms
is challenging. Consequently, the findings in this chapter are not without limitations. For
example, this thesis argues that a platform needs dedicated balance at each component level to
evolve. Such a general argument may lack concreteness in specific contexts. However, it is
difficult to draw on more specific contexts because of the variability of platform-related
phenomena (Boudreau 2010). In addition, studying platforms faces many empirical challenges.
For example, methods for measuring configurable components are not well established in the
IS field (Burton-Jones & Gallivan 2007).
While this chapter acknowledges these challenges, they represent research opportunities rather
than problems that should be avoided. There are three key opportunities for future research.
First, the GPM provides a base for more studies to explore the interdependencies among
platform components. As described in Section 4.4, the literature contains significant ambiguity.
Existing views hold that platform components must be extensible without compromising their
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ability to function (Tiwana et al. 2010). Yet, there is limited information regarding when and
how each component affects the other.
Second, along with De Reuver et al. (2018) and McIntyre and Srinivasan (2017), this thesis
calls for further empirical studies to examine the degree of stability and flexibility at the
component level and at the whole platform level in different contexts. There was scarce
understanding in the literature about platform dynamics, although many studies treated
platforms as relatively stable once their owners have settled on their design strategy. However,
platforms need to continually adjust and readjust their stability and flexibility given the rate of
rapid change in technology and business environments. Thus, additional research is required
to examine the best practices for leveraging the degree of stability and flexibility when the
environment changes frequently.
Third, further studies are required to explore and measure the outcomes of each component and
of different platforms from different perspectives. Current IS studies provide diverse views on
platform outcomes, including revenue (Taudes et al. 2000), end-user adoption (Yaraghi et al.
2015), developer adoption (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2010) and usage and performance
(Kuegler et al. 2015). Consequently, the disjointed situation of existing studies results in
challenges in theorising platform-related phenomena and in building a systematic cumulative
research tradition. Therefore, the key outcomes for stakeholders and their measurement
represents a potentially promising avenue for future research.

4.8 Chapter Conclusion
Platforms are an increasing focus of innovation accompanying the drive towards digital
economy (e.g., Accenture 2015; McDonald 2013; Yoo et al. 2010). An increasing number of
IS studies have paid attention to platforms and brought various definitions and perspectives to
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examine similar issues. Unfortunately, a lack of coherent conceptualisation has led to an
inconsistent understanding of platforms as a concept in the IS literature. This chapter examined
the current understanding of platforms and focused on opening the black box of platforms as
an important concept. This is the first study to rigorously develop a platform model and use a
generativity lens to explain platform components and their structural relationships. I believe
that this work provides an important first step towards sound theory for platforms. Future
research should find the conceptualisation to be a useful instrument for further refinement and
extension.
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5 Examining the GPM: The Case of Oracle’s Cloud
Transformation
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, this thesis developed a GPM to conceptualise platforms. This chapter examines
the applicability of the GPM to a case study of cloud computing,5 which represents a digitalenabled model for allowing ubiquitous, convenient and on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (Cusumano 2010; Mell & Grance 2011). PwC (2016)
stated that ‘cloud computing changes how software vendors run their companies’. Technology
vendors see cloud as their new plane of competition in the digital economy (e.g., Accenture
2015; Stevens 2017). Many vendors are migrating from traditional on-premise solution
providers to the usage of cloud-based firms to host their products. This migration will help
decrease research and development expenses and increase business agility. Some prominent
cloud transformation exemplars include Google, Adobe and Wincor-Nixdorf.
Cloud is a platform-based IT paradigm that offers many synergies to create and consume
computing resources (Accenture 2016). A platform signals a new type of IS architecture upon
which complementary products, services or technologies can be developed and interact with
each other (Spagnoletti et al. 2015; Tiwana et al. 2010). Platforms differ significantly from
other IS architectures in that their design context is more subject to new configurations and
possibilities (Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo 2013). As De Reuver et al. (2018) noted, ‘competition no
longer revolves around how to control the value chain but around attracting generative
activities associated with a platform’. The platform architecture underpins cloud

5

I use the term ‘cloud’ to represent the broader concept of cloud computing.
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transformation to introduce diversity (August et al. 2014), stimulate innovation (Kaltenecker
et al. 2015) and allow for on-demand computing resources (Venters and Whitley 2012).
Although cloud is reshaping the IT service landscape, adapting to cloud represents a significant
challenge for technology vendors because approximately 70 per cent of cloud transformational
initiatives fail (Herrera 2016; Nohira & Beer 2000). Cloud transformation does not only
concern technological challenges (e.g., system integrity and extensibility) but also includes
business challenges (e.g., business agility and process reengineering). These challenges affect
all aspects of a technology vendor’s architectural design (PwC 2016). Researchers have
identified a problem in that there is a lack of understanding of how the underlying IS
architecture should be designed to support technology vendors’ cloud transformation (De
Reuver et al. 2018; Marston et al. 2011; Venters & Whitley 2012). In this chapter, I aim to
develop general patterns to explain and help platform design in technology vendors’ cloud
transformation. The research question is:
How can technology vendors design platforms to support cloud transformation?
I answer the research question by conducting an in-depth case study of Oracle’s cloud
transformation using the GPM as an analytical lens. This chapter contributes to nascent
knowledge about cloud transformation design by building generic design patterns based on a
new design pattern development approach. The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.2
defines key terms, reviews the relevant literature on cloud, platforms and their design, and
presents a view of the duality between flexibility and stability as a lens to address design
challenges. Section 5.3 proposes a matrix as an analytic tool to explore design patterns through
an in-depth case study approach. Section 5.4 analyses and describe the design patterns. Section
5.5 explains why these design patterns offer benefits to researchers and practitioners and point
to opportunities for future research and Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
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5.2 Background
In this section, this thesis overviews existing knowledge about cloud, explains the role of
platforms in cloud transformation and presents the perspective on the duality between
flexibility and stability as a lens to frame this study.
5.2.1 Cloud
Cloud is ‘a deep and permanent shift in how computing power is generated and consumed’
(McAfee 2011, p. 4). Since the arrival of Salesforce.com in 1999, who pioneered the concept
of delivering enterprise applications via the Internet, cloud has generated tremendous economic
value and business opportunities. In 2015, cloud created $67 billion value and is predicted to
reach $162 billion, with a compound annual growth rate of 19 per cent by 2020 (Columbus
2017). In 2016, 85 per cent of enterprises had a cloud-related strategy (RightScale 2017).
Cloud is a platform-based model that can dynamically provision, configure, reconfigure and
de-provision IT services as required (Venters & Whitley 2012). A broad view of cloud is
depicted by the characteristics of on-demand storage, computing and applications shared
between heterogeneous developers and customers in a scalable manner via the Internet
(Vithayathil 2018). Cloud has three basic service models (Mell & Grance 2011): 1)
Infrastructure as a Service, which offers core operating instances and storage services; 2)
Platform as a Service (PaaS),6 which adds layers of basic software computing and connectivity;
and 3) Software as a Service (SaaS), which provides on-demand, innovative applications.

‘Platform’ in PaaS is a different concept from that in digital platforms. PaaS is one of cloud’s three service
models, whereas digital platforms are an emerging sociotechnical concept that describes a type of IS
architecture. See Section 2.2 for further details.
6
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Transforming to cloud yields a number of benefits compared to residing and operating IT
functionality within an organisation, which is referred to as on-premise. For example, cloud
can dramatically eliminate the costs of on-premise IT installation and maintenance (Naldi &
Mastroeni 2014; Vithayathil 2018;). Further, cloud allows for new and as yet unknown,
innovation possibilities because developers can quickly access cloud services and bring new
services to the market (McAfee 2011; Venters & Whitley 2012).
The pervasiveness of cloud drives many technology firms to transform from traditional onpremise solution providers to cloud-based vendors. However, cloud transformation is not an
easy task for many technology vendors (Cusumano 2010). In their review paper, Venters and
Whitley (2012) indicated that cloud is a complex sociotechnical setting that requires
technology vendors to consider both technological and business dimensions. The technological
dimension highlights that cloud needs integration and control to ensure security, availability,
latency and low complexity when using services at local working stations. In addition, the
business dimension views cloud as more than a tool that helps users to be more economically
efficient and simple to understand. Importantly, cloud should also be able to aid innovation and
creativity. Meanwhile, cloud requires flexibility and change to promote variety and scalability
to meet business agility and to accelerate innovation. Further, people have recognised ‘decades
of coexistence’, whereby cloud services will continue to work alongside conventional onpremise functionality (August et al. 2014; Kaltenecker et al. 2015). Such coexistence allows
technology vendors to gradually transform from service providers to innovation facilitators
without losing their functionality. Technology vendors need a new IS architecture to support
such transformation. The next section describes the platform architecture concept as an
effective means to investigate cloud transformation.
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5.2.2 Platforms in Cloud Transformation
Using the GPM as a lens, a technology core serves as the foundation on which add-ons can be
developed through interoperability. This platform-layered structure is similar to cloud’s
Infrastructure as a Service (technology core), PaaS (interoperability) and SaaS (add-ons)
service structure. From a social perspective, standards provide conventions that enable
consistency among different actors and governance to coordinate all components. Each
component in a platform needs a balance between stability and flexibility to regulate the
interdependencies among them and drive the platform’s continuous delivery.
The literature provides insights into the role of platforms in cloud transformation. Platforms
underpin cloud’s capability to adapt to workload changes by provisioning and de-provisioning
resources in a flexible manner without losing control (Battleson et al. 2016; Marston et al. 2011;
Venters & Whitley 2012). Such capability enables technological and business agility and is
noted as being ‘the golden nugget of cloud computing and what makes the entire [cloud]
concept extraordinarily evolutionary’ (Owens 2010, p. 46). To reach cloud transformation, a
technology vendor needs to co-design a platform’s technology structure with business elements
to balance stability and flexibility (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson 2013; Tiwana 2015; Wareham
et al. 2014). The tension between stability and flexibility evolves over time. For example,
Android was more open in its early stage to foster innovation but has since moved to more
restrictions due to poor-quality applications (Parker et al. 2017), whereas iOS experienced the
opposite process (Eaton et al. 2015).
Although platforms serve as the underpinning architecture for cloud transformation,
knowledge regarding how technology vendors design such platforms remains in its infancy.
The tension between stability and flexibility in a platform architecture can play an important
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role in cloud transformation. In the next section, I provide further details regarding flexibility
and stability in IS design.
5.2.3

Challenge in Cloud Transformation

As the GPM demonstrates, a central challenge for designing platforms in cloud transformation
is that the platform must permit changes to individual components without compromising
control to ensure that these components continue to function together. The literature presented
in Appendix C provides further evidence that a dedicated tension between stability and
flexibility is an essential driving force for each component of a platform architecture (e.g., De
Reuver et al. 2018; Tilson et al. 2010; Tiwana et al. 2010). The literature also recognised that
such tension plays an important role in cloud strategy (Berman et al. 2012), cloud development
(Homer et al. 2014) and cloud adoption (Naldi & Mastroeni 2014). However, few studies
explicitly revealed the nature of the stability-flexibility tension.
Using platforms as a vehicle, this thesis indicates that the essence of generativity is the tension
between stability and flexibility. That is, stability and flexibility ‘are no longer separate but,
rather, are interdependent and potentially compatible—mutually enabling and consistent of one
another’ (Farjoun 2010, p. 205). Such tension needs cloud to be designed in a way that are
‘simultaneously stable and flexible as well as offering both control and autonomy’ (Tilson et
al. 2010, p. 753). Stable technological and social mechanisms enable adaptability in a way that
high-quality changes can be created and recombined with stable building blocks. Conversely,
flexibility allows for long-term stability because changes and variation enable learning and
correction of multiple failures, which shape a more consolidated system.
Congruent with the generativity perspective, designing platforms for cloud transformation
requires that the on-demand services are produced by autonomous actors who work to meet
different requirements and simultaneously consolidate their actions and outputs in a form
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congruent with the technology vendor’s desired direction (Wareham et al. 2014; Yoo et al.
2010). Therefore, the research assumption is as follows:
When designing platforms for cloud transformation, designers should consider the
interdependency between stability and flexibility instead of treating them separately.
Such interdependency exists through all platform components and evolves over time.
The design must be evaluated in terms of its usefulness in supporting technology
vendors’ cloud transformation.
I now turn to the formulation of the research lens. Technology vendors should consider the
tension between stability and flexibility in the design of each of the platform components and,
accordingly, influence the cloud’s survival and success. Figure 5.1 illustrates the research
framework for investigating the applicability of platform conceptualisation in a cloud
transformation context:
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Platforms
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Cloud
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• IaaS
(Preceding chapters)
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Governing platforms
• SaaS
requires a balance of
control and autonomy.
(Mell and Grance, 2011)
(Tiwana et al., 2010)

RQ 2: How do technology vendors design a digital platform
to support cloud transformation?

Figure 5.1. Platforms in cloud transformation
With the tension between stability and flexibility as a lens, this thesis studied cloud
transformation as an evolving approach beyond the artefact-centric framings of design theory
(Hevner et al. 2004). Specifically, using the GPM as a framing device, this thesis explores
design patterns that address the tension between stability and flexibility to support technology
vendors’ cloud transformation.

5.3 Case Study Design
This section explains the research approach and introduces an analytic tool to express design
patterns.
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5.3.1 Data Collection
This thesis used a single in-depth case study to examine the GMP model and to develop design
patterns at the strategic level for a technology vendor’s cloud transformation. A single case
study can provide a detailed examination of an aspect of historical episode to develop
explanations that can be generalised to other events and enlighten more sophisticated theories
(Eisenhardt & Graebner 2007; George & Bennett 2005; Yin 2014). Analysing designs already
made by practitioners to deal with a given type of field problem has been used as an effective
way to develop generic design patterns (Spagnoletti et al. 2015; van Aken et al. 2016).
Selecting cases that provide relevant and rich data for the research topic and can extend
theoretical knowledge is an important part of the research design (Eisenhardt 1989). Miles and
Huberman (1994) presented an overview of case selection strategies, showing that there are
several valid reasons for including a case in a research project and that these are not mutually
exclusive. These criteria include variation/deviation, uniqueness, importance for theory/society,
meeting research objectives, snowball sampling or simply convenience, if all else should fail
(Miles & Huberman, 1994).
The case selection process for this thesis was driven by the aim of learning as much as possible
about the ways in which platform components were designed and evolved for Oracle’s cloud
transformation, within the time frame of a PhD project. The plan was to conduct a longitudinal
study of Oracle’s cloud transformation from 2011 to 2017 because Oracle’s cloud
transformation represents a valuable context for studying similar phenomena.

The author selected Oracle Cloud Platform (OCP) as his research setting for three reasons. First,
the cloud’s three basic service models are similar to a platform’s three basic components:
software as a service (SaaS) (i.e., the application component), platform as a service (i.e., the
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interface component) and infrastructure as a service (i.e., the installed base component).
Second, Oracle was the first multinational technology vendor to announce that it would
completely transform to cloud as a firm in the coming decades. Such ongoing business
dynamics and technology changes provided a unique opportunity to study OCP evolution.
Third, and most importantly, initial discussion with Oracle practitioners showed that, despite
some differences in terminology, the ‘platform’ concept in our study was congruent with their
OCP architecture.
The research approach included the following phases:
1. I conducted a focus group to obtain interactive data from multiple cloud practitioners
with different experience with a complex cloud architecture (Nili et al. 2017). Five
cloud practitioners from different functional areas (Oracle_CA: cloud architecture,
Oracle_BD: big data, Oracle_CE: customer engagement, Oracle_HS: higher education
cloud solution and Oracle_ES: enterprise cloud solution) participated in the discussion
to confirm if the GPM could be applied to Oracle’s cloud transformation. Prior to the
focus group, I had several rounds of telephone conversations to adjust terminologies
because Oracle used different terms to describe similar contents. For example, Oracle
use ‘Fusion’ to describe the key element of its PaaS, which is similar to interoperability.
2. I collected data from publicly available archival sources in two steps. First, I collected
two sets of officially published documents that contained design practices for Oracle’s
cloud transformation. One set was the Oracle White Paper series (33 White Papers from
2010-2017), which detailed every aspect of Oracle’s cloud transformation. The other
was Oracle’s official blogs, presentations and interviews, which provided the rationale
for and measurement of cloud transformation practices. Second, I collected professional
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technology blog articles from ‘TechTarget’7. These blog entries provided extensive and
rich information because: 1) they provided reports on actions taken in the design and
development of Oracle Cloud; 2) the blogs presented views from third-party analysts
and allowed cross-checking multiple sources; and 3) the blogs were flexible in terms of
rapid data search, access and cross-checking (Bar-Ilan 2005). Archival and blog sources
are presented in Appendix D.
3. I conducted a follow-up focus group with the same participants from Oracle to validate
and refine our findings. I presented a report with findings based on steps 1 and 2 and
asked the participants to provide me with their feedback. I reanalysed the findings based
on their feedback and finalised the design patterns.
This thesis followed Miles et al.’s (2014, p. 229) ‘case dynamics matrix’ technique to explore
how the design patterns came to be. I independently analysed the case and coded important
themes into the GPM and summarised them in an analytical matrix (see Section 5.3.2) to
explore the insight between meta-level theoretical perspectives (i.e., platform architecture) and
expository design instantiations (i.e., cloud transformation) (Yin 2009). Then, I discussed the
results with supervisors and resolved differences until no new insights could be generated.
5.3.2 CAMRO Matrix
Design focuses on ‘how to do something’ (Gregor & Jones 2007, p. 313) and ‘involves complex
configurations of people, contexts and technologies’ (Germonprez et al. 2017, p. 67). This
thesis explored empirically grounded patterns for designing platforms in technology vendors’
cloud transformation. Design patterns capture knowledge about creating common instances of
artefacts that belong to the same class (Sein et al. 2011). Differing to design principles that

7

TechTarget is a multinational media firm that offers data-driven services to technology vendors and clients.
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focus on system functionality, design patterns are comprised of several sociotechnical parts,
including intent, applicability and structure (Hannemann & Kiczales 2002). Based on
Alexander et al. (1977) and Gamma et al. (1995), this study considered a design pattern8 as: 1)
the context under which conditions a design practice holds; 2) the goal that needs to be achieved;
3) the activity that achieves the goal; and 4) the consequences of using the design practice.
Building generic design patterns is important but challenging because the patterns should be
applied to various contexts within a given domain (Hevner et al. 2004). Van Aken et al. (2016)
indicated that a generic design principle follows the basic pragmatic logic of ‘if you want to
achieve Y in situation Z, then use the generic design X: Y=X(Z)’ (p. 4). Here, Y is aim, Z is
context and X is design mechanism. Similarly, van den Akker (1999) argued that ‘if you want
to design intervention for function Y in context Z, then you are best advised to give that
intervention via procedure K, because of P’ (p. 9). Here, Y is aim, Z is context K is design
mechanism and P is rationale to employ K. In addition, Denyer et al. (2008) proposed a CIMOlogic, which for this problem-in-context (C), it is useful to use an intervention (I), which will
use mechanisms (M) to achieve a certain outcome (O).
The above design knowledge demonstrates that there is some agreement on developing design
patterns. The extraction of design patterns can be grounded in when, where and how the design
is to be used in the field as well as why use it and what outcomes can be expected. Thus, design
patterns should consist of five common constructive items: context, aim, mechanism, rationale,
and outcome. Context describes the circumstance in which the design is needed (e.g., digital
transformation). Aim represents what the design is good for (e.g., to leverage the opportunities

8

It is noticed that researchers use similar terms to describe design insights (e.g., propositions, principles,
mechanisms and technology rules). This thesis uses pattern because it has been sufficiently discussed in a design
science context (Alexander et al. 1977) and provides a more holistic perspective in technology design (Gamma et
al. 1995).
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of advanced digital technologies). Mechanism represents the process taking place with effect
(e.g., adopting cloud services). Rationale is the reason why the mechanism is appropriate (e.g.,
cloud services can reduce operational cost). Outcome is the actual result achieved when the
mechanism is used (e.g., 10 per cent increase in opportunities created). Table 5.1 synthesises
the five items into a CAMRO matrix.
Table 5.1. The CAMRO matrix
CAMRO

Definition

Key sources

Context

The circumstance in which the design is needed
(or the opportunity has potential)

Van Aken et al. (2016)
Van den Akker (1999)
Denyer et al. (2008).

Aim

The purpose of a generic practice that can be
transferred to similar contexts with a specific
application domain

Van Aken et al. (2016)
Van den Akker (1999)

Mechanism

The actual process that links cause with effect,
action with outcome

Van Aken et al. (2016)
van den Akker (1999)

Rationale

The reasons why the design mechanism is
appropriate

Van den Akker (1999)

Outcome

The result achieved when the design mechanism
is used

Denyer et al. (2008)

The CAMRO matrix serves as an instrument for analysing empirical design practices and
developing generic design patterns. This thesis uses the CAMRO matrix as an instrument to
analyse patterns for platform design (using OCP as a case) because (1) it accommodates a
problem-solution logic: identifying the problem (or opportunity), establishing the pragmatic
validity, and reviewing the performance, (2) it pays attention to both the involved actors
seeking to improve matter and other closely related factors, and (3) it demonstrates whether
the proposed design produces desired outcomes. Specifically, CAMRO will help produce
insights into how the platform architecture can be applied in technology vendors’ cloud
transformation. These patterns will contribute to increasing the reliability of platform
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development and the likelihood of cloud transformation success, which will also stimulate
platform and cloud research.

5.4 Data Analysis
This section presents a set of interrelated design patterns to abstract Oracle’s cloud
transformation. Oracle Cloud instantiates the architecture of a platform aimed at both reducing
operational costs and accelerating innovation. It provides an expository instantiation of the
phenomenon under investigation. Further, Oracle was the first multinational technology vendor
to announce that it would completely transform to cloud as a firm; and that this transformation
would last for decades. Such ongoing business dynamics and technology changes provided a
unique opportunity to study cloud transformation. Finally, despite mixed terminologies, all
Oracle practitioners who participated in the focus groups agreed that the GPM could be used
to interpret Oracle Cloud’s overall structure, which represents a possibility to investigate cloud
transformation using the GPM. As the Oracle_CA introduced:
We talk about disruption and innovation a lot. Oracle is going through it. This is
probably the most massive change I have ever seen from the inside of Oracle,
much as if you worked for companies in a similar situation [cloud transformation].
Cloud is a really big fundamental change from a business perspective even
forgetting the technology. Oracle has recognised that the future is in the cloud. I
think it is also a big challenge in the IT industry and, that is, evolving what we
have into what we think the future will look like.
Appendix E presents the sample coding processes. Data analysis proceeded by coding focus
group transcripts and archival documents with quotations used as first order codes. I then
analysed the first order codes using the GPM as a framework to inductively explore common
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practices. By synthesising Oracle’s cloud transformation practices, the intent was to capture
the key elements to address the tension between stability and flexibility in cloud transformation
at the component level.
5.4.1 Pattern 1: Evolve with a Platform-Based Governance Model
Before proceeding to elaborate on the tension between stability and flexibility in Oracle’s cloud
governance, in line with the GPM, I will reiterate the key governance logic of Oracle. First,
Oracle utilises ‘platform thinking’, which was highlighted by a number of respondents,
including Oracle_HS, who explained why platform thinking is an important aspect for cloud
transformation:
How to maintain different developers, different requirements and all that
[differences from business change]? That led to Oracle’s platform thinking. So,
what the board decided was for the future, to keep all customers happy and take
them to keep using Oracle services, we built the cloud strategy. It is going to be
vastly different from what we were about. So, we spent 10 years and 12 billion
dollars building this cloud platform.
In addition, a quote from an Oracle White Paper 5_10 further noted that:
By making IT into a platform that accelerates business change Oracle was able to
rapidly and effectively rollout business strategies such as mergers and acquisitions
or new product rollouts … Technology foundation must be tailored to Oracle’s
current state and its strategic priorities.
And, for the most part, according to Oracle_BD, a proper governance framework is essential
for Oracle’s cloud transformation. In this regards Oracle_BD highlighted that:
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It is easy to consume the cloud or platform concept; but if you want to consume it
properly, you still have to come out of that governance framework. Lots of vendors
do not think about governance layer … I am glad Oracle was a bit late to market
the cloud because we got the governance sorted before we went into that direction.
Oracle recognised that to continually remain competitive in a turbulent business environment,
it required platform thinking to tailor Oracle’s technology offerings into its cloud
transformation state. A key change to handle, referring to Oracle_BD, was that ‘the switch from
being a company that sells products to a company that sells platform services and [allows for]
bits users plug in’; and such change is a ‘big fundamental change from a business perspective
even forgetting the technology’. Oracle_BD highlighted:
So, as a strategy, we had to build infrastructure and technology that underlies
integration; and then we had to allow plugged-in varieties on top.
Oracle_CA added:
The key to cloud strategy is a platform gives interconnected services with options
to leverage whatever clients have with someone else.
It can be argued that, for cloud transformation governance, the platform thinking needs to cover
both consolidation and customisation. Oracle wants to manage its cloud as a long-term
investment—maintained, extended and renewed consistently in line with strategy—to continue
to deliver value to Oracle. With a constant flow of new services introduced to Oracle,
management must be able to handle the latest innovations. Oracle consolidates many underlying
business processes and technology capabilities for heterogeneous services run on its cloud. As
explained in Oracle White Paper 5_10:
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Consolidating applications, systems or data centres, reduces costs and simplifies
operations. Consolidation, however, is a case of putting more eggs in a single
basket. To consolidate successfully, we need to ensure that there is a ‘stronger
basket’.
In addition to the consolidation aspect of cloud governance Oracle_HS raised a question that
‘if business processes and [technology capabilities] are consolidated or standardized, what is
the difference?’ Oracle_HS followed this question up:
We believe if most business processes are standard, platform is the differentiator.
Because with the platform, you [client] can build your custom app or extensions.
That is what makes Oracle special. We believe this is the future of Oracle.
Given that Oracle does not generally produce all services for its cloud transformation, it allows
third-parties to develop customised services to situate business processes and technology
capabilities in different business and operational requirements.
Oracle applied platform thinking with three strategic patterns: 1) standardising on a common
technology architecture, rather than relying on a collection of legacy systems, to consolidate
various collections of functionality; 2) innovating key processes to customise services and drive
down costs (e.g., leveraging shared services); and 3) propagating these new processes across
the enterprise to convert them into strategic advantage (White Paper 5_10). By making
enterprise architecture into a platform engine Oracle was able to grow market share via service
and business innovation with relatively low cost.
A common technology architecture defined the degree of business process standardisation
across Oracle and the degree of information sharing between processes for cloud
transformation. Processes that were standardised across Oracle (e.g., data management and
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system integration) benefited most from the architecture because these processes were mutually
shared across various functional units. Even processes that were not standardised (e.g., thirdparty application development) could benefit from the optimisation of the underlying
technology capabilities brought by the common architecture.
Despite the common technology architecture, redefining and implementing the processes that
govern the relationship between Oracle, third-party and end users was also critical. These
processes included financial modelling, contractual development, provisioning, change
management, technology support and requisite monitoring. For example, Oracle created a
developer relation website (Oracle community) to provide resources for third-party developers
to address questions regarding customisation and integration. These processes were important
because they helped Oracle to expand its common technology architecture to clients’
situational requirements.
In business and IT, there is no steady state in which one grand governance model can optimise
all aspects of an enterprise’s architecture. Amid effective practices, the dynamics of business
also continuously drive sub-optimal, redundant and ad hoc IT solutions. As the IT portfolio
grows, IT legacy investments and architectures begin to stifle innovation and increase
operational costs. Industry leaders, especially large service vendors, need new governance
logic that can sustain them through the ongoing barrage of new business and operational
requirements of stabilisation and innovation. Therefore, platform thinking is not only the
governance logic for a specific type of cloud service that Oracle offer, but a strategical change
of Oracle’s business model. As Larry Elision, Oracle’s co-founder and CTO, said in Oracle
OpenWorld 2013: ‘[Oracle] will reshape the cloud and the perception of Oracle technology in
the cloud as a firm’. Table 5.2 provides further evidence of Oracle’s platform-based governance
model and Figure 5.2 visualises these practices.
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The changing business environment moved Oracle from being focused on cost reduction
towards being focused on digital innovation. Oracle employed three strategic patterns to
accomplish its cloud transformation. These patterns were built on a platform-based governance
model via the employment of key reengineered business processes, which were based on a
common technology architecture. Further, Oracle propagated the new processes and platform
across the firm before completely moving to cloud. A platform-based model enhanced the
technology vendors’ capability to deliver innovative services rapidly and enhanced the
alignment between the flexibility that innovation needed and the stability that an economical
and functional architecture required in a cloud context.

Changing business
environment (Economic/IT
efficiency → Innovation/
agility)

Changing organization aim
(to reduce costs → to
facilitate digital disruption
and maintain different
needs)

Platform-based
governance patterns

Innovate
business processes

Customise variation and
innovation

Develop around
a common
tech. platform

Consolidate variation and
innovation

Propagate changes
across organization

Convert to strategic advantage

Figure 5.2. Overview: Oracle’s platform-based governance model
Table 5.2. Analysing Oracle’s cloud transformation using the GPM: Governance
Source

Governance

Stability

Flexibility

Focus
groups

It is easy to consume the
cloud or platform concept;
but if you want to consume
it properly, you still have to
come out of that
[proposition on
governance] governance
framework. Lots of vendors
do not think about
governance layer. Cloud is
just cloud … I am glad
Oracle was a bit late to

I think what’s happening in
integration is also key
requirement for managing
cloud because customers want
to stick with one cloud vendor.
They hand pick whichever
cloud service is going to be
suitable for them. What they
found is that after a while it
has completely fragmented
their landscape of IT …
Integration has to pull that

We believe if most business
processes are standard,
platform is the differentiator.
Because with the platform,
you [user] can build your
custom app or extensions.
That is what makes Oracle
special. We believe this is the
future of Oracle (Oracle_HS).
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Source

Governance
market the cloud because
we got the governance
sorted before we went into
that direction (Oracle_BD).
How to maintain different
developers, different
requirements and all that
[evolving business
environment]? That led to
Oracle’s platform thinking.
So what the board decided
was for the future, to keep
all customers happy and
take them to keep using
Oracle services, we built
the cloud strategy. It is
going to be vastly different
from what we were about.
So, we spent 10 years and
12 billion dollars building
this cloud platform
(Oracle_HS).

Oracle
archival
data

By making IT into a
platform that accelerates
business change Oracle
was able to rapidly and
effectively rollout business
strategies such as mergers
and acquisitions or new
product rollouts. …
Technology foundation
must be tailored to
Oracle’s current state and
its strategic priorities
(White Paper 5_10).
The governance of cloud
architecture will be carried
out by the review boards
established for
rationalisation. They will
have business and IT
representatives to ensure
that the business service
level objectives are both
accurate and up to date
(White Paper 5_10).

Stability
[fragments] all together
(Oracle_ES).

Flexibility

We talk about disruption and innovation a lot. Oracle is going
through that. This is probably the most massive change I have
seen from inside of the company, much as if you worked in a
technology company. The switch from being a company that
sells products to a company that sells platform services and bits
you [user] plug in; that is a big fundamental change from a
business perspective even forgetting the technology … So, as a
strategy, we had to build infrastructure and technology that
underlies integration; and then we had to allow plugged-in
varieties on top (Oracle_BD).
Oracle has always been key to provide a concept platform;
whether with the technologies or as part of a position for
customers. The concept has always been around in the Oracle
strategy. Oracle historically has given different components
within a platform umbrella and there can be different
architectures under it … So how can we do something so that
everything is interconnected? The key of cloud strategy is a
platform gives interconnected services with options to leverage
whatever you [user] have with someone else (Oracle_CA).
Consolidating applications,
systems or data centres,
reduces costs and simplifies
operations. Consolidation,
however, is a case of putting
more eggs in a single basket.
To consolidate successfully,
we need to ensure that there is
a ‘stronger basket’ (White
Paper 5_10).

With a constant flow of new
equipment and services being
introduced into datacentres,
heterogeneity is the norm.
Management must be able to
handle the latest innovations,
as well as equipment that’s
been on the datacentre floor
for years (White Paper 5_10).

As the cloud portfolio grow, IT legacy investments and
architectures begin to stifle business innovation and increase
operational costs. As the downward spiral accelerates, IT
eventually becomes un-leverageable and untenable—leaving IT
with the reputation of being unresponsive. To move forward
Oracle needs an architectural strategy that can sustain them
[innovation and low operational costs] through the ongoing
barrage of new business and operational requirements (White
Paper 5_10).
There was a strategic pattern for [cloud transformation] success
that could be broken down into three parts:
• Innovate key business processes to improve value or
drive down cost.
• Standardise on a common technology platform, rather
than rely on a stitched together collection of legacy
silos.
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Source

Governance
•

Stability
Flexibility
Propagate these changes across the enterprise, via the
common technology platform, to convert localised
improvements into strategic advantage (White Paper
5_10).

Enterprise applications run on a common technology platform
needed to be managed in terms of user sessions, security, onscreen presentation, integration, workflow, status monitoring
and many other underlying capabilities of the system … Oracle
wants to manage its cloud environment as a long-term
investment—maintained, extended and renewed as required so
it can continue to deliver value to the business (White Paper
9_11).
TechTarget
articles

NULL

NULL

NLL

5.4.2 Pattern 2: Integrate with Standardised Business and Technology Processes
Cloud was more a value enabler to stimulate business agility than a self-contained complex
technology system (Hugos & Hulizky 2010). Oracle Cloud constituted a suite of capabilities
that allowed Oracle to facilitate innovation in their customers’ channels of choice. Oracle
standardised fundamental business processes because these processes (e.g., accounts payable,
accounts receivable and payroll) were well understood and structured. Oracle_CA highlighted
the importance of standardisation in cloud transformation:
One of the things Oracle always tries to do is be standard based. Being standard
based means whatever you [user] use, you can leverage whatever you have with
someone else. It does not matter what technology it is, you should be able to have
that option to go and have the best you can.
Similarly, Oracle_HS explained Oracle’s rationale to become standard based; that is, to
allow more developers to work on the cloud platform but in an integrated way:
To understand Oracle’s cloud priority strategy, standardization is a key part
because we want to have more developers working on our cloud platform with a
shared view.
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However, the challenge was how to integrate, but not restrict, various components from
heterogeneous developers. Oracle developed and adopted open standards to reconcile
customer-side components with Oracle’s existing components. Open standards refer to the
kind of standard that is publicly available and has various usage rights. Open includes the
flexibility of drafting process and resulting specification and standard means that all
participants operate on a consensus basis. Open standards played a critical role in ensuring the
interoperability between heterogeneous applications and the cloud components (Chen &
Forman 2006). Open standards made Oracle Cloud a balanced architecture with extendable
services range and integration. As Oracle White Paper 9_11 expressed, open standards
simplified the extension and integration of Oracle Cloud and is a foundation that can stand the
test of time, rather than becoming a footnote in IT history. Oracle_ES detailed:
All our customers are sitting in different spaces, so what is the way they are going
to get to Oracle Cloud? Standards define a framework to extend practices for
generating value from them [customers] with various propositions. In the
meantime, standardization is mediating between all these things (various
propositions) and providing them integration … With all the efficiency a cloud
can bring, a couple of executives are still not happy with the system because they
have lost control … Now, you can use simple standardized APIs to frame
applications. It is all integrated and under control.
Along similar lines, Oracle_BD added:
Oracle started from the ground up so we have built that infrastructure underlying
computing and storage; and then we have the capability to interoperate varieties
on the top. Now the challenge is how to give a really neat encapsulated view of
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what we are doing [transforming to cloud] … Standardization encapsulates [the
varieties].
Despite the benefits of adopting open standards, Oracle needed to manage the tension between
the rapid growth that open standards could facilitate and the future value-capture that closed
standards could yield (Dhar & Sundararajan 2007). Oracle established standards to reflect such
tension in three steps by: 1) defining the set of business principles that were appropriate to the
scope of work (e.g., standardised accounts payable and receivable processes); 2) defining the
set of technology principles that are appropriate to the scope of work (e.g., using authenticated
algorithms to coordinate information exchange requests); and 3) analysing the principles to
develop and adopt open standards. Oracle White Papers explained details of the three steps.
For example, Oracle_CR and White Paper 8_15 jointly described Oracle’s efforts to
standardise key business processes:
This proposition [standards an essential platform component] in my opinion is
very relevant from a vendor’s perspective … Cloud is there, but how do we make
it easier for others to consume the services? If you want to encompass flexibility
and customisations around the cloud, I think it [the standard component] is going
to resonate with a lot of people because we are complying with standardized
business processes.
The use of common standards simplifies integration portability. If the industry
standard business process is identical between public and on-premise deployment,
this simplifies the reuse of components when migration of the integration platform
takes place.
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Further, to effectively support business processes, Oracle needed to align its technology
services with business requirements through technology standardisation. For example, Oracle
White Paper 5_10 illustrated:
If [a client’s] primary strategy is to reduce cost, then we want to prioritize the
technology [cloud] capabilities that support common value capabilities. Thus, we
first standardize on a virtual machine architecture to consolidate a heterogeneous
collection of systems onto a pool of servers to reduce hardware cost … If a [client’s]
business strategy requires the agility of certain key business processes … this
might mean that the business requires the standardization of the integration of
[cloud] technologies to rapidly on-board the newly created agility.
Cloud transformation is often a result of combining consequences of business and technology
variants with the emergence of powerful shared architectures such as a platform. As a result,
physical technology solution ownership becomes less of a basis for sustainable competitive
advantage and it is replaced by ownership of the standard for the rendering architecture (Dhar
and Sundararajan 2007). According to Oracle White Papers 9_11 and 3_12, Oracle’s cloud
architecture was built on open and extensible business process and technology standards. On a
related note, Oracle White Paper 5_16 summarised the importance of open standards in aligning
business processes and technology principles:
Open standard-based cloud extensibility includes easy-to-configure SAML-based
Sign-on, database schema extensibility, an add-in framework and a rich array of
syndicated widgets and open standard-based APIs … The power and flexibility
offered by open standards enables developers to create custom solutions that
range from simple data validation to complex telephone integration.
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Table 5.3 summarises Oracle’s standardisation processes. As Figure 5.3 illustrates, open
standards complied with Oracle’s platform-based governance model because these standards
served as a coordinator that integrated different components from heterogeneous actors and
aligned innovation with economic and functional efficiency. Note that open standard is a
relative concept. Flexibility can achieve its greatest value when key business processes are
standardised. For example, in Oracle’s cloud transformation, when the key business processes
were standardised, on-demand extensions would be the differentiator because people could
build their customised solutions without being concerned about vendor lock-in. Oracle
programmed its cloud based on open standards to distribute its services to multiple
environments. Thus, open standards extended Oracle’s service range by allowing extension of
the existing components based on on-demand needs and integration of new components
developed by third-party.
Open standards
Define business
principles
Platform-based model
(simulate innovation and
retain economic/IT efficiency
through a common platform)

Control variants –
consolidated operation
portfolios

Define technology
principles
Develop/adopt
open standards based
on the principles

Promote variants – ondemand, situational
requirements

Figure 5.3. Overview: Oracle’s standardisation model
Table 5.3. Analysing Oracle’s cloud transformation using the GPM: Standards
Source

Standards

Stability

Flexibility

Focus
groups

One of the things Oracle
always tries to do is be
standard based. Being
standard based means
whatever you [user] use,
you can leverage whatever
you have with someone
else. It does not matter
what technology it is, you

Standardisation is mediating
between all these things (cloud
components) and providing
them integration … With all the
efficiency a cloud can bring, a
couple of executives are still
not happy with the system
because they have lost
control … Now, you can use

All our customers are sitting
in different spaces, so what is
the way they are going to get
to Oracle Cloud? Standards
define a framework to extend
practices for generating value
from them [customers] with
various propositions
(Oracle_ES).
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Source

Standards
should be able to have that
option to go and have the
best you can (Oracle_CA).
To understand Oracle’s
cloud priority strategy,
standardisation is a key
part because we want to
have more developers
working on our cloud
platform with a shared
view (Oracle_HS).

Stability
simple standardised APIs to
frame applications. It is all
integrated and under control
(Oracle_ES).
We standardise business
processes. Standardising
because most ERP functions
like account payable,
journaling, expense processing
and recruiting are pretty
standard … Oracle calls it
[standardisation] modern best
practices to formalise business
processes (Oracle_HS).
If you [user] use Oracle Cloud,
it will come with Oracle
integration and
standardisation … For
example, there is no special
university in Australia, so that
very university has legacy
systems, SAFT, Microsoft,
IBM, anything cloud or noncloud. Our integration and
standardisation will connect
them (Oracle_HS).

Oracle
archival
data

[Oracle] cloud computing,
virtualisation and serviceoriented architectures built
on technology standards
and business process
standards (White Paper
9_11).
Standardisation and
consolidation are logical
first steps for Oracle
evolving towards a cloud
computing model … with
a more consistent,
standardised function,
firms can achieve even
greater levels of agility
and efficiency (White
Paper 3_12).
Oracle Cloud contains an
application integration
architecture using a
standard based, prebuilt
integration solution. It
was designed to promote
rapid deployment, re-

If [a client’s] primary strategy
is to reduce cost, then you may
want to priorities the
technology [cloud] capabilities
that support common value
capabilities. Thus, you might
first standardise on a virtual
machine architecture to
consolidate a heterogeneous
collection of systems onto a
pool of servers to reduce
hardware cost (White Paper
5_10).

Flexibility
Oracle started from the
ground up so we have built
that infrastructure underlying
computing and storage; and
then we have the capability to
interoperate varieties on the
top. Now the challenge is how
to give a really neat
encapsulated view of what we
are doing [building Oracle
Cloud Platform] …
Standardisation encapsulates
[the varieties] (Oracle_BD).
This proposition [proposition
on standards] in my opinion is
very relevant from a vendor’s
perspective. … Cloud is there,
but how do we make it easier
for others to consume the
services? If you want to
encompass flexibility and
customisations around the
cloud, I think it [the
proposition] is going to
resonate with a lot of people
because we are complying
with standardised business
processes (Oracle_CE).
If a [client’s] business
strategy requires the agility of
certain key business
processes … this might mean
that the business requires the
standardisation of the
integration of [cloud]
technologies to rapidly onboard the newly created
agility (White Paper 5_10).

[Oracle Cloud] sets enterprisewide standards for information
management technologies and
looks into the consolidation and
optimisation of business
operation portfolios (White
Paper 12_12).

One essential characteristic of
Oracle Cloud is: the service
provider’s capabilities are
available over the network
and accessed through
standardised mechanisms that
promote use by heterogeneous
client systems as well as by
other services (White Paper
3_12).

Standardisation is intrinsically
beneficial. It further allows
many databases that conform to
a particular standard to be
consolidated onto a single

Oracle utilises standard
technologies and tools to
expose many data formats for
exchange with any mobile
app. Oracle supports all types
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Source

Standards
usability and
configurability of business
processes (White Paper
12_13).
Perhaps most importantly,
a standards-based
platform simplifies
extension and integration
with other applications. It
is a foundation that can
stand the test of time,
rather than become a
footnote in IT history
(White Paper 9_11).

There are many open
standard ways to access
many types of data and
data structures. Oracle and
Oracle Cloud support
those standards for
database, service-oriented
architecture (SOA),
documents and so on,
rather than inventing new
ways to access our
technology (Haunert).

TechTarget
articles

NULL

Stability
platform that implements that
standard (White Paper 6_13).
Apps created with Oracle Cloud
services integrate easily with
each other as well as with thirdparty apps based on Java and
other industry standards and
protocols to ensure scalability
(Oracle Data Sheet 14).
The use of common standards
simplifies integration
portability. If the industry
standard business process is
identical between public and
on-premise deployment, this
simplifies the reuse of
components when migration of
the integration platform takes
place (White Paper 8_15).
The foundation for Oracle
Cloud service is the content
storage management portfolio
… a standard content
distribution feature, so
distribution is automatically and
tightly controlled based on
predefined policies (White
Paper 5_15).
EA Games already ran some
Oracle software, so it simply
decided to use more and move
towards a standardised Oracle
environment … which is
essentially a framework that
provides integration services
across EA. Any application
integration that needs to take
place happens through HiHub,
which is enabled by the Oracle
environment (Weiner 2012).

Flexibility
of connections between apps
on devices and back-end
business systems (Oracle Data
Sheet 14).
The key [to generate value
from cloud] lays in leveraging
new and old information as
opportunities arise and
business processes evolve.
Standardising on a
comprehensive and flexible
platform seamlessly connects
cloud and on-premise systems
(White Paper 6_15).
Open standard-based cloud
extensibility includes easy-toconfigure SAML-based Signon, database schema
extensibility, an add-in
framework and a rich array of
syndicated widgets and open
standard-based APIs … The
power and flexibility offered
by open standards enables
developers to create custom
solutions that range from
simple data validation to
complex telephone integration
(White Paper 5_16).
Standards and specifications
promoted SOA took centre
stage at the Oracle
OpenWorld this week
(2007) … Oracle’s
standardised SOA provides
the ability to access services
from a variety of different
application types—Oracle and
non-Oracle, mainframe
systems and legacy
environments and create
services from these
applications and virtualise
them (Seeley 2007).

5.4.3 Pattern 3: Maximise Value with Coexistent Add-ons
Add-ons are the applications that connect to cloud to attach functionality. Oracle released the
first round of cloud-based applications in 2011. These applications were built to take full
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advantage of Oracle’s legacy IT infrastructure and were the key products of Oracle’s SaaS suite.
Oracle_BD confirmed the add-on component from the GPM:
Your add-on component, sometimes we call it presentation layer, is where you
[user] take the business of executives.
Oracle_ES further explained:
In Oracle, we have the platform, which is enriched by industry solutions. These
solutions add value on top of the cloud for specific industry capabilities to give a
very functionally rich setup interface. That is a broad way to look at it.
However, there were still a large number of customers using their existing application offerings
from both Oracle and other vendors. Although Oracle has promised that they would
continuously support innovation in customers’ on-premise applications while delivering
Oracle’s new generation SaaS, the design challenge was how to make the two types of
applications coexist. As the Oracle_CE raised:
With one client I’m having the discussion to make their existing apps cloud
ready … The clients are not ready yet because what they said we just don’t want
to put apps on the cloud in isolation. We have developed and are developing
integrations to comply with such requirements.
In response, Oracle has been advocating a coexistence framework for application design and
development, where customers could still use their on-premise applications and adopt the SaaS
at their own pace. That is, customers could incrementally add functionality by coupling existing
solutions with Oracle SaaS, which complements customers’ on-premise solutions. As a result,
Oracle could expand its service range by acquiring functionality from customers’ on-premise
solutions, whereas customers could take advantage of new Oracle SaaS solutions without
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having to incur too many disruptions. As Sheldon (2014b), a technology reporter from
TechTarget, observed:
Oracle has been steadily advocating a strategy of coexistence, where Applications
Unlimited customers can adopt Fusion modules incrementally and at their own
pace. The technology inherent in the Fusion platform makes it possible for its
modules to be integrated with existing systems. Fusion applications can extend the
capabilities of the core apps and augment existing product lines, allowing
companies to modernize their investments as they see fit.
The design of coexistent application strategy is twofold: ensuring core processes are protected
and remaining sufficient differentiation for various using contexts. For reasons of quality
control, production environment stability and formalities that may pertain to manageability,
resources, dependencies, security and regulatory compliance, Oracle needed to take control of
the hosting by preventing nonapproved developers from setting up application hosting in
competition with Oracle. As Oracle_ES stated:
The more add-ons you [user] have, we will make sure that they are protected and
they are part of the single security and integration strategy. One benefit of the
Oracle platform is that while all these add-ons might be different, the same identity
will be propagated across these different modules.
Conversely, once passed through Oracle’s identity management, customised applications
were able to be tailored, developed or plugged onto its cloud settings. Oracle on-demand
allowed users to personalise the applications to the way they wanted to use it in their
situational business environment. As detailed in the Oracle White Paper 6_11:
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A unique aspect of Oracle application development is the ability to tailor the
resulting application to specific user requirements. A service call MetaData
service allows developers to customise XML definitions that Oracle application
development relies on and use different versions for different users … The first
level of customisation is enabled for users at runtime—users can personalize the
interface of the application … The second level of customisation, called seeded
customisation, allows developers to implement modifications in business rules,
page flows, page layouts and other items.
Coexistence did not simply mean on-premise applications and on-demand applications could
both be run on the cloud. More importantly, the two types of applications’ functionality were
also able to coexist. For example, customers might want to retain key activities (e.g., issue
payments) with their on-premise applications while allowing on-demand applications to
process routine activities (e.g., update expense reports). This required both on-premise and ondemand services to follow specific standardised processes to format, import and export data
files (White Paper 3_16).
Design at the add-on level allowed for the coexistence of the SaaS suite and on-premise
applications. The on-demand application suite contained capabilities built from the ground up
and were generalised to the cloud infrastructure. The on-premise applications extended the
platform’s service range, which lowered the likelihood of adoption issues. The two types of
applications should be connected by ongoing data exchange based on open standards.
Therefore, although the ultimate goal was the population of on-demand solutions,
incorporating on-premise applications into the cloud infrastructure maximised business value
for a long period of transition. As Oracle_ES summarised:
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This big period of transition and essential coexistence will be a huge issue over
the next decade because customers really want the public cloud to look like their
on-premise services and their on-premise services to really look like their public
cloud.
Figure 5.4 shows how Oracle incorporated customers’ on-premise applications with ondemand, cloud-based applications to lower technology adoption issues and to maximise
business value for a long period of cloud transition. Table 5.4 provides more representative
quotes from collected data.

Cloud-Based OnDemand Apps
Cloud-Based OnDemand Apps

On Going Data
Exchange

Customers’ OnPremise Apps

Customers’ OnPremise Apps

1. Audit Expense
Report
Expense data
Zoom in to a
payment
processing
example

2. Process Expense
Reimbursements

5. Update Expense
Reports

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure&PaaS

3. Issue Payments

Payment data

4. Transfer
Payments

Figure 5.4. Overview: application coexistence and an example of payment processing
Table 5.4. Analysing Oracle’s cloud transformation using the GPM: Add-ons
Source

Add-ons

Stability

Flexibility

Focus
groups

Once we got that
presentation layer, we
build software service
applications and cloud
solutions on top of it. The
last three years we have
developed over 300
different applications on
that. That’s the value of the
cloud platform
(Oracle_HS).

With one client I’m having the
discussion to make their
existing apps cloud ready …
The clients are not ready yet
because what they said we just
don’t want to put apps on the
cloud in isolated. We have
developed and is developing
integrations to comply with
such requirements
(Oracle_CE).

[Customised apps] are all
coming on the cloud platform.
The platform is available to
you [users] as an individual
client, a customer, a student or
whoever you are to build your
own app with your own
interpretations with all the
Oracle offerings (Oracle_HS).

In Oracle, we have the
platform, which is
enriched by industry

We got identity management
to ingrain [different apps]. For
example, a client builds any
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You [users] can tailor software
services and analytics.
Situational requirements, like
what matric that you want to
measure and what reports you

Source

Add-ons
solutions. These solutions
add value on top of the
cloud for specific industry
capabilities to give a very
functionally rich setup
interface. That is a broad
way to look at it [the addon component]
(Oracle_EC).
Your add-on component,
sometimes we call it
presentation layer, is
where you [user] take the
business of executives
(Oracle_BD).

Oracle
archival
data

Oracle applications are
built from the ground up
on Oracle middleware thus
creating a unified suite of
components based on a
SOA. Oracle applications
leverage the various
foundation capabilities
provided by Oracle
middleware. As a result,
the designers focus all
their effort on the business
value of applications
(White Paper 9_10).
The view layer represents
the user interface of the
application. Oracle
supports multi-channel
access to business services
allowing clients to reuse
business services and
access them from a Wen
client, a client-server
swing desktop based
application, Microsoft
Excel Spreadsheets or a
mobile devices such as a
smartphone (White Paper
6_11).

Stability
extension or add-on to the
platform, the client will get
the identity piece already in
there … That is how client
enriches the platform to do
more work but under
protection (Oracle_HS).
The more add-ons you [user]
have, we will make sure that
they are protected and they
are part of the single security
and integration strategy. One
benefit of the Oracle platform
is that while all these add-ons
might be different, the same
identity will be propagated
across these different modules
(Oracle_EC).
Oracle applications support
[both] dedicated hosted
environment and shared SaaS
implementation in a single
code base, giving developers
the freedom to enriching core
process without touching the
source code [that ensures]
application quality,
distribution and control
(White Paper 9_11).
Apps created by Oracle
platform integrate easily with
other as well as with thirdparty applications based on
industry protocols. Oracle also
protects apps to uphold
corporate security and
compliance policies, with
comprehensive capabilities for
application identify
management (Data Sheet 14).
The tail end of the application
delivery process involves
release coordination, operation
plan, provisioning and
deployment into a production
environment. Often, for
reasons of quality control,
production environment
stability and formalities that
may pertain to manageability,
resources, dependencies,
security and regulatory
complaisance, application
releases are treated as major
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Flexibility
want to generate, that are
supported at the service layer
(Oracle_CA).
So differentiation is the key.
For example, you [user] have a
financial app which has all the
basic workflows, but you want
to differentiate. You can create
with all the components offered
[by the cloud platform] …
Differentiation could be
disconfiguration; but you can
use the platform to build it
Oracle_HS).

A unique aspect of Oracle
application development is the
ability to tailor the resulting
application to specific user
requirements. A service call
MetaData service allows
developers to customise XML
definitions that Oracle
application development relies
on and use different versions
for different users.
The first level of customisation
is enabled for users at
runtime—users can personalize
the interface of the
application … The second level
of customisation, called seeded
customisation, allows
developers to implement
modifications in business rules,
page flows, page layouts and
other items (White Paper
6_11).
Oracle on-demand allows users
to personalise the application
to tailor it to the way they use
it … UI customisation includes
dynamic layouts, which enable
organisations to configure
different layouts for different
kind of records. (Data Sheet
17).

Source

TechTarget
articles

Add-ons

Stability
events rather than daily
routines (White Paper 2_17).

Flexibility

In the fall of 2011 Oracle
released its line of cloudbased Fusion applications,
seven enterprise grade
product suites that
addressed financials,
procurement and human
capital management …
Fusion applications are
Oracle's first applications
to be designed specifically
to provide cloud-based
delivery, while still
offering the same native
functionality available in
the on-premises products
(Sheldon 2014a).

Prior to October 2012, if
negotiated at the time of
purchase Oracle did permit
generic hosting, which
allowed a company to deploy
Oracle-based servers that
could be made available for
use by third parties. However
Oracle takes control of the
hosting world by preventing
nonapproved vendors from
setting up application hosting
in competition with Oracle
(Sirkin 2015).

You also have a smaller
number of companies that have
actually done a complete ERP
system in Fusion applications.
Other companies use Fusion
applications in addition to the
ERP the user already has
implemented. So, it would
really be more of a coexistence
strategy … With a coexistence
strategy, you [user] could look
at your business requirements
and the capabilities that are
provided by Fusion
applications and you could say,
‘Those really match. That's
going to meet the requirements
that I have.’ So you take and
implement those things that
make sense for you (Sirkin
2015).

Oracle has been steadily
advocating a strategy of
coexistence, where
Applications Unlimited
customers can adopt Fusion
modules incrementally and at
their own pace. The
technology inherent in the
Fusion platform makes it
possible for its modules to be
integrated with existing
systems. Fusion applications
can extend the capabilities of
the core apps and augment
existing product lines,
allowing companies to
modernize their investments
as they see fit (Sheldon
2014b).

With the coexistence strategy,
customers do not have to rip
out and replace their existing
apps, Teter (vice president of
applications delivery) said. ‘EBusiness, PeopleSoft, JD
Edwards, Siebel … are all still
viable products, any of which
can be enhanced with pieces of
the Fusion Apps product line’
(Maxcer 2012).

5.4.4 Pattern 4: Interoperate Cloud Components Through Middleware
Oracle encountered a critical challenge when designing add-on coexistence with how to
seamlessly integrate different types of applications with the rest of its cloud components. Such
integration required interoperability to tightly invoke non-Oracle components and to provide
connectivity across heterogeneous on-premise and on-demand applications. As Oracle_CA
explained:
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One of the things I find fascinating and one of the things Oracle is doing is going
to a horizontal view by defining how the interoperability across different verticals
[i.e., applications] is going to work.
Likewise, Oracle_BD explicitly claimed Oracle’s key challenge in cloud transformation was
in the proper design of interoperability, describing the major task of interoperability as
integrating various applications and the cloud infrastructure together and declared:
I think the bigger challenge is not in migrating a lot of applications. It is actually
integrating all those pieces [cloud infrastructure and capabilities] and applications
together. So, the challenge is about interoperability.
Fusion Middleware (FM) was Oracle’s response to this challenge. FM was a generic computing
layer that supported almost any type of platform implementations in a single code base
following open standards. The code base provided developers with foundation capabilities,
such as identity, application programming interface (API) catalogue, source control and
security control for developing and deploying applications. These foundation capabilities acted
as a control node for coordinating how internal resources were exposed to third-party offerings.
As a result, developers could focus their efforts on the business value of applications, either
integrating existing applications or building custom applications, without being concerned
about integration or diversity. As Oracle_CE commented:
Oracle understands that most of our customers operate in a very heterogeneous IT
environment. So, they have pieces of SAP, they have Oracle, they have legacy systems,
they might have custom-built applications, so any piece of infrastructure you add on to
the Oracle Cloud can interoperate with the cloud through Fusion.
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Bock (2017) from TechTarget, reported that Oracle developed foundation capabilities
packaged in its APIs, which allowed for easy integration between applications and Oracle’s
back-end infrastructure. These APIs ‘uphold policies to control end-to-end connections from
back-end systems to front-end applications’ and, thereby leading to cloud stability (Data Sheet
14). Bock described:
To leverage the capabilities of the core Oracle develops the APIs for managing the
various data types and then packages these APIs into SDKs for distribution to
developers … All of these data types are accessed through predefined sets of
interfaces and they (Oracle) manage contextual tagging.
The FM’s foundation capabilities offered a ‘node’ to ensure all components interoperated with
each other and with Oracle’s core infrastructure. The node allowed the addition of components
to run on Oracle’s cloud architecture without any interruption to the core. Thus, Oracle could
vary its service components by either acquiring or developing components following its
platform-based portfolio. As the Oracle White Paper 16 stated:
Oracle Cloud empowers designers with APIs and visual tools for easily tailoring
engaging and consistent customer experiences with and across all interaction
channels. [The FM] seamlessly synchronize Oracle Cloud with: desktop
applications, enterprise systems, telephony integration, cloud app integration and
the web.
Third-party observations echoed Oracle’s statement on its middleware design, describing
Oracle as offering customisable options to ‘let users deploy any application on the Oracle
Cloud with predictable performance’ (Dardano 2017; Sirkin 2015). As the Oracle_CA
summarised:
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Oracle is trying to take the concept of interoperability to the next level. I mean, we
are not going to just focus on supporting different functional verticals, but we are
also going to ensure that all verticals are interconnected.
As presented in Figure 5.5, interoperability did not only serve as a foundation linkage between
applications and the technology core in cloud. More importantly, the interoperability should be
set up for developers to programmatically provision and manage customisable capabilities. By
designing interoperability in a customisable manner through middleware, Oracle could quickly
deal with highly heterogeneous applications and their connections. Oracle allowed additional
components to connect to the cloud infrastructure without interruption to the operation of the
infrastructure to facilitate and integrate the development of cloud-based components and other
components from third-party. Table 5.5 provides further representative quotes from collected
data.
Customisable capabilities

...
PDB

Web apps

Mobile apps

Java

App Development

Oracle Fusion Middleware (Foundation Capabilities)

Identify

API Catalogue

Source Control

Oracle Multitenant Technology Core

Figure 5.5. Overview: connecting through middleware
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...

Security control

Table 5.5. Analysing Oracle’s cloud transformation using the GPM: Interoperability
Source
Focus
groups

Interoperability
One of the things I find
fascinating and one of the
things Oracle is doing is
going to a horizontal view
by defining how the
interoperability across
different verticals is going
to work (Oracle_CA).
At that [interoperation]
layer, which is where data
is connecting from the
database layer. Whatever
that technology is, we take
it integrated. This layer is
important because it
surfaces the desk services
(Oracle_HS).
All the non-functionals are
here [Interoperation layer]
including, for example,
reliability, identity,
security, integration,
analytics, machine learning,
chat box (Oracle_HS).

Oracle
archival
data

Oracle makes it easy to
develop agile apps that
expose data as services by
coupling a service interface
to the built-in business
services in its application
development framework …
The interface enables
developers to focus on the
business logic and user
experience, rather than the
details of how services are
accessed (White Paper
6_11).
The ability to integrate with
other applications is one of
the important benefits of
the Oracle Cloud Platform.
The platform provides a
robust set of backwardscompatible open standards-

Stability

Flexibility

I am a customer and building
an app; but I want to pull some
analytics in from my analytic
files that are running on either
Oracle or other software. How
do I pull those things
together? I think if you get
into almost the whole
interoperability in one piece,
which is probably where the
biggest challenge is
(Oracle_DB).

When a third-party app
attempts to connect to other
Oracle components, we
provide the APIs necessary to
talk with third-party
languages. You can call it
interoperability (Oracle_ES).

We have provided APIs, so all
those integration points are
sorted out. If a developers
wants to develop his/her own
application and the developer
wants to hook into our system,
just provision it and consume
it (Oracle_ES).
[The key task for
interoperation] is actually to
integrate data from different
sources. It ends up with an
ontology that stops all sorts of
imaging data connections, so
that we see a convergence of
data. It is a true integration
mission that we have in this
layer (Oracle_ES).
Key to Oracle middleware is
the concept of SOA. SOA
provides a set of security
services leveraged by all
Oracle components and
applications … As a result,
the designers can focus all
their effort on business value
of applications (White Paper
9_10).
Limit the number of processes
and connections to the
database servers by using
connection pools and setting
the maximum number of
connections to a value slightly
above estimated active
working sessions … The
reduced process and
connection count can also lead
to better performance and
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Our next level of
sophistication is the service
layer, your interoperability
layer, where you [users]
identify security, spectrum,
mobility, analytics and
workflow to develop
composite applications
(Oracle_HS).
Oracle is trying to take the
concept of interoperability to
next level. I mean, we are not
going to just focus on
supporting different functional
verticals, but we are also
going to ensure that all
verticals are interconnected
(Oracle_CA).

Oracle supports all types of
connections between apps and
back-end business systems.
This means apps do not have
to be self-contained and data
does not have to be stored on
the device (Data Sheet 14).
Connect for PHP APIs allows
for customising the customer
experience using Customer
Portal Framework and for
developing business logic in
Custom Process Models
(White Paper 5_16).
Oracle Cloud empowers
designers with APIs and
visual tools for easily tailoring
engaging and consistent
customer experiences with
and across all interaction

Source

Interoperability
based public APIs to build
integrations on both the
server side and the client
side (White Paper 5_16).
Oracle provides a layer
implementation that sits on
top of data layer, providing
a single interface that can
be used to access any type
of business services (White
Paper 6_11).

TechTarget
articles

Oracle SOA, a part of the
middleware for the Oracle
Cloud Platform Suite
combines API
management, application
integration and process
orchestration to make up a
comprehensive connection
for services provisioning
and administration
(Bernard 2015).
Oracle middleware
provides more than just an
app development
environment. It offers
capabilities for data
management, IT operations
management, business
analytics, integration and
employee content sharing
and collaboration (Knapp
2015).

Stability
throughput but most
importantly system stability
(White Paper 4_16).
Oracle middleware [Fusion]
exposes applications and data
as services with APIs that
allow easy integration
between mobile applications
and back-end systems … The
middleware also protects APIs
to uphold security and policies
to control end-to-end
experience from back-end
systems to front-end
applications (Data Sheet 14).

You need to make sure that
the application is able to
connect to the database and
that the connectivity provider
is not hampering performance
between the database and the
application. Oracle sets the
fetch buffer size to control how
much data is sent across the
network in each batch for your
Oracle connections (Peasland
2013).
To leverage the capabilities of
the core Oracle develops the
APIs for managing the various
data types and then packages
these APIs into SDKs for
distribution to developers …
All of these data types are
accessed through predefined
sets of interfaces and they
(Oracle) manage contextual
tagging (Bock 2017).

Flexibility
channels. [The APIs and
visual tools] seamlessly
synchronize Oracle Cloud
with: desktop applications,
enterprise systems, telephony
integration, cloud app
integration and the web
(White Paper 16).
A unique aspect of Oracle
interface is the ability to tailor
the resulting application to
specific user requirements. A
layer called MetaData
Services allows developers to
customise XML definitions
that Oracle Cloud relies on
and use different versions for
different users (White Paper
6_11).
To provide users with
customisable options, the
cloud platform is composed of
several individual products
tailored to specific
tasks within the development
cycle, such as developing,
database and browser-based
tools. (Dardano 2017).
Oracle's cloud offering was a
strong set of computing
services. The company is
looking to remedy that with a
new Oracle Compute
Service suite that it said lets
users deploy any application,
including third-party and
custom ones, on the Oracle
Cloud Platform with
predictable performance
(Sirkin 2015).

5.4.5 Pattern 5: Consolidate Resources with a Multitenant Technology Core
Traditionally, Oracle managed complex data by hosting many databases. However, when
moving to the cloud, Oracle realised that data consolidation was limited by the fact that each
additional database involved a noticeable incremental requirement for memory and CPU,
which came from particular application backends of different databases. Application backends
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referred to the effect of change that is implemented within a database for the usability for a
particular application. Normally, different applications had different backends. Therefore, the
challenge that Oracle faced was how to consolidate varied application backends without losing
functional diversity. Therefore, Oracle redesigned its infrastructure to have a generalised base
to tackle the challenge, instead of using its traditional data silo infrastructure. As the Oracle_CE
explained:
Oracle creates the base so that people do not have to build their own, because it is
very difficult to build a base … so you can almost think that there is the
generalised technology underneath.
Oracle redesigned its core infrastructure and released Oracle 12c in 2013. Oracle 12c is a new
cloud infrastructure that allows many sub-databases to be connected to a single super database.
A sub-database was called a pluggable database (PDB) and the super database was called a
container database (CDB). The CDB provided centralised administration features to
consolidate multiple but isolated PDBs onto a shared environment. This database structure was
referred to as ‘multitenancy’. As Fontecchio (2013a), a TechTarget reporter, described in the
report:
The most-talked about feature of Oracle 12c database has been pluggable
databases … essentially allows a database administrator to set up a container
database with multiple pluggable databases inside. During patches and upgrades,
only the container database needs changing. Also, a pluggable database can be
moved to another container database, either on the same server or somewhere else
in the network.
The multitenant design pooled essential database resources, such as memory structures and
processes in the container database so that Oracle could control fundamental data interactions
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to provide increased parallelism for better reliability (White Paper 6_13). As the Oracle_HS
and Oracle_BD jointly stated:
[The core is] a unified infrastructure with a unified data model. Because we have
this unified base, [users] can drop in whatever they want and it will work the same
way … It is the layer that we [Oracle] control.
Further, multiple Oracle practitioners highlighted the importance of the flexible side of its
multitenant design and described it as being able to ‘expose the data in different contexts’
(Oracle_CE) and ‘allow people to plug-and-play in a sense’ (Oracle_ES). As the Oracle_HS
expressed:
We built an infrastructure that is interoperable, easily integratable and can work
with our different purposes and it is not particularly industry specific or [has]
function specific code. It’s open. I think this is the key point.
Figure 5.6 presents a high-level structure of multitenant infrastructure design. The CDB’s root
held the unified data model for Oracle Cloud and the PDBs held the metadata for different
application backends. All PDBs share the same system resources (e.g., memory structures and
processes), depending on requirements from each specific PDB. Each PDB was fully isolated
with its own design logic and usage environment. Therefore, the set of PDBs was a functional
database, whereas the root was a meta-database, which enabled the CDB to easily consolidate
unstructured data that had previously been located as proprietary applications or device logic.
As a result, Oracle Cloud was equipped with a consolidated technology core to the amount of
a wide range of computing resources added to the platform. The entire cloud was built on this
multitenant core infrastructure. As Oracle_HS concluded:
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When Oracle acquires or internally develops new capabilities, we try to integrate
that capability to the DNA of the cloud. They [new capabilities] will be injected
into the core data structure. So, at the end of the day, Oracle Cloud still has the
integrated service experience and that is how Oracle has been trying to build its
cloud architecture.
When designing a cloud platform, the technology core was required to utilise multiple,
unstructured application backends. Traditional standalone infrastructure was insufficient to
support such a requirement because it could not consolidate different application backends
from varied devices. Using a multitenant design allowed Oracle to understand and coordinate
all types of application backends with lower expenditure but simpler maintenance. Table 5.6
provides further representative quotes from collected data.

App#1

App#2

App#3

App#n

PDBs
(Application Backends/Metadata)

CDB
PDB#1

PDB#2

PDB#3

PDB#n

ROOT
(Oracle System Metadata)

Figure 5.6. Overview: multitenant technology core
Table 5.6. Analysing Oracle’s cloud transformation using the GPM: Technology core
Source

Technology Core

Focus
groups

When I started using
the cloud services, I
was fascinated to see
that they were rocksolid. I could not

Stability

Flexibility

[The core is] a unified
infrastructure with a unified data
model. Because we have this
unified base, [users] can drop in
whatever they want and it will

Oracle started from the ground
up, so we have built that
infrastructure with computing
and storage capabilities and
then we have to be able to plug
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Source

Technology Core
understand in the
beginning how this
was possible. Then, I
knew that Oracle
leveraged the
infrastructure that was
created more than 10
years ago and
wrapping the
infrastructure as the
base for cloud
services (Oracle_CA).
Oracle creates the
base so that people do
not have to build their
own, because it is
very difficult to build
a base … so you can
almost think that there
is the generalised
technology
underneath
(Oracle_CE).

Oracle
archival data

Oracle Coherence is
an in-memory data
grid solution that
provides linear
scalability, reliability
and high performance
as an abstract data
layer for application
development (White
Paper 9_12).
It [Oracle Cloud
infrastructure] is
supported by a new
architecture that
allows a container
database to hold many
pluggable databases
(White Paper 6_13]).

Stability
work the same way [at the
infrastructure level] (Oracle_HS).

Flexibility
in the variety of verticals on top
(Oracle_BD).

The infrastructure provides
access to data: sequential, nonsequential, structured or
unstructured. It does not matter
what it [the data access method]
is [because the infrastructure]
take them integrated to it
(Oracle_HS).

We built an infrastructure that
is interoperable, easily
integratable and can work with
our different purposes and it is
not particularly industry
specific or [has] function
specific code. It’s open. I think
this is the key point
(Oracle_HS).

My responsibility as a vendor is
to patch the physical database,
the infrastructure components
and their running. It is the layer
that we [Oracle] control
(Oracle_BD).

Because users are preserve the
raw data as much as possible,
we find a way to expose the
data and expose the data in
different contexts to multiple
use cases (Oracle_CE).
[The infrastructure] allows
people to plug-and-play in a
sense, like a USB stick. It
moves things quickly and
supports multi-tenants and
consolidation principles than
traditional virtualisation needs
(Oracle_ES).

Oracle Coherence [in-memory
data grid] exposes valuable
information via several
MBeans … The MBeans are
organised based on nodes (or
JVMs) for different Oracle
Coherence resources. It is
important to intelligently collate
these MBeans and aggregate
where necessary, to provide
meaningful monitoring data
(White Paper 9_12).
High consolidation density. The
many pluggable databases in a
single container database share
its memory and mandatory
background processes (White
Paper 6_13).
Background processes
consolidate functions that would
otherwise be handled by multiple
Oracle programs running for each
user process. The background
processes asynchronously
perform I/O and monitor other
Oracle processes to provide
increased parallelism for better
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Many critical elements—
including storage disks,
database servers, application
servers and web servers—all
need to be deployed as pools of
resources that can be
dynamically scaled and
configured for failover/failback
(White Paper 5_10).
Rapid provisioning and cloning
using SQL. A pluggable
database can be unplugged
from one container database
and plugged into another.
Alternatively, you [user] can
clone one, within the same
container database or from one
to another (White Paper 6_13).
Since core code and system
management is done at the
container level, pluggable
databases can be spun up and
maintained in much less time
than single instances, allowing
better responsiveness to
changing business needs.

Source

Technology Core

Stability
performance and reliability
(White Paper 14).
A multitenant container database
is an Oracle database that
includes zero, one or many usercreated pluggable databases. This
new architecture enables users to
easily consolidate multiple
databases (White Paper 7_14).

TechTarget
articles

The most-talked about
feature of Oracle 12c
database has been
pluggable
databases …
essentially allows a
database administrator
to set up a container
database with
multiple pluggable
databases inside.
During patches and
upgrades, only the
container database
needs changing. Also,
a pluggable database
can be moved to
another container
database, either on the
same server or
somewhere else in the
network (Fontecchio
2013a).

Oracle database consolidation
reduces the number of databases,
effectively pooling database
resources … includes memory
structures and processes running
on a node, which manages
physical data files … In cloud
computing, the infrastructure can
run one instance of its database
and provide access to multiple
customers (McCormick 2014).
Oracle officials said this allows
for faster database deployment
and redeployment. You can patch
or upgrade the single Container
Database and changes are made
to all underlying Pluggable
Databases (Fontecchio 2012).
Existing applications can
automatically and transparently
take advantage of in-memory
processing without requiring any
changes or losing any existing
Oracle database capabilities
(Mullins 2015).
The multitenant architecture is
designed to simplify
consolidation without requiring
any changes to the applications.
Consolidation is an important
step towards cloud readiness
(Rouse 2015).
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Flexibility
You [user] can also create a
new PDB as a clone of an
existing one. When the
underlying filesystem supports
thin provisioning, many
terabytes can be cloned almost
instantaneously … [with the
aim of] creating new databases,
moving existing databases from
machine to machine and
creating maximally current
clines of existing databases for
various purposes of
development, testing and
problem diagnosis (White
Paper 6_13).
We looked at pluggables as a
good solution. Let's say we
have a major vendor that
installs schemas. We augment
that with third-party, in-house
development. That creates a
small capsule and with
pluggables, it allows that
capsule to be portable. Before
you would have to do a rip and
refresh. You'd have to install all
security such as single sign-on
and identity management. All
that breaks when you just take a
database and move it around
(Fontecchio 2013b).
To spin up another VM (aka.
virtual machine), we would
need more memory—it's the
amount of available RAM (aka.
random access memory) that
seems to be our bottleneck.
With our Oracle Multitenant
architecture, we can eliminate
the overhead of memory and
other system resources from
every VM. This enables us to
deploy even more databases
than before with the same
physical hardware (Peasland
2017).

5.4.6 Summary
Figure 5.87 shows a structural diagram of the OCP. Table 5.7 summarises the case analysis
in the CAMRO matrix (Appendix F presents further details). Some contents may have
overlap. For example, the business environment change can be the general context for all
architectural components. However, each component has its own contextual focus. Although
this analysis is based on Oracle’s cloud transformation, the design knowledge represents a
generic strategy for cloud transformation from a vendor’s perspective.

Figure 5.8 OCP: A Structural Diagram 9

9

This figure is adopted from https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e15525/intro.htm
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GPM component
Governance

Context
Business environment
evolves from
economic/IT efficiency
focused to innovation
and business agility
focused

Aim
• To enable innovation and
business agility
• To maintain different
needs from different
stakeholders

Mechanism
• Innovate key processes to support
business level objectives
• Standardise the technology portfolio
based on a common architecture
• Propagate these changes across the
enterprise

Rationale
Optimising cloud portfolio
based on a platform-based
strategy can consolidate a
heterogeneous collection of
technology capabilities to
provision new business
capacity

Outcome
Cloud services
represent an important
share of fiscal growth

Standards

Turbulent environment
raises new challenge;
that is how to give a
neat encapsulated view
of functional variants
around cloud at the
operational level

To integrate the cloud with
heterogeneous needs in
forms of varied platform
components: existing
standardised components
and on-demand
components

• Identify and standardise business
processes
• Define technology principles that are
appropriate to the scope of business
processes
• Use open standards to simplify extension
and integration of cloud components

Open standards can make
the cloud a balanced
architecture that flexibly
extends its service range and
retains integration

Open standards ensure
cloud interoperability,
prevent vendor lock-in
and lower the cost of
ownership

Add-ons

Cloud should meet
varied business needs
in the shape of onpremise and cloudbased applications

To harness business value
from both on-premise and
cloud-based applications

Use coexistence capabilities to augment
application lines:
• Allow both on-demand and on-premise
applications to run on the cloud
• Two types of applications should be able
to functionally coexist

Using coexisting
applications can extend
service range and lower the
risk of technology adoption
issues

Coexisting applications
help technology
vendors maintain their
market position

Interoperability

Varied applications
with different data
backends need to
compile with cloud
components

To orchestrate business
and technology flows
between varied
applications and other
components of the cloud

Use customisable middleware to facilitate
application building in different
environments, all of which can be integrated
and modified to meet specific development
needs

Customisable middleware
enables fast application
development with easy
integration between varied
applications and other cloud
components

Customisable
middleware captures
large software
development market
share

Technology base

Database proliferation
and multiple data
structures are
expensive and hard to
manage

To consolidate varied data
and databases from
multiple clients

Use multitenant design to manage and
understand all types of data that had
previously been dependent upon proprietary
application backends and device logic

Multitenant design enables
scalable capabilities for
multiple data structures

Multitenant design
yields higher data
throughput at the
infrastructure level
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5.5 Discussion and Implications
This section considers how the duality between flexibility and stability acts on cloud
transformation and draws implications for research and practice as well as offering
opportunities for future research.
5.5.1 Flexibility and Stability in Cloud Transformation
Oracle provided consistent direction for its cloud transformation based on a platform
architecture. First, Oracle rationalised its cloud transformation by standardising
interoperability, which ensured independence and flexibility of the cloud. Various components
could evolve independently from each other, which contributed to n opportunities for new
processes to be encapsulated in these components while still being connected to the system.
Second, all layers of the cloud supported the application level objectives and requirements.
Oracle Cloud employed both automation and consolidation to meet frequent changing business
demands. Further, Oracle Cloud leveraged platform architecture to promote changes but
maintains stability.
Table 5.8 presents each design pattern in a summary form, in which the patterns are interlinked
and are necessary components for technology vendors’ cloud transformation. These patterns
were elucidated based on experience and critical refection from Oracle’s cloud practitioners.
When encountering the rapidly changing business and technology environment, more
technology vendors start to transform their major services to cloud. At the beginning of cloud
transformation, vendors needed to restructure their governance model to simultaneously keep
economic and IT efficiency as well as to facilitate business agility and digital innovation.
Optimising technology portfolio by formulating a common platform architecture becomes
critical because it allows heterogeneous services to be organised in a consolidated manner.
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Adopting open standards is the key to coordinate heterogeneous extensions and cloud
integration. Open standards reflect a common vision on key business processes and technology
principles, which guides cloud design and development.
Table 5.7. Design patterns
Design pattern

Stability

Flexibility

P1: Evolve with a platformbased model

Retain economic and IT efficiency
across the organisation

Encourage innovative business
processes, facilitate business agility

P2: Integrate with open
standards

Define business and technology
disciplines for common
understanding of platform operation

Standardisation processes open are
open to all interested parties

P3: Maximise value with
coexistent add-ons

Make cloud-based applications
compatible with on-premise ones

Keep supporting customer’s onpremise applications

P4: Connect components
through pluggable
interoperability

Use middleware to facilitate cloud
integration without interruption to
the operation of the infrastructure

Allow additional components to plug
onto the infrastructure through
middleware

P5: Consolidate data with a
multitenant technology core

Centralise core data administration

Embrace all types of data with
different backends and device logics

Design from the technology aspect is an exercise of coping with the tension between stability
and flexibility. Although vital business and IT principles are defined, how people develop and
use cloud components to deliver specific goals is only partially known. Some activities are
aligned with traditional workflows, but some evolve in response to novel business models and
technologies, such as sharing economy and blockchains. In response, vendors can design a
multitenant technology core underpinning the cloud to enable varied application backends from
multiple clients. On top of the core, cloud-based applications and clients’ on-premise
applications can coexist and exchange data. Interoperability plays an important role as a
coordinator to orchestrate different business logic and data flows. A pluggable interoperability
design with control nodes that have been identified by an optimised IT portfolio allows
heterogeneous applications to connect to the core without interrupting its functionality.
Building on these observations, this thesis argues that cloud needs to be designed in a way that
is simultaneously flexible and stable within and between cloud components to achieve the
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desired aim to increase business agility and innovation, while retaining system integration and
economic efficiency. Technology vendors should use disciplined specifications to launch their
cloud transformation processes because a stable installed cloud formation allows for new
connections to be created (Tilson et al. 2010). Further, technology vendors should promote
variation, such as diversity in applications and data structures to achieve sustainability to ensure
‘peak performance in the present that enables success in the future’ (Smith & Lewis 2011, p.
382). Flexibility at the component level is brought to the fore at the cost of stability because it
provides alternative options but is rooted in the stable core (Sambamurthy et al. 2003). For
example, cloud could have diverse applications to provide options at different service levels,
which are embedded with the gene of the cloud vendor. Figure 5.7 summarises these important
components to understand the duality between flexibility and stability in cloud transformation:
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Business dimension

Technology dimension
Add-ons: Allow
coexistence

Governance: Formulate a
platform-based model

Exploit effective
idea generation

System efficiency
Business agility
P1 and innovation
and economy

Cloud-based
applications
(SaaS)

P3

Integrated application
capabilities

Interoperability: Connect
components through
“pluggable” middleware

Restructured legacy
resources and
optimized IT portfolio

Platform owner
P4
controlled
connections

Standards: integrate
with open standards
Common
Processes are open
understanding
to all interested
of platform P2 and informed
operation
parties

On-premise
applications

Third-party
initialed
connections

Multiple data backends

Provide options to
enable long-term
stability

Technology core:
Consolidate multiple types
of application backends
Centralized
P5
administration
features

Proprietary
application
backends

Figure 5.9. Cloud transformation: Stability and flexibility within and between platform
components
5.5.2 Research Implications
Phenomena related to cloud transformation, including transforming from on-premises to ondemand (Kaltenecker et al. 2015), rethinking IT governance models (Vithayathil 2018) and
formulating cloud-based business processes (Giessmann & Legner 2016), have drawn
significant attention from IS researchers. However, technology vendors still struggle with
strategic and architectural designs to support cloud transformation. The technology vendor’s
perspective often receives less attention because IS research focuses more on the end user’s
side. The objective of this study was to develop design patterns to help technology vendors
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transform to cloud using a platform architecture through a stability-flexibility lens. This study
contributes to understanding cloud transformation in three aspects.
First, this study contributes to the emergent research literature on cloud, which has broken
through an established trajectory of IT performance by supporting business agility and
facilitating innovation (Kaltenecker et al. 2015). Technology vendors need to redesign their
business and technology structures to adapt to the cloud transformation. This thesis provides a
mid-range theory to help technology vendors move to cloud by proposing a detailed, platformbased view of the essential components that allows for the compatibility between flexibility
and stability in cloud transformation and demonstrating explicit patterns about how to design
business and technology structures to support cloud transformation. This detailed analysis is
necessary to understand the sociotechnical nature of cloud to guide actionable design activities.
Second, this study contributes to literature on the ‘new dynamics’ of digital architecture. A
critical question—how we can understand the dynamics of generative change associated with
IS as a complex sociotechnical setting such as cloud—challenges IS researchers (e.g.,
Henfridsson & Bygstad 2013; Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2010). Cloud can be designed in a
shape of platforms with five interrelated components. These components represent both
business and technology aspects of cloud. Further, the proposed design patterns show that
flexibility and stability are interdependent rather than conflicting in cloud transformation.
Stability offers a common vision to enable variation to be built upon existing business and
technology structures. Flexibility ensures long-term stability because it leads to broader market
share with less adoption issues. Echoing Tilson et al. (2010), this thesis has examined flexibility
and stability as a salient IS phenomenon in a cloud context and has encouraged further research
to explore and examine the stability-flexibility interrelationships within and between essential
components of a complex information system.
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Third, this thesis has developed a useful tool to build and analyse design patterns. Researchers
have paid attention to research processes for capturing and formulating knowledge of IS design
(e.g., Gregor & Jones 2007; Hevner et al. 2004). However, comparatively few effective tools
are available to develop design knowledge based on observable design activities. Working on
a body of influential studies on design science, this thesis suggests that researchers can explore
design knowledge through understanding the context, identifying the aim, observing the
mechanism, investigating the rationale and recording the outcome. This thesis proposes future
research to further examine the usefulness of the CAMRO matrix in broader design science
situations.
5.5.3 Practical Implications
This chapter has examined cloud transformation from the technology vendors’ perspective.
The findings suggest that technology vendors should design for distinct cloud components and
link components together instead of thinking of the cloud as a single entity. From the business
perspective, decision-makers should consider a platform-based model to restructure existing
resources around a common technology architecture. The architecture should contain
standardised business processes and technology disciplines and, allow for the exploration of
different ideas. From the technology perspective, system architects should design cloud in a
way that enables cloud-based components development and allows on-premise components to
continuously function, which requires a pluggable middleware with well-structured control
nodes sitting on a multitenant infrastructure. Finally, it is important to ensure that decisionmakers are knowledgeable about business and technology practices, so that they can effectively
exercise cloud design.
This chapter also yields implications for clients, whose traditional role of consuming IT
resources has dramatically changed. Now, clients can rent or even rapidly develop solutions in
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a cloud context rather than owning the solutions. Understanding key cloud design patterns will
be useful for clients to assess whether their vendors are developing sustainable cloud services.
For example, a client who seeks to promote innovation may prefer a cloud vendor who includes
fewer restrictions at the interoperability layer and encourages more on-premise engagement at
the add-on layer. Conversely, a client who wants better financial performance with clear
business processes and goals may collaborate with a vendor who can provide consolidated and
task-specific services.
5.5.4 Research Opportunities
Despite the relevance of cloud transformation being an important concept in complex
information system design, theorising cloud transformation is challenging. Consequently, this
chapter is not without its limitations. For example, although an evolution phase is crucial for
testing the effectiveness of design patterns (Hevner et al. 2004), it is difficult to rigorously
evaluate design with complex, interrelated mechanisms in a single thesis. Further, studying
technology vendors’ transformation to cloud faces empirical challenges. For example, methods
for measuring configurable cloud components have not yet been well established. In addition,
although case studies can produce deep insights and build theories, a single case study has
limited external validity and generalisability. Therefore, although the design patterns can
represent generic practices in cloud transformation10, these findings might not be generalisable
across all cases.
Although this thesis acknowledges these challenges, they provide three key opportunities for
future research. First, more studies are required to evaluate the proposed design patterns.

I applied the design patterns to SAP’s HANA cloud platform and found a very similar design structure.
Source available at: https://archive.sap.com/documents/docs/DOC-60338
10
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Understanding the actors and factors that drive the successful design and the value derived
from the design will be useful to researchers and to practitioners. Second, further empirical
studies are required to measure the degree of stability and flexibility within and between cloud
components. This is challenging because technology vendors need to continually adjust and
readjust their cloud strategies, given the rapidly changing business and technology environment.
Third, additional studies are required to examine cloud from the vendors’ perspective to test
and generalise the design patterns.

5.6 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has provided insight into platform design to support cloud transformation from
the technology vendor’s perspective. Findings from the case analysis suggest that people can
understand cloud as a platform with five interrelated components. The chapter also posits that
the duality between flexibility and stability shapes cloud transformation both within and
between cloud components. The design patterns contribute to our understanding about cloud
transformation and system dynamics. These findings offer knowledge for technology vendors
about how to make design strategies for different cloud components and for researchers and
practitioners to further refine and extend in future research.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Reprise: Findings
Motivated by the importance of platforms in practice and the need for a deeper understanding
of the platform construct in IS research, this thesis set out to address the following research
questions:
•

RQ1: What are the common components of platforms; and what are the key
attributes of these components?

•

RQ2: How can technology vendors design platform components to support
cloud transformation?

To answer RQ1, this thesis drew upon definitions from the IS literature to develop a conceptual
model (i.e., the GPM) to clarify five essential components of platforms: governance, standards,
add-ons, interoperability and a technology core. This thesis then followed an interpretive
literature review approach to examine generativity as the key attribute of the platform
components. Although generativity has been discussed in the IS literature, this thesis
highlighted that a tension between stability and flexibility was the essence of platform
generativity at the component level, with broad propositions to enable researchers to examine
platform design. To determine whether the conceptual model was useful, this thesis carried out
an in-depth case study to answer RQ2 in a cloud transformation context.
In this chapter, the findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are further analysed and compared
with the existing research regarding the design and management of platforms in IS research.
The analysis of findings in the light of existing literature has two objectives: to enable
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validation of the findings based on a generally accepted body of knowledge and to extend the
application of the findings into a new research area.
Section 6.2 overviews the key findings of this thesis. Section 6.3 summarises the conceptual
ground, which has been used to develop the GPM (see Figure 5). Section 6.4 summarises the
examination of the GPM in a cloud transformation context. Section 6.4 describes the
contribution to theory and practice and Section 6.5 concludes this thesis.

6.2 Overview of Findings
Table 6.1 summarises the key findings of this study and demonstrates how these findings
answer the research questions. In the first half of this thesis, I explored the common
characteristics of platforms and investigated the driving force of these characteristics. As a
result, a platform is demonstrated to consist of five essential components: a technology core,
interoperability, add-ons, standards and governance. Generativity, arising from the trade-off
between stability and flexibility at the within and cross-components level drives a platform’s
evolution. In the second half of this thesis, I contextualised a platform’s essential components
and generativity into Oracle’s cloud transformation. Based on an in-depth case analysis, I
argued that cloud needs to be designed in a way that is simultaneously flexible and stable within
and between cloud components to achieve the desired aim to increase business agility and
innovation, at the same time, to retain system integration and economic efficiency. Five design
patterns were analysed that technology vendors may find useful to support cloud
transformation.
Table 6.1. Summary of key findings
Research questions
RQ1: What are the common
components of a platform and how can
people use these components as a base

•

Findings
Five essential components construct a platform: governance,
standards, add-ons, interoperability and a technology core.
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Research questions
to understand platform design and
evolution?

•
•
•

•

RQ2: How can technology vendors
design platforms to support cloud
transformation?

•

•

•
•
•

•

Findings
A platform has a multi-component structure and that its power
depends on the degree of generativity among different
components.
Platforms accelerate evolution by opening themselves to
changes and by allowing others to undertake ongoing valuecreation activities on them.
Conversely, platforms still retain some stability in terms of
core functionality, controlled standards, tightly coupled
interoperability and identity governance mechanisms to
maintain a necessary integrative capability.
A platform needs to continually adjust and readjust its tension
between stability and flexibility in each component to
stimulate its evolution.
Cloud needs to be designed in a way that is simultaneously
flexible and stable within and between cloud components to
achieve the desired aim to increase business agility and
innovation, while retaining system integration and economic
efficiency.
Pattern 1: Evolve with a platform-based governance model—
encourage innovative business processes, facilitate business
agility; retain economic and IT efficiency across the
organisation.
Pattern 2: Integrate with open standards—allow new
components from third-party to extend service range; define
business and technology disciplines to preserve integrity.
Pattern 3: Maximise value with coexistent add-ons—keep
supporting customer’s on-premise applications; make cloudbased applications compatible with on-premise ones.
Pattern 4: Connect components through pluggable
interoperability—allow additional components to plug onto
the infrastructure through middleware; Use middleware to
facilitate cloud integration without interruption to the
operation of the infrastructure.
Pattern 5: Consolidate data with a multitenant technology
core—understand all types of data with different data
backends and device logic; centralise core data administration
features.

6.3 Platform Conceptualisation
Rapidly changing business and technology environments require modern IS to have the
capability to connect heterogeneous users with diverging needs (Yoo 2013). As a result,
designing, developing and managing an appropriate degree of generativity is vital to an
information system’s long-term success (Tilson et al. 2010). Generativity is ‘a technology’s
overall capability to produce unprompted change driven by large, varied and uncoordinated
audiences’ (Zittrain 2006, p. 1980). Generativity can enable an information system to yield
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new services that fulfil various demands and trigger new opportunities. For example, Android
has created numerous benefits for Google by prompting heterogeneous application
development activities driven by third parties, which continually fulfils changing demands
from multiple users.
Taking full advantage of generativity requires understanding of new characteristics of IS,
which requires an understanding of new information system architectures. Platforms are
defined as an IS architecture that underlies a broader business ecosystem (Gawer & Cusumano
2008). To be useful, a platform requires generativity. For example, as mobile operating
platforms, iOS and Android maximise their value by allowing third-party applications to
dramatically expand their service range. Simultaneously, third-party developers and end users
require iOS and Android to reach a wide customer base and service options. As such, platforms
can serve as an effective vehicle to enable generativity (Avital & Te’eni 2009), which drives a
platform in ways the platform’s originator did not originally anticipate (Yoo 2013). For
example, as a social networking platform, Facebook now has many more functionalities than
when it was launched in 2004. Understanding the role of generativity in modern IS
architectures becomes urgent.
Literature has recognised that a key challenge for understanding generativity in platforms is
the tension between facilitating flexibility to promote heterogeneous functionalities and
retaining sufficient control to ensure platform integrity (e.g., De Reuver et al. 2018; Tilson et
al. 2010; Tiwana et al. 2010). However, the ways in which people design, develop and manage
generativity in platforms remains under-researched. It is important to take a step towards a
theory of generativity as a key characteristic of IS. As an indicator of the importance, consider
the dilemma of Apple Inc. (i.e., market penetration in single digits) during the 1980s, when
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considerable restrictions were in place for developers requiring access to system resources,
which inhibited productive change (van Alstyne et al. 2016).
The objectives of this thesis were to investigate how generativity influences platforms
construction and to examine how technology vendors can use these components to design and
manage platforms in a cloud transformation context. De Reuver et al. (2018) set a research
agenda for platforms, citing the need to address a ‘paradox of change’, which ‘implies the need
for digital platforms to simultaneously remain stable to form a solid foundation for further
enrolment and yet to be sufficiently flexible to support seemingly unbounded growth’ (p. 126).
Based on an interpretive review of the IS literature from 1997–2015, this thesis found that
platforms were designed as a modular architecture with generativity as the key attribute of each
of its components to facilitate productive change. The following points summarise the key
findings:
1. Platforms are designed as a modular architecture. Modularity is a general characteristic
of a complex system and refers to the degree to which this complex system can be
decomposed into subsystems (components) that can be recombined (Schilling 2000). A
platform consists of five essential technical components: governance, standards, addons, interoperability and a technology core. The technology core is the foundation on
which add-ons can be developed and coordinated by platform interoperability,
following standards and governance strategies. The key source of value creation is the
agility that flows from the ability to rapidly recombine components of a platform
positioned within a single design hierarchy without sacrificing cost or quality (Yoo et
al. 2012).
2. Although modularity influences a platform’s initial structural design, growing
technological complexity and evolving business needs drive a generative platform to
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capture unforeseen opportunities created by uncoordinated actors. Generativity can be
recognised as a capacity that empowers a platform to allow for unprompted change
from multiple contributors, with the aim of continually meeting rapidly evolving needs
of various functionalities. Generativity is the attribute of a platform that enables and
constraints activities that facilitate productive change.
These findings contribute to practice by demonstrating platforms as technology architectures
with a multi-component nature. When designing and developing platforms, practitioners
should consider how to structure the components to make them more faithfully reflect the
platform’s vision. In particular, platform owners should provide platform-driven governance
logic with clear standards to help developers and other practitioners understand the tension
between stability and flexibility at the add-on, interoperability and technology core levels. The
GPM can serve as a tool that explicitly explains the platform’s overall structure and tension so
that developers can better position their services and unlock the platform’s potential. Although
a fully functional platform should consider features for each component, this thesis suggests
that practitioners could capture value by focusing on specific components. For example, a thirdparty developer may only need to focus on designing applications that reflect market needs
without considering the underpinning structure of the technology core. Therefore, the view of
generative platforms may allow for a wider choice of value-creation interventions.

6.4 Applying the GPM in Cloud Transformation
The applicability of the GPM was examined in a cloud context (see Chapter 5). The set of five
platform components have been analysed in a case study covering Oracle’s ongoing cloud
transformation to examine how platform design helped Oracle to tackle the potential and actual
conflict between on-premise strategy and cloud-based strategy. The analysis was conducted by
considering two aspects: technology, which included the three technical components, and
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business, which included standardisation and governance mechanisms that shaped platform
generativity. Design from the technology aspect is an exercise of coping with the tension
between variation and integration. Restructuring the governance model to simultaneously keep
functional efficiency and facilitate innovation under open standards is the key to coordinate
heterogeneous variation and cloud integration.
Although researchers have paid attention to the importance of formulating knowledge of IS
design, comparatively few tools are available to develop design knowledge based on
observable activities. This thesis developed a CAMRO model to code design patterns from
empirical qualitative data. Based on the CAMRO model, this thesis analysed Oracle’s cloud
transformation through understanding the context, identifying the aim, observing the
mechanisms, investigating the rationale and recording the outcome. The proposed design
patterns show that flexibility and stability are interdependent rather than conflicting in Oracle’s
cloud transformation. Stability offers a common vision to enable variation to be built upon
existing business and technology structures. Flexibility ensures long-term stability because it
leads to broader market share with less adoption issues.
The research was based on a specific case. Therefore, it cannot be claimed that the findings
will necessarily be true for other cloud transformation cases. Nevertheless, generalisations are
possible, not statistically to greater populations, but to: a) the development of concepts; b)
generation of theory; c) drawing of specific implications; and d) contribution of rich insights
(Yin 2009). However, generalisations are possible and have been carried out in this thesis. The
main contribution lies in the generation of a design theory, which provides a set of patterns for
appropriate IS development.
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6.5 Contributions
This section describes the contributions to theory and practice of this study. The contributions
have been discussed in previous chapters and this section highlights the most important ones.
Table 6.2 presents a summary of these contributions:
Table 6.2. Contributions of this thesis
Research approach

Contributions

Platform
conceptualisation (RQ1)

Provide a way (i.e. the GPM) to explicitly conceptualise and reconceptualise
platforms in IS/technology management research:
•
Enable researchers to distinguish between platform components and to
specify the focus of the platform construct.
•
Provide researchers a theoretical grounding for exploring the nature of
generativity, especially examining the tension between stability and
flexibility.

Empirical investigation
(RQ2)

Provide indicative evidence that the GPM is applicable:
•
Provide new patterns for cloud transformation design from a vendor’s
perspective.

6.5.1 Contributions to Theory
This thesis developed a comprehensive conceptual model with essential components to open
the black box of platforms as an emerging information system architecture. In their research
commentary, Tiwana et al. (2010) indicated that the interdependent interactions among
multiple components shape the evolution of a platform. This thesis advances their
understanding in the identification of interrelated platform components and detailing their
interdependencies through a generativity lens. This thesis showed that design decisions at the
component level influenced a platform’s evolution. At its core, a platform consists of three key
technological components—add-ons, interoperability and a technology core—and two social
components—standards, governance—and is driven by the emergent generativity that arises
within and across these components. One benefit of having a comprehensive GPM is that
researchers can use it to identify their theoretical insights into complex platform-based
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phenomena, including examining the optimal options for adopting a technology core to
maximise a platform owner’s strategic objectives (Taudes et al. 2000), understanding how
interfaces influence developers’ decision to join or quit a platform ecosystem (Benlian et al.
2015) and investigating how to design applications to shape a platform’s market performance
(Tiwana 2015).
Additionally, this thesis contributes to the emergent research literature on cloud, which has
broken through an established trajectory of IT performance by facilitating business agility and
innovation (Kaltenecker et al. 2015). Technology vendors need to redesign their business and
technology structures to survive the cloud transformation. This thesis provides a mid-range
theory to help technology vendors move to cloud by proposing explicit patterns regarding the
design of business and technology structures to support cloud transformation. Further detailed
analysis is necessary to learn the sociotechnical nature of cloud with a paradoxical thinking
and to guide actionable design activities.
6.5.2 Contributions to Practice
Even though the focus of this thesis was on the development of theory, this does not limit its
contributions to practice. Many practitioners also create theoretical models in the guise of
metrics that they use to make decisions, test lay theories and monitor resources (Kaplan &
Norton 1992). In practice, there has long been a lack of effective metrics to boost decisionmaking in IS.
Given the rapidly changing business environment and the dual requirement of system integrity
and innovativeness, it could be expected that organisations should employ advanced techniques
for designing and managing new types of technology architecture. However, the IS literature
presents a mixed understanding of technology architectures. Practitioners could use the GPM
as a metric to articulate meaningful insights into how design of platforms lead to important
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outcomes such as integrity and variety. Specifically, the GPM developed in this thesis can
contribute to practice by helping organisations select design and management factors and
patterns that help achieve relevant deliverables, such as quantity and quality of applications,
ways of system connections and basic structures of database design. The GPM would need to
be tailored to cater for the practical realities of different groups of actors. For example,
investors might focus on governance and standards, developers might focus on add-ons and
interoperability and end users might focus only on add-ons. However, much of the
understanding would stay the same. Especially from a design perspective, designers can only
create a holistic view of a platform when all of the five components and the underpinning
tension between stability and flexibility are considered.

6.6 Limitations and Future Research
As with all research, this thesis could be improved and extended. First, the literature on
platforms may be reviewed using different strategies and objectives. This thesis used a broad,
inclusive scope but focused on one issue, which was the tension between stability and
flexibility. This focus allowed for the pinpointing and classification of insights that spoke most
directly to the nature of generativity in platforms and to make sense of the work from the
perspective of platform component design. However, other types of reviews could be
considered, such as meta-analyses, to examine platform components and generativity from
different perspectives (Saghafi & Wand 2014).
Second, this thesis might be criticised in terms of how the literature review was conducted. For
example, the coding sometimes required an interpretation of the intent and outcomes of the
literature and its framing. In some instance, the direction of the insights of stability and
flexibility at the component level was difficult to determine because the intent and study
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framing were unclear. However, I discussed these cases extensively with my supervisory panel
until we arrived at a shared understanding.
Third, this thesis is based on a single case study. Although studies based on single cases are a
‘typical and legitimate endeavor’ (Lee & Baskerville 2003, p. 231), a common criticism of a
single case study approach is the problem of generalisability (Walsham 2006). This thesis
acknowledges that generalisation in the statistical sense is impossible with its research design.
However, the findings are generalisable beyond their singular context because the conceptual
model developed is not only grounded by the empirical case study but also rooted in established
literature. Nevertheless, future research should attempt to statistically validate the propositions
and design patterns proposed by this thesis so that the boundary conditions of the GPM can be
better defined.
Despite the limitations, this thesis provides researchers with opportunities to further investigate
the concept of platforms and their application because additional theory development in this
area is likely to illuminate platform design and management in different contexts. Relevant
research questions could include:
•

How does a platform owner govern user behaviours and ensure fair distribution of
platform resources to all related parties? Echoing Tiwana et al. (2010)’s commentary,
it is a paradoxical situation that a platform owner should stimulate innovation from
multiple third-party developers to respond to changing market demand and
simultaneously retain sufficient control to ensure platform integrity. Although the GPM
shows that stability and flexibility at the within- and cross-component levels jointly
formulate a tension that drives platform evolution, future research could explore more
in-depth insights into how a platform owner pursues a ‘dedicated balance’ to tackle the
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paradox between stability and flexibility, such as examining the role of standards and
exploring effective governance mechanisms.
•

How to measure platform success? Is platform success defined as technical superiority,
strong network effects, strong financial performance or a large quantity and high quality
of applications? Researchers have found that when evaluating competing platforms,
people may account success to myriad aspects, including price, reliability, ease of use
and user support (De Reuver et al. 2018). These aspects may vary across distinct actors
(McIntyre & Srinivasan 2017). For example, end users may view quantity and quality
of applications as the primary matrix for measuring the success of a platform, thirdparty developers may view technical superiority as more important, whereas platform
owners may view financial performance as the priority. Therefore, exploring and
examining richer and multidimensional measures of success will offer significant value
to effectively design and manage a platform.

•

Are there consistent indicators to measure generativity in platforms or broad IS
architectures and how do such indictors evolve overtime? Generative platforms are
those with more potential uses than the initiator could imagine. Given the complex
contexts of generative platforms (e.g., iOS for mobile app development, Oracle for
business solutions and PlayStation for game development) and the limited amount of
research examining generativity at the component level of a platform, there is
insufficient understanding of the indicators that can be used to measure platform
generativity. Although this study suggested that platform generativity is strongly related
to the status of stability or flexibility, within and cross platform components, a deeper
understanding of how to measure generativity will help to better explain and predict
platform performance.
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Additionally, this thesis proposes three key opportunities for future research on cloud. First,
more studies are encouraged to evaluate the proposed design patterns. Understanding the actors
and factors that drive the successful design and the value derived from the design will be useful
to researchers and to practitioners. Second, additional more empirical studies to measure the
degree of stability or flexibility within and between cloud components are required. It is
challenging because technology vendors need to continually adjust and readjust their cloud
strategy given the rapidly changing business and technology environment. Third, additional
studies are required to examine cloud from the vendors’ perspective to test and generalise the
design patterns. Technology vendors are the major initiator of cloud transformation. However,
this thesis found scarce understanding in the literature regarding how technology vendors
manage, design, measure and value cloud. Therefore, understanding the key outcomes,
including for whom, at which cloud component level and how to measure them could be
promising avenues for future research.

6.7 Conclusion
Motivated by the importance of platforms as an emerging technology architecture in practice
and the lack of explicit conceptualisation of platforms in past research, this thesis has advanced
a comprehensive conceptual model for understanding and designing platforms. An in-depth
case study was conducted to explore the validity of the model. The empirical investigation
demonstrated that the model is feasible and can help practitioners to better understand platform
design in a cloud transformation context. Overall, this thesis has contributed in four main ways,
by: 1) providing an explicit model to conceptualise platforms with five essential components—
governance, standards, add-ons, interoperability and a technology core; 2) demonstrating the
tension between stability and flexibility for each component as the essence of generativity that
drives platform evolution; 3) providing new empirical findings for cloud transformation using
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platforms as the vehicle; and 4) providing practitioners with a new and effective guide for
designing and managing platforms for cloud transformations.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Definitions (Descriptions) of Digital Platforms in IS
Table A.1. Digital definitions (descriptions) in IS
Source
Meyer &
Seliger (1998)

Taudes et al.
(2000)

Definition/description
‘This definition—the platform composed of
subsystems and interfaces between subsystems
and the external environment—serves well for
software.’
‘A software platform is a software package that
enables the realization of application systems.’

Schwarz &
Hirschheim
(2003)

‘An IT-enabled business platform is described as
architecting IT infrastructures to create resilient
and reliable business platforms that enable and
shape current and future product-making
initiatives.’

Fichman (2004)

‘An IT platform is broadly defined here as a
general-purpose technology that enables a family
of applications and related business
opportunities.’
‘A platform for each component that allows the
creation of derivative components by using
different combinations of available plug-ins
(plug-ins are lower-level component stubs that
extend the functionality of a component platform
or a higher-level plug-in).’
‘New growth platforms on which they could build
families of products, services and businesses and
extend their capabilities into multiple new
domains. The platforms provided a framework in
which acquisitions served less as a direct driver
of growth and more as a way of acquiring
specific capabilities, assets and market
knowledge.’
‘It (an IT platform) requires standards for the
integration of data, applications and processes to
be negotiated and implemented in order for realtime connectivity between distributed
applications to achieve.’
‘Loosely defined, these platforms are now some
combination of channel access, functionality
embedded in an IT system, physical assets and
associated business processes. Because of the
modularity of IT, we call these agglomerations
platforms—not just shareable, but which can be
built upon by others.’

Jain et al.
(2006)

Laurie et al.
(2006)

Rai et al.
(2006)

Dhar &
Sundararajan
(2007)
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Assessment
Coverage: it is unclear about
‘external environment’.

Tautology: circular references to
‘software platform’ and ‘software
package’.
Tautology: circular reference to
‘business platform’.
Parsimonious: it simply refers to IT
platforms as business platforms and
is restricted in a business context,
which overlooks technology
platforms (e.g., Linux).
Parsimonious: the author himself
admits that defining an IT platform as
a general-purpose technology is too
broad.
Tautology: circular reference to
‘component’.

Coverage: it does not provide a
unifying notion of the essential
properties or characteristics an IT
platform.

Coverage: it indicates what an IT
platform requires but does not
explain the key properties.

Coverage: this definition may
exclude properties that make the
other elements a ‘combination’. (e.g.,
properties that aggregate other
elements to be a combination).
Parsimonious: vague words (e.g.,
‘loosely define’ and ‘some
combination’).

Source
Bakos &
Katasamakas
(2008)

Gawer &
Cusumano
(2008)

Basole (2009)

Huang et al.
(2009)

Hilkert et al.
(2010)

Kraemer et al.
(2010)

Lahiri et al.
(2010)

Shaw &
Holland (2010)

Tiwana et al.
(2010)

Definition/description
‘A two-sided Internet platform embodies a design,
which defines the architecture of the services
offered and the infrastructure that facilitates the
interaction between the participating sides and a
set of rules, such as pricing terms and the rights
and obligations of the participants.’
‘An industry platform is a foundation technology
or service that is essential for a broader,
interdependent ecosystem of businesses. The
platform requires complementary innovations to
be useful and vice versa. An industry platform,
therefore, is no longer under the full control of
the originator, even though it may contain certain
proprietary elements.’
‘Technology platforms are multi-sided markets
since they bring together various types of
participants or sides, such as buyers and sellers.’
‘A platform as the components used in common
across a product family whose functionality can
be extended by applications and is subject to
network effects.’
‘Software platforms as systems ‘… that make
services available to other software programs
through application programming interfaces
(APIs)’. Such software platforms are inherently
multi-sided because they serve at least two
distinct groups (usually developers and users)
that each benefit from an increased participation
of the opposite group.’
‘The platform consists of an architecture, e.g.
products, services and infrastructure and a set of
rules, which is further specified as protocols,
rights and pricing.’
‘(An open platform) is open source with open
APIs and anyone can develop applications for it.
Because the carriers have little control over
applications (an open platform) is inherently
disruptive of differential pricing across
applications.’
‘(i) They decouple some aspects of the market
structure to allow information hiding and (ii)
they couple the information systems of market
entities to allow easier business-to-business
working. These are two important characteristics
of platforms. Platforms produce support services
for their users who can then focus on their
specific network roles and at the same time they
act as a common medium for working together.’
‘A software-based platform as the extensible
codebase of a software-based system that
provides core functionality shared by the
modules that interoperate with it and interface
through which they interoperate.’
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Assessment
Coverage: ‘architecture’ and
‘infrastructure’ are too broad and
undefined.

Coverage: it does not provide a
unifying notion of the essential
properties or characteristics to an IT
platform.

Parsimonious: the definition is
limited to multi-sided market and
overlooks the technical constitution
of IT platforms.
Coverage: it is unclear about
‘components’.

Parsimonious: it is unclear about the
difference between an IT platform
and a standalone system.

Coverage: it is unclear about
‘architecture’.

Parsimonious: it is too narrow to be
generalised. (e.g., it cannot explain
platforms that do not support open
source, such as iOS).

Parsimonious: it is restricted to
enterprise platforms. (e.g., it can
hardly be generalised to explain
technology platforms such as Linux
and iOS).

Parsimonious: defining platforms as
codebases is narrow. (e.g.,
programming tools such as Visual
Studio and Eclipse are codebases but
may not necessarily have
functionality shared by modules).

Source
Eurich et al.
(2011)

Ceccagnoli et
al. (2012)

Definition/description
‘Platforms in the software industry are considered
to ‘refer to a hardware configuration, an
operating system, a software framework or any
other common entity on which a number of
associated components or services run.’
‘Platforms are defined as the set of components
used in common across a product family whose
functionality can be extended by applications.’

Giessmann and
Stanoevska
(2012)

‘Platforms in general can be defined as ‘a set of
subsystems and interfaces that form a common
structure from which a stream of related products
can be developed and produced efficiently’.’

Schaarschmidt
and Kilian
(2012)
Suarez &
Kirtley (2012)

‘A platform is defined as an infrastructure that
connects two distinct markets that are usually
independent from one another.’
‘A platform is a good or system providing a
technological architecture that allows different
types of users and complementary business
partners (often called ‘complementors’) to
connect and benefit from the platform’s base
functionality.’
‘The integrated information platform was a hybrid
decision support system … in building on
different service components and adding realtime dynamic information gathering, storage and
management in the platform.’
‘A social network platform is an Internet set that
allows add-on programs.’

Yang et al.
(2012)

Claussen et al.
(2013)
den Uijl et al.
(2013)

Ghazawneh &
Henfridsson
(2013)
Markus &
Loebbecke
(2013)

Song et al.
(2013)

‘Platform technologies are products or services
that act as a foundation upon which an array of
complementary products (e.g., software, movies
or music) can be offered.’
‘Platforms involve the development of common
resources from which to generate derivate
applications and services.’
Shared Digital Platform: ‘Digital platform
supporting simultaneous use by multiple
companies, each of which can independently
customise business processes for its own
ecosystem.’
Business Community Platform: ‘Digital platform
tailored to the processes of a business
community and used in substantially the same
way by most community members, including
competing orchestrators.’
‘IT platforms are general-purpose technologies
that are used by application developers to build
specific applications for individual or
organizational needs.’
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Assessment
Coverage: it is unclear about
‘common entity’.

Coverage: it does not distinguish ITenabled platforms and other
platforms. ‘Components used in
common’ is undefined. E.g. a car is
components used in common.
Parsimonious: a chicken and egg
problem. Is an IT platform a set of
subsystems and interfaces or a
common structure formed by
subsystems and interfaces?
Coverage: the ‘infrastructure’ is
undefined.
Coverage: it is unclear about
‘technological architecture’ and ‘base
functionality’.

Tautology: circular references to
‘integrated information platform’ and
‘platform’.
Parsimonious: the definition is
limited to decision support system.
Coverage: ‘Internet set’ is undefined.
Parsimonious: the definition is
limited to a social network context.
Tautology: circular reference to
‘products’. What is the difference
between ‘products’ as a foundation
and ‘products’ as complements?
Coverage: it is unclear about the
properties that enable the
‘development of common resources’.
Coverage: the definitions illustrate
characteristics of two types of
platforms in different contexts.
However, neither of the definitions
explain the properties a ‘digital
platform’ should have.

Parsimonious: defining an IT
platform as a general-purpose
technology is too broad to make
relevance. (e.g., Visio Studio can be
used as a general-purpose technology
by developers to build applications,
but is a standalone system rather a
platform).

Source
Goldbach et al.
(2014)

Hagiu (2014)

Hurni & Huber
(2014)

Kane et al.
(2014)

Kuebel &
Zarnekow
(2014)

Richardson et
al. (2014)

Saarikko et al.
(2014)

Kuegler et al.
(2015)

Spagnoletti et
al. (2015)

Tan et al.
(2015)

Tiwana (2015)

Definition/description
‘A software platform is a software-based product
or service that serves as a foundation on which
outside parties can build complementary
products or services.’
‘Multi-sided platforms are technologies, products
or services that create value primarily by
enabling direct interactions between two or more
customer or participant groups.’
‘These platforms, together with their interfaces,
build the foundation for complementary
applications provided by a plethora of smaller
software companies, often referred to as spokes
or complementors. Together, a platform and its
complementors form a loosely-coupled, interfirm network called a platform ecosystem.’
‘Social media platforms quantify or formalize
relationships or interactions between nodes by
explicitly representing them in a formal data
structure, operating on a computerized platform.’
‘Understanding a platform as an organization that
creates value primarily by enabling direct
interactions between two (or more) distinct types
of affiliated customers. Cusumano and Gawer
(2002) adopt this two-sided view to the field of
innovation management understanding that a
platform creates value by providing assets upon
which complementors generate products and
services for customers that consume those.’
‘The platform included the IT infrastructure that
shapes the capability of firms to launch frequent
and varied competitive actions.’
‘The platform itself may be defined as a “core” of
fixed set of attributes that can be extended by
applications or complements to the benefit of
adopters as well as backing firms—commonly
referred to as “complementors”.’
‘Enterprise social software platforms refer to a
diverse mix of organizational social software
applications—such as wikis, weblogs and social
networking sites.’
‘A platform is a building block that provides an
essential function to a technological system and
serves as a foundation upon which
complementary products, technologies or
services can be developed.’
‘The notion of platforms were initially introduced
as ‘two-sided markets’, which refers to a market
with two distinct sides that benefit from network
effects by interacting on a common platform.’

‘A platform refers to an extensible technological
foundation and the interfaces used by extensions
that interoperate with it.’
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Assessment
Coverage: this definition does not
capture the essential properties that
can distinguish a software platform
from other ‘software-based products’.
Parsimonious: it is limited to multisided markets and overlooks the
technical constitution of an IT
platform.
Coverage: it does not provide a
unifying notion of the essential
properties or characteristics to
something called IT platforms.

Tautology: somehow circular
references to ‘social media platforms’
and ‘computerized platforms’.
Parsimonious: the definition is
limited in a social media context.
Coverage: use of ‘organization’ is it a
physical organization or an
abstraction?

Parsimonious: it simply refers an IT
platform as an IT infrastructure (e.g.,
a data warehouse is an IT
infrastructure, but not necessarily be
an IT platform).
Coverage: it is unclear about ‘core’
and ‘fixed site of attributes’.

Coverage: ‘a diverse mix’ is
undefined.
Parsimonious: it simply refers
platforms as social software
applications.
Parsimonious: ‘building block’ is
undefined.

Tautology: circular references to ‘a
common platform’ and ‘notion of
platforms’.
Parsimonious: the definition is
limited to two-sided markets (the
foundation aspect), overlooking the
constitution (the technical aspect).
Parsimonious: by this definition, it is
hard to distinguish an IT platform
from an IT infrastructure.
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Appendix B: Examples of Digital Platforms and Components
Table B.1. Examples of digital platforms and components

iOS

Linux kernel

iOS core

SAP S/4HANA

Interoperability

Shell (user interface)—
command-line interface
or graphical user
interface to achieve the
best workflow for tasks

Add-ons

Software in the Ubuntu
Centre
Linux standard base

iOS SDK with tools for
developers to develop,
install, run and test
add-ons, using
Objective-C language
and run on iOS base
Apps in the AppStore

SAP cloud applications
studio which enables
partners to adapt and
enhance the solution
capabilities of SAP’s cloud
solutions
SAP packages

System View
Controller

SAP Application
Performance Standard

Move.Me Network
Protocol

Apple developer
licensing agreement

Quota arrangements,
global partner network

PlayStation partner
registration and agreement

Technology core

Components

Digital platforms
SAP

Linux

Standards

Governance

Free software licensing
agreement
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PlayStation
Accelerated processing
unit (APU)
Cell Broadband Engine
Architecture with Cell/B.E
technology for game
developing

Taobao
Quad-Core Intel Xeon
processor tech
Taobao open platform
API includes a suite of
services covering 15
categories for app
development

Games, movies and apps

Chatting windows,
reputation ranking
National unified
payment gateway
Taobao platform service
agreement, reputation
management

Appendix C. Literature Review
To further rationalise the framework, we conducted a literature review of cloud and digital
platform design. We studied articles from the eight highly regarded IS outlets11 and reviewed
citations to include other related articles. As a result, surprisingly, our review yielded only one
article looked at cloud design in substantial detail (e.g., developing a design theory for PaaS
business models grounded in an empirically based action study).
Table C.1. Cloud design insights
Source
Armbrust et al.
(2010)

Cloud design insight
Cloud utility computing offerings will be distinguished based on the cloud system
software’s level of abstraction and the level of management of the resources. At one
end of the spectrum, users can control nearly the entire software stack. At the other
end are application domain-specific platforms, which is targeted exclusively at
traditional web application constrains.
Zhang et al. (2010)
Cloud design faces the challenge of mapping different, rapid-changing service level
objectives to low-level technology resource requirements such as CPU and memory
requirements.
Marston et al. (2011) Cloud represents a convergence of two major trend in IT: 1) IT efficiency through
highly scalable hardware and software resources; and 2) business agility through realtime reaction to user requirements.
Venters & Whitley
Cloud design should consider variety—the cloud must provide more than or equal to
(2012)
the possibilities required by the user of the cloud service to face the complexity of the
user’s business environment.
Messerschimidt &
Cloud computing evolved out of grid computing and often uses a grid as its backbone
Hinz (2013)
because grid computing can increase productivity by increasing business agility,
flexibility and scalability to meet variable business demands.
August et al. (2014)
SaaS can derive greater value and mitigate risks through comprehensive integration
with on-premise software.
Battleson et al.
Five insights gained from this study: 1) Cloud enables on-demand access to
(2016)
configurable resources, 2) the architecture of cloud is modular and 3) interoperability
of cloud is facilitated by an intermediary layer and sharing of the same standards for
coordination and communication.
Giessmann & Legner PaaS designs must carefully consider stimulating external contributions and
(2016)*
maintaining platform control by defining suitable governance mechanisms to manage
platform ecosystems.
Note: article with * is the only study that explicitly looks at cloud design, yet from a business model perspective.

The academic discourse on cloud design is still nascent. However, a small stream of literature
informs our study. Although the literature (except for Giessmann and Legner 2016) does not

11

The AIS top basket of journals.
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studied cloud design explicitly, it shows that cloud design should consider stimulating external
contributions to enhance innovation and maintaining control to retain IT efficiency.
Table C.2. Platform design insights
Source
Boudreau (2010)

Platform design insight
Platform owners who went a step further by giving up varying degrees of control over
their operating systems also experienced accelerated development, but the total effect
was an order of magnitude smaller than that of granting access.

Ghazawneh &
Henfridsson (2013)

Resourcing as the process by which a platform’s scope and diversity is enhanced.
Securing as the process by which the control of a platform and its related services is
increased.

Wareham et al.
(2014)

The challenge of platform governance design is to establish governance mechanisms
that appropriately bound participant behaviour without excessively constraining the
desired level of generativity.

Boudreau &
Kakhani (2015)

Proprietary platform technologies are even designed from the ground up in a way that
enables access and reuse by large numbers of downstream innovators without the need
to relinquish control or transfer knowledge of the inner workings of the platform.

Tiwana (2015)

Code signing technology architecture with governance balances differentiation and
integration in ways that allow extension developers to innovate without the platform
owner relinquishing control.

Ghazawneh &
Hendridsson (2015)

A two-dimensional typology with control and functionality scope as main dimensions
reflects an engineering design view of platforms, as well as the need to strike a balance
between simplicity and granularity.

Ondrus et al. (2015)

Designating a platform as open or closed without referring to the status of each role is
likely to cause confusion.

Parker et al. (2017)

Platform owners prefer to monetise the platform by reasserting control and further
limiting openness. For example, Android was more open at first to foster growth but
has since moved to close the platform by exerting control over APIs.

Wessel et al. (2017)

Policy changes on input control that open up platforms to larger numbers of
complementors may unbalance an entire platform ecosystem as well as transform its
character.

Congruent with the cloud design insights, we suggest that digital platform design adds a new
facet to understand cloud and implies great contribution to our understanding about the tension
between flexibility and stability as a salient IS phenomenon (Hanseth & Lyytinen 2010; Tilson
et al. 2010; Yoo 2013).
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Appendix D. Codes of Archival Sources
Oracle White Papers
Oracle 5_10: ‘Architectural Strategies for IT Optimization: From Silos to Clouds’ 2010 Oracle
White Paper, pp. 1–20.
Oracle 9_10: ‘Oracle Fusion Applications Security Leveraging Oracle Identify Management’
2010 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–29.
Oracle 5_11: ‘Oracle Fusion Procurement: Understanding Coexistence Strategies’ 2011 Oracle
White Paper, pp. 1–10.
Oracle 6_11: ‘Oracle Application Development Framework Overview’ 2011 Oracle White
Paper, pp. 1–10.
Oracle 9_11: ‘Oracle Fusion Applications: The New Standard for Business’ 2011 Oracle White
Paper, pp. 1–16.
Oracle 11_11: ‘Avoiding the Accidental SOA Cloud Architecture’ 2011 Oracle White Paper
Oracle 3_12: ‘Oracle’s Cloud Solution for Public Sector’ 2012 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–29.
Oracle 9_12: ‘Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control: Monitoring and Managing Oracle
Coherence for High Performance’ 2012 Sep, pp. 1–17.
Oracle 12_12: ‘Oracle Enterprise Architecture Framework: Information Architecture Domain’
2012 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–32.
Oracle 4a_13: ‘Partitioning with Oracle Database 12c’ 2013 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–10.
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Oracle 4b_13: ‘Building Large-Scale eCommerce Platforms with Oracle’ 2013 Oracle White
Paper, pp. 1–40.
Oracle 5_13: ‘Maximum Availability Architecture’ 2013 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–34.
Oracle 6a_13: ‘Oracle: Big Data for the Enterprise’ 2013 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–14.
Oracle 6b_13: ‘Oracle Multitenant’ 2013. Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–49.
Oracle 12-13: ‘Oracle E-Business and Oracle Fusion Middleware’ 2013 Oracle White Paper,
pp. 1–38.
Oracle 14: ‘Simplify Enterprise Mobility with the Oracle Mobile Platform’ 2014 Oracle White
Paper, pp. 1–10.
Oracle 4_14: ‘Performant and Scalable Data Loading with Oracle Database 12c’ 2014 Oracle
White Paper, pp. 1–41.
Oracle 7_14: ‘Upgrading to Oracle Database 12c’ 2014 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–19.
Oracle 11_14: ‘Harnessing Employee Choice with Cloud-Based Brower-Enabled Solutions’
2014 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–7.
Oracle 5a_15: ‘Cloud-Based Content Storage Management with Oracle DIVA Cloud Service’
2015 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–5.
Oracle 5b_15’Integration Concepts for Oracle E-Business Suite and Oracle Field Service
Cloud Service’ 2015 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–13.
Oracle 6_15: ‘A Cloud Platform for Digital Business’ 2015 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–10.
Oracle 8_15: ‘Five Ways to Simplify Cloud Integration’ 2015 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–8.
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Oracle 3_16: ‘Oracle Cloud Expenses Co-Existence and Integration Options’ 2016 Oracle
White Paper, pp. 1–32.
Oracle 4a_16: ‘Filed Service and Customer Care’ 2016 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–5.
Oracle 4b_16: ‘High Availability Best Practices for Database Consolidation’ 2016 Oracle
White Paper, pp. 1–37.
Oracle 5_16: ‘The Oracle Service Cloud Platform’ 2016 Oracle White Paper, pp. 1–21.
Oracle 11_16: ‘Unstructured Data Management with Oracle Database 12c’ 2016 Oracle White
Paper, pp. 1–11.
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Appendix F. CAMRO Tables for Each Platform Component: The Oracle
Cloud Case
Table F.1. CAMRO for Oracle Cloud governance

C:

A:

M:

CAMRO
IT landscape changes
along with rapidly
evolving business
environment

1. To enable digital
disruption and business
agility.
2. To integrate different
requirements from
different stakeholders
Following a platformbased model

R:

The platform-based model
can dedicatedly balance
the requirements of
economical/IT efficiency
and business agility

O:

Cloud represents large
share of fiscal growth

Descriptions Based on Case Analysis
Effective IT management is primarily focused on cost reduction and
efficiency. While, importantly, what separated industry leaders from
the rest of the pack was the use of IT to drive business innovation that
led to competitive advantages.
Addressing the challenges of the cloud transformation requires a cultural
shift for IT as well as a forward-looking service-oriented platform.
Oracle has transformed the company into a cloud-first company.
Fundamentally, it is a shift designed to really enable digital disruption
and business agility (Sunday CIO Oracle).
Oracle buys revenue so that we end up with a lot of different technologies
and different customers. How does Oracle Cloud integrate all these
different technologies? It leads to Oracle’s platform model.
There was a pattern for cloud governance that could be broken down into
three parts: 1) innovate key processes; 2) standardise on a common
technology platform; and 3) propagate these changes across the
enterprise.
1) Re-engineer business processes (e.g., virtualisation, consolidation and
management automation) to support the business level objectives and
growth requirements—the growth of economic performance, the
growth of service innovation or both.
2) Rationalise Oracle’s technology architecture by standardising the
technology portfolio around a common technology platform, rather
than a stitched together collection of legacy silos.
3) Propagate these changes across Oracle via the common platform to
convert localised improvements into strategic advantage.
One the one hand, if a business strategy requires innovation and agility of
certain business capabilities, it would require the optimisation of the
technology capabilities to support this. Conversely, if the primary
strategy was to reduce cost, it might want to prioritise the technology
capabilities to support the common business processes.
Optimising a platform architecture to consolidate a heterogeneous
collection of technology capabilities can provision new business
capacity and can achieve different service levels.
For fiscal year 2016-17, [Oracle gains] 2 per cent growth in overall
revenue, with cloud representing 12 per cent in total.

Table F.2. CAMRO for Oracle Cloud standards

C:

CAMRO
Operations from multiple sides
needed to be integrated but not
over-controlled

A: To integrate the cloud with
heterogeneous requirements in
forms of varied components

Descriptions Based on Case Analysis
IT is now a value enabler more than a self-contained application.
Visualisation enables real-time collaboration between the client
design side and the technology manufacturing side.
Now the challenge is how to give a really neat encapsulated view of
functional variants around cloud
To integrate Oracle Cloud Platform with customers’ exiting IT
landscape. Whether simple or complex, the integrations customer
require can be assessed, developed and implemented by customers
themselves
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M: Standardise business processes
and technology principles and
use open standards to simplify
extension and integration of
the platform with other
components

R:

Open standard can make the
platform a balanced
architecture that flexibly
extends the range of services
and retain integration

O: Open standards ensure cloud
integration

We standardised business processes when we built [Oracle Cloud’s]
functional account because most business processes like account
payable, payroll and HR are pretty standard. We believe if all those
processes are standard, platform is the differentiator because with
the platform people can build their custom components.
By combining the use of open standards [e.g., Java, XML, BPEL etc.]
with dozens of others, it is feasible to create a fully standards-based
cloud. Most importantly, a standard based cloud simplifies
extension and integration with other applications.
• Identify and standardise business processes
• Define technology principles that are appropriate to the scope of
business processes
• Use open standards to simplify extension and integration of cloud
components
Make IT portfolio into a balanced architecture that can flexibly meet
current and future business growth, availability, security,
compliance and manageability requirements.
Because the Oracle Cloud is open standards-based, customers and
partners don’t need to learn a proprietary language to extend
applications. The use of standards also means that partners can
quickly extend Oracle Cloud solutions to create offerings for their
own customers
Oracle products based on open standards make integration easy and
prevent vendor lock-in, lowering the total cost of ownership
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Table F.3. CAMRO for Oracle Cloud add-ons

C:

CAMRO
Varied business needs in
shapes of on-premise and
on-demand services

A: To harness business value
from both on-premise and
on-demand applications

M: Use coexistence
capabilities to augment
application lines

R:

Use coexisting
applications without major
change can lower the risk
of technology adoption
issues

O: Oracle maintained its
leading position as
business application
vendor

Descriptions Based on Case Analysis
This big period of transition and essential coexistence will be a huge
issue over the next decade because customers really want the public
cloud to look like their data centre and their data centre to really look
like their public cloud.
They [Customers] seek to take advantage of new key functionalities
without having to incur many of the disruptions that come with fullscale deployments. In the meantime, their core systems continue to be
updated and supported, while the Fusion offerings are steadily
improved and expanded.
Oracle Cloud has been built to support two delivery models: on-premises
and cloud services. Fusion applications are Oracle's first applications to
be designed specifically to provide cloud-based delivery, while still
offering the same native functionality available in the on-premises
products.
Using the Coexistence for HCM offering, you can integrate your existing
applications with a hosted Oracle Fusion implementation: you can use
Oracle Fusion functionality alongside of your existing applications.
By pursuing a coexistence strategy organisations can leverage Fusion’s
unique capabilities without major IT.
Clients can implement Oracle Expenses Cloud Service while coexisting
with their current financial system. This provides them a low risk
phased cloud adoption approach with minimal implementation effort
and without disrupting their current financial management processes.
In 2015 Oracle continued as the largest business analytics software vendor
with 16.4 per cent share.

Table F.4. CAMRO for Oracle Cloud interoperability

C:

CAMRO
Varied applications with different
backends need to compile with the
cloud

A: To orchestrate business and
technology flows between varied
applications and other components
of the cloud
M: Use ‘pluggable’ design to facilitate
application building in different
environments, all of which can be
integrated and modified to meet
specific development needs

R:

Fast application development with
easy integration between varied
applications and underpinning cloud
infrastructure

Descriptions Based on Case Analysis
We understand that most of our customers operate in a very
heterogeneous IT environments. So they have pieces of SAP,
they have Oracle, they have legacy systems, they might have
custom-built applications, so any piece of infrastructure you
add on to the existing IT infrastructure needs to interoperate
with what's there today.
[FM] has been built to support two delivery models: on-premise
and cloud services. [FM was] designed specifically to provide
cloud-based delivery, while still offering the same native
functionality available in the on-premises products.
By delivering on an architecture that is hot-pluggable Oracle
enables customers to utilise Oracle FM’s broad capabilities
without having to replace their existing middleware and
infrastructure technologies such as J2EE application servers,
directory servers and system management tools.
Some of the key features [of the FM] include the ability to
reconcile custom and standard attributes from e-business suite
using a pluggable query approach so that customers can drive
Oracle identity driver provisioning, attestation, reporting and
delegated administration capabilities using these attributes.
The central value proposition of the Oracle FM product suite is
that it's breadth and integration capabilities correlate to
architects having less to build, which can result in faster time
to market.
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O: Oracle and other service providers
rely on the FM to develop
applications

The Oracle Cloud Platform is used by the company to run its own
SaaS applications and is also used by 19 of the world’s top 20
third-party SaaS providers, company officials stated.

Table F.5. CAMRO for Oracle Cloud technology core

C:

CAMRO
Varied types of data from
different databases

A: To consolidate varied data
and databases

M: Use multitenant design to
manage and understand all
types of data that had
previously been dependent
upon proprietary
application backends or
device logic
R:

Multitenant design enables
scalable capabilities to
manage multiple data
structures

O: Multitenant design yields
higher throughput than the
standalone approach

Descriptions Based on Case Analysis
I’ve seen the number of nonproduction databases grow from 12 to more
than 30. Our management would love for us to have even more
databases for our application developers, but we’re constrained by
resource issues … we would need more memory.
The proliferation of databases, sometimes referred to as database sprawl, is
expensive and difficult to manage.
Increasing server utilisation is the goal of database consolidation. Rather
than run ten databases on ten separate physical machines each with
varying degrees of utilisation, server footprint can be reduced by
deploying these on a single physical.
Multitenant has two components: a container, which consists of the
underlying database operations and functionality as well as
Oracle’s metadata registry; and a user database that fits or plugs, into
the container.
It is intended that a PDB be used to hold a single application back-end. In
this way, the PDB provides a direct, declarative means to contain an
application back-end so that the Oracle system knows explicitly which
artefacts belong to which application.
[The multitenant] capabilities enable Oracle Database 12c to deliver
scalable, high performance management and analysis capabilities for
many big data and other application workflows. [Including] traditional
business applications … that easily conform to standard data structures
as well as applications based on analysis of web, social, multimedia,
mobile and sensor data now increasing incorporate unstructured data.
When throughput was fixed, the multitenant approach enabled 50 per cent
more PDBs to be consolidated on the database infrastructure when
compared to standalone databases … In a consolidation environment
requiring elasticity, such as a private cloud, the multitenant database
consolidation option outperformed the non-CDB consolidation
approach in terms of responsiveness to fluctuating demand and
compute resource allocation.
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